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Foreword
The role of the NASA Langley Research Center is to perform basic
and applied research necessary for the advancement of aeronautics and
spaceflight, to generate new and advanced concepts for the accomplishment
of related national goals, and to provide research advice, technological
support, and assistance to other NASA installations, other government
agencies, and industry. This report highlights some of the significant
tests that were performed during calendar year 1990 in the NASA
Langley Research Center test facilities, a number of which are unique
in the world. The report illustrates both the broad range of the research
and technology activities at the NASA Langley Research Center and the
contributions of this work toward maintaining United States leadership
in aeronautics and space research. Other highlights of Langley research
and technology for 1990 are described in Research and Technology 1990--
Lan,gley Research Center.
Further information concerning both reports is available from the
Office of the Chief Scientist, Mail Stop l OS-A, NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Virginia 23665 (804-864-6062).
Richard H. Petersen
Director
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Availability Information
For additional information on any highlight, contact one of the
individuals identified with the highlight. This individual is either a
member or a leader of the research group. Commercial telephone users
may dial the listed extension preceded by (804) 86. Telephone users
with access to the Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) may dial
the extension preceded by 928.
Numerous photographs and figures were submitted in color by the
authors. Please contact the Langley Research Center Photographics
Section to determine if a color version is available. Langley (L) numbers
are provided where available.
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30- by 60-Foot Tunnel
The Langley 30- by 60-Foot
Tunnel is a contimlous-flow open-
throat double-return tunnel powered
by two 4000-hp electric motors, each
driving a four-blade 35.5-ft-diameter
fan. The tunnel test section is 30 ft
high and 60 fl wide and is capable of
speeds to 100 mph. The tunnel
was first put into operation in 1931
and has been used continuously since
then to study tire low-speed aerody-
namics of commercial and military
aircraft. The large open-throat test
section lends itself readily to tests of
large-scale models and to unique test
methods with small-scale models.
Large-scale and fidl-scale aircraft
tests are conducted with the strict
mounting system. This test method
can handle airphmes to tire size of
present-day light twin-engine air-
planes. Such tests provide static
aerodynamic performance and
stability and control data, includit_
tire nreasurenwtrt of power effects,
wing pressure distributions, amt flow
visualization.
Small-scale models can be tested
to determine both static aml dynamic
aemdymlmics. For all captive tests,
the models are sting mounted with
internal strain-gauge bahmces. The
captive test methods include conven-
tional static tests fi_r performance and
stability and control, forced-oscillation
tests for aerodynamic dampin,e,, and
rotary tests for spin aerodynamics.
Dynamically scaled subscale models,
properly instrumented, are also freely
flown in the large test section with a
simple tether to study their dynamic
stability characteristics at low speed
and at high angles of attack. A small
computer is used in this free-flight test
technique to represent the important
characteristics of the airplane flight
control system.
The Langley 12-Foot Low-Speed
Tmmel, which is used extensively for
static tests prior to entry in tire 30- by
60-Foot Tunnel, is an atmospheric
wind tunnel with a 12-ft octagonal
cross section for model testit_. The
tmmel serves as a diagnostic facility
for exploratory research primarily in
tire area of high-angle-ofiattack
stability and control studies of various
airplane and spacecraft configurations.
Preliminary tests are conducted in tlre
12-Foot Low-Speed Tmmel on simple
models prior to testing in higher speed
facilities on more sophisticated models
to obtain more efficient test planning
and effective" use of occupancy time in
such facilities.
30- by 60-Foot Tunnel 1
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Free-Flight Tests of
Supersonic Persistence
Fighter
The emphasis on efficient
supersonic cruise capability for
fighter aircraft has raised interest in
configurations with high-fineness-
ratio fuselages, highly swept low-
aspect-ratio wings, and highly
integrated control surfaces. These
features, although attractive
because they are conducive to low
supersonic cruise drag, also pro-
mote the development of strong
vortical flows at low-speed high-
angle-of-attack conditions. These
vortical flows can lead to complex,
nonlinear stability and control
characteristics. Providing desired
flight dynamic characteristics for
such configurations will place
heavy reliance on the flight control
system. The challenge is to de-
velop a high-angle-of-attack flight
control system that blends a
number of powerful control
effectors in such a way that good
flying characteristics are main-
tained well into the stall region.
Wind-tunnel free-flight tests
have been conducted in the
Langley 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel to
examine the high-angle-of-attack
stability and control characteristics
and control law design of a Super-
sonic Persistence Fighter (SSPF) at
lg flight conditions. The SSPF was
designed as a Mach 2 cruise, highly
maneuverable fighter aircraft
concept. In addition to conven-
tional control surfaces, the SSPF
also incorporates deflectable wing
tips (tiperons) and pitch and yaw
thrust vectoring. The use of these
unconventional controls blended
with conventional pitch, roll, and
yaw surfaces provides good stability
and control characteristics over a
Supersonic Persistence Fi,_hter model during wind-hmnel
free-flight testing. 1,-90-08317
large angle-of-attack range. The
free-flight test data show that
proper control law design can
effectively blend conventional and
unconventional control devices to
provide good flying characteristics
well into the stall/post-stall regions.
These results indicate that it is
possible to achieve good high-
angle-of-attack characteristics in a
fighter configuration optimized for
efficient supersonic cruise.
(David E. Hahne, 41162)
X-31 Wind-Tunnel
Free-Flight Tests
The Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency (DARPA) is
currently sponsoring an experi-
mental aircraft program that
focuses on flight demonstration of
the tactical usefulness of post-stall
maneuvering in air combat. The
key element in the program is the
Rockwell International Corpora-
tion/Messerschmitt-B61kow-Blohm
designed X-31 configuration that
incorporates an all-movable canard,
a cranked delta-wing planform, and
thrust vectoring to augment pitch
and yaw control at high angles of
attack.
In support of the development
of this airplane, wind-tunnel free-
flight tests have been conducted in
the Langley 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel
on a 19-percent dynamically scaled
model of the X-31 configuration.
The wind-tunnel studies addressed
several flight dynamics related
issues including the evaluation of
static and dynamic stability and
control characteristics, an assess-
ment of the maneuverability and
stability enhancements afforded by
the thrust vectoring controls, and
an evaluation of flight control law
concepts to provide desired high-_¢
flight dynamic characteristics. The
results of these tests show that the
basic airframe has generally good
stability characteristics except for
an undamped roll oscillation in the
stall region which can lead to loss
of control. A control system
concept for alleviating this problem
2 Langley Aerospace Test Highlights - 1990
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19-percent-scale X-31 model duriny, wind-ttmnel [ree-fl(qht tests. L-90-1332
was identified. Model flights
conducted above the stall showed
that the thrust vectoring controls
are very effective in providing the
desired controllability capability.
Overall, the tests indicate that with
proper control system design, the
X-31 can achieve the high-angle-of-
attack flight dynamic characteris-
tics required to successfully meet its
mission goals.
(Mark A. Croom, 41174)
Stability and Control
Research on Generic NASP
Configuration
A series of tests have been
conducted in the Langley 30- by
60-Foot Tunnel to investigate the
low-speed stability and control
characteristics of the National
Aero-Space Plane (NASP) Test
Technique Demonstrator (TFD)
configuration. The studies were
conducted using a model outfitted
with a high-pressure air propulsion
simulator to investigate the main
engine power effects on the
aerodynamic characteristics. The
objectives of this program were to
develop and demonstrate powered
Test Technique
Demonstrator model. L-91-2617
low-speed testing techniques for
NASP-type configurations and to
evaluate the effect of power on
stability and control characteristics
of a generic NASP design.
Both conventional static force
testing and dynamic stability
investigations utilizing a forced-
oscillation technique were con-
ducted on the TI'D model. A
compact bellows system was
developed and validated to effi-
ciently bring compressed air to the
model for power simulation.
Data obtained during the force
tests included the effects of con-
figuration components, control
effectiveness characteristics, and
the effect of power. Six-component
static force and moment data were
obtained over a wide range of angle
of attack and sideslip angles.
Parametric variations included
evaluation of the baseline fuselage,
wing, canard, and outboard vertical
tail geometries at a number of
control deflections and power
settings. The power data were
obtained for both approach and
takeoff conditions. Forced oscilla-
tion results documented the pitch,
yaw, and roll damping characteris-
tics of the complete configuration
with and without power.
(E. Richard White, 41147)
HL-20 Static and Dynamic
Wind-Tunnel Tests
The HL-20 is a lifting-body
reentry vehicle concept under
study at Langley Research Center to
provide assured manned access to
Space Station Freedom and crew
rotation capability. Following
reentry, the HL-20 is designed for
30- by 60-Foot Tmmel 3
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an unpowered landing on a
conventional runway. The ability
to perform this landing is critically
dependent upon the low-speed
stability and control characteristics
of the vehicle. As a result, a series
of tests were conducted in the
Langley 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel
on a 20-percent scale model of the
HL-20. The wind-tunnel studies
included static force tests to deter-
mine static stability and control
characteristics and forced-oscilla-
tion tests to assess pitch, roll, and
yaw damping. The resulting data
indicate that the configuration has
desirable levels of static stability
and damping characteristics over
the operational flight envelope and
adequate control effectiveness at
the design center-of-gravity loca-
tion. These data have been used to
develop a six-degree-of-freedom
piloted simulation of the HL-20 for
flying qualities evaluation and for
developing preliminary guidance
and control law concepts.
(Sue B. Grafton, 41145)
Dynamic force test of ilL-20 model. L-89-9451
Forebody Controls
Research
A series of ground-based
studies has been conducted to
develop actuated forebody strake
controls for future flight test
demonstrations utilizing the NASA
F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle
(HARV). The actuated forebody
strake concept is designed to
provide increased levels of yaw
control at high angles of attack
where conventional rudders
become ineffective. The studies
have included low-speed and
transonic wind-tunnel tests,
computational aerodynamic
studies, and piloted simulation
studies. The most recent tests were
conducted in the I.angley 30- by
60-Foot Tunnel to develop a low-
speed aerodynamic data base for
the strake design that is targeted for
flight demonstration on the F-18
HARV. These tests included static
and dynamic force tests of the 16-
percent scale model shown in the
figure.
Results from the studies show
that a pair of conformal actuated
forebody strakes applied to the F-18
HARV can provide high levels of
yaw control over wide ranges of
angle of attack and sideslip. The
strakes generate yawing moments
by modulating the forebody vortex
flow to produce differential suction
pressures on the forebody, and the
level of yaw control can be accu-
rately controlled by varying the
strake deflection. Results from the
wind-tunnel free-flight tests and
piloted simulation studies indkate
that actuated forebody strakes can
significantly enhance the maneu-
verability of fighter aircraft by
providing the crucial yaw control
required at high angles of attack.
The enhancements in the maneu-
verability provided by the strakes
would be expected to result in
considerable improvements in air
combat effectiveness.
(Daniel G. Murri, 41160)
4 Langley Aerospace Test Highlights - 1990
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16-percent-scale F- 18 free-flight model that incorporates actuated
forebody strakes.
tail buffeting while also improving
the aerodynamic stability charac-
teristics at stall and post-stall flight
conditions.
Results indicate that a weaken-
ing or repositioning of the main
vortex flow field not only can
greatly reduce tail buffeting but
also can have a large impact on the
aerodynamic characteristics. Several
configuration concepts that
provide both buffet and stability
improvements have been identi-
fied. In addition, an effort to
develop scaling methods for
ground-to-flight data extrapolation
and correlation was initiated. The
ultimate goal of this program is to
Tail Buffet Research
The use of vortex flows to
supplement lift has become a
widely used method in the design
of modern fighter aircraft. The
interactions of these high-energy
flows with the aircraft empennage
can generate substantial levels of
structural buffeting and reduce the
fatigue life of horizontal and
vertical tails. A research program is
under way to study the effects of
vortex flow fields on tail buffet,
with a view toward exploring
methods of reducing buffet levels
while maintaining the favorable
effects of vortex flows on high-
angle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics.
Wind-tunnel tests have been
conducted in the Langley 30- by
60-Foot Tunnel using an 0.16-scale
F-18 model equipped with dynami-
cally scaled, extensively instru-
mented vertical tails. The tests
were conducted to study the
L-90-ll965
vertical-tail flow field and dynamic
response characteristics. Overall
aerodynamic force and moment
data for the configuration were also
obtained. The investigation focused
primarily on the study of airframe
modifications that would alleviate
provide a better understanding of
vortex/empennage interactions and
to develop prediction and analysis
tools that will allow tail buffet
concerns to be effectively addressed
early in the design cycle of future
high-performance aircraft.
(Gautam H. Shah, 41163)
F-18 model with instrumented tails in Langley 30- by
60-Foot Tunnel. L-91-807
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Low-Turbulence Pressure Tunnel
The Lat_gley Low-Turbulence
Pressure Tunnel (LTPT) is a single-
return closed-circuit tunnel that can be
operated at pressures from near vacuum
to 10 aDn. The test section is rectan-
gular in shape (3 fl wide and 7.5 fi in
height and length), and the contraction
ratio is 17.6:1. The LTPT is capable of
testing at Mach numbers from 0.05 to
0.50 and unit Reynolds numbers from
0.I x 106/ft to 15 x 106/fl. Tire
tunnel has provisions for remowd of
the sidewall boundary layer by means
of a closed-loop suction system mounted
inside the pressure chamber. This
system utilizes slotted vertical
sidewalls just ahead of the model test
section, and the removed air is reinjected
through an annular slot downstream
of the test section. A flow control system
allows the flow and pressure require-
ments to be varied as dictated by
tunnel operation. This system can be
used to provide boundary-layer control
(BLC) for low-drag airfoil research.
A BLC system for high-lift airfoil
testing is also available. This system
utilizes compressed dry air and
involves tangential blowing from slots
located on the sidewall mounting end
plates. Flowmeters can be used to
monitor the amount of air blown into
tlre tunnel. An automatically con-
trolled vent valve is utilized to remove
the air injected into the tunnel by this
system. A high-lift model support and
force bahmce system is provided to
handle both single-element and
multiple-element airfoils. The L TPT
has been modified to add a passive
suction BLC system for high-lift
testing and a three-component laser
Doppler velocimeter (LD V).
testing low-drag airfoils. Recent flow
quality measurements in the L TPT
indicate that the velocity fluctuations
in the test section range from 0.025
percent at Mach 0.05 to 0.30percent
at Mach 0.20 at the highest unit
Reynolds number.
The drive system is a 2000-hp
direct-current motor with power
supplied from a motor-generator set.
The tunnel stagnation temperature is
controllat by a heat exchanger, which
provides both heating and cooling via
steam injectors and modulated valves
that control the flow volume of water
throu_gh a set of coils.
The measured turbulence level of
the L TPT is very low due to the large
contraction ratio and the many fine-
mesh antiturbulence screens. The
excellent flow quality of this facility
makes it particularly suitable for
6 Langley Aerospace Test Highlights - 1990
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Three-component laser velocimeter system.
Three-Component Laser
Velocimeter Development
for L TPT
Computational fluid dynamic
tneti_ods trove been increasitt_ly used
fi_r the design and torah'sis of ,fircrafi
in recent years. The d, tfit reqttire, l to
validate t]lcse metilods inchMe hiy, hly
dehfiled and acxumte flow fie/d
me, tsurements. The laser velocimeter
iS _ttt excellent instrument fi_r the
acquisition of these me_t_un,ments.
An invest_k',ttion w,s conducted to
verify' the pedi_rm, mce o/the hzwr-
optical packa,w of a titree-component
laser Dopph'r velocimeter (Ll)V)
system in tile L 77>T.
The lO-atm pressure nlpabilit)' of
tiw L TPT provides an excellent tiwiliO,
fbr invest(k, ations re,luirin X a hiA'h
Reynohls number. The high-pressure
CIll,'ir()lllllCllt_ ]RIWCVCI; ('_([(5,'CS (1
change ofthe imlex-of:refractio, of the
air. This n'fractive index clmnxe
I.-90-9328
a_i'cts tiw alik,mne,t ,rod l)eqi)rm,mce
o[ttw optics _Itlcl Idscr. T/IC itlstalh'd
LI)V system inclu,h,d ,t pressttre vcssel
It) _WL']OS£ H)i' kl_,t']- Hth] color 5£/)IIfHIDY
and remotely controlh'd optics fi_r
beam refi)cusins. A photo&,raph of tiw
system is shown in the first fixure.
lTw LI)V system was used to
measure the vmtical flow fiehl over a
delta win S swept 75 _ fbr comparison
with previoush,, acquired LI)V data
from the Basic Aem, tynamics Research
Ttmnel (BARD. The second fiy, ttre
presents a color vector plot (.shown
here in black and white) ofthe restdts
obtained from the L TPT invest_,,,ttion
at amhieHt pressure. 77wsc n'sults
show c,xcellent _lgrc('tHcttt witit the
results obtained in the BART. The
LI)V (h_ta also were obhfined at
pressures lq_ to 5 arm. ()per, ttio, of
tiw LI)V system at pressun's Xn,ater
than 5 atm was restricted to the
limitations of the traverse system
eh,ctmnics. The results of this test
confirmed the LI)V l,edi,m,mce
capal,ili O' at amlfient ,m,l hixh-
pre.';sztre Cott, litit_tts.
(Timothy E. Hepner, 44588, and
Scott O. Kjelgaard)
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High-Lift Airfoil Research
A cooperative test program in
the LTVF between the Douglas
Aircraft Company and Langley
Research (:enter is under way. The
objectives of this research program
are to gain an understanding of the
effects of increasing the Reynolds
Future tests are planned to
optimize slat/flap performance for
takeoff and landing three-element
configurations for an advanced
transport aircraft. Also, the use of
multielement sensors for boundary-
layer transition/separation detec-
tion is to be evaluated.
(Robert J. McGhee, 41005)
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Reynolds Number Effects
on Delta Wing of 65 °
A broad research program is
under way to extend the experi-
mental data base for the purpose of
validating computational fluid
dynamics codes. One aspect of this
effort includes the experimental
measurement of the surface and
offbody flow around a delta wing
configuration of 6S °. The subject
configuration, shown in the figure,
was designed with a complete
analytical description that main-
tains continuity in surface curva-
ture through the second derivative.
The model contains 183 pressure
orifices and utilizes four inter-
changeable parts to vary leading-
edge radius. The leading-edge radii
have ratios of radius-to-mean-chord
of 0.0030, O.O01S, 0.000S, and
nominally 0 (sharp). A subsonic
test was conducted in the I,TPT to
initiate the surface pressure mea-
surements. The objective of the
test was to explore the effect of
number up to near-flight values on
the maximum lift characteristics of
advanced multielement high-lift
airfoil geometries and to provide
detailed flow measurements to
guide further development of
computational methods.
Recent tests have been com-
pleted on the Douglas model using
sidewall venting for tunnel sidewall
boundary-layer control. Maximum
lift was optimized for both four-
element and three-element high-
lift configurations. The figure
illustrates typical results for a
four-element slat optimization at
a deflection angle of 30 °. The sen-
sitivity of maximum lift to slat gap
and overhang is welt illustrated. Installation of delta wit_, of65 ° in L TPT.
i
L-90-12354
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Reynolds number on the fornlation
of leading-edge vortex flow fr()m
round leading edges.
Pressure data were obtained for
the three finite leading-edge radii at
a Mach number of 0.2 and
Reynolds numbers of 2, 3, 4, 6, and
8 x 106, based on the mean aerody-
namic chord. The angle of attack
was varied in increments of 1° from
-2 ° to 30 ° . Although the model
contained no force balance due to
limited space, nominal forces were
measured using sting-mounted
strain gauges. A preliminary
examination of the pressure data
indicates that the expected effects
from the parameter variations are
well represented. Further reduction
and analysis of the data are under
way, and additional tests in the
LTI"T are being considered. These
tests are part of a broader pr()gram
for the delta wing which includes
the testing of a second larger model
over a full range of Mach and
Reynolds numbers in the National
Transonic Facility (NTF).
(James M. Luckring and Neal T.
Frink, 42869)
Subsonic Aerodynamics
Characteristics of
HL-20 Lifting-Body
Configuration
Two current NASA studies, the
Assured Crew Return Capability
(ACRC) Program and the Personnel
Launch System (P1,S) Program,
employ manned spacecraft. In the
ACRC plan, one or more reentry
vehicles are docked at Space Station
Freedom and used to return crew
members to Earth in case of
emergency. In the PI,S Program, a
small, man-carrying spacecraft is
5-
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used to augment the Space Shuttle
capabilities in transporting crew
members to and from ttle space
station. One of the candidate
configurations for both the ACRC
and I'I,S Programs is a lifting-body
vehicle designated ttl,-20. This
vehicle is designed to have aero-
dynamic performance similar to
the Space Shuttle. The HL-20
consists of a low-aspect-ratio body
with a flat understirface and bhmt
base. Center and outboard fins are
mounted on the upl)er aft body.
The outboard fins are rolled
outward 40 ° from the vertical.
A series of wind-tunnel investi-
gations are tinder way to define the
aerodynamic and aerothermo-
dynamic characteristics of the
HL-20 across the speed range from
low-subsonic to hypersonic speeds.
The current investigation was
conducted in the LTIrF to deter-
mine the effects of Reynolds
number RN on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the HE-20 model
that is 0.07 scale.
The primary restllts of the tests
are shown in the figure. Plotted are
the effects of Reynolds number on
subsonic lift to drag L/D. As
Reynolds numher is increased from
2 x 1()_ per foot to 4 x 1()_ per foot,
the maxin]um value of L/D is
increased from 3.2 to 3.6. This
increase is probably due to reduced
skin friction drag at the higher
(more nearly flight) Reynolds
numbers. Above a Reynolds
number of 4 x 10 ¢', no change
occurs in L/I). Also presented in
the figure are the effects of replac-
ing tile original outboard fins that
had a simple fiat plate cross section
with fins with an airfoil shape. The
data indicate an increase in maxi-
mum I,/D from 3.6 to 4.3. Results
from this wind-tunnel study and
others are being continually added
to the aerodynamic data base used
in flight simulator studies of the
handling qualities of the H1,-20.
(George M. Ware and Bernard
Spencer, Jr., 45246)
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Subsonic Aerodynamics
Characteristics of
HL-20A Lifting-Body
Configuration in LTPT
The HL-20 lifting-body shape
has been suggested as the vehicle
configuration for NASA's Assured
Crew Return Capability and
Personnel l.aunch System Pro-
grams. Both programs are designed
around an entry vehicle with the
capability of transporting a crew of
6 to lO members from Space
Station Freedom. The HL-20 is a
small personnel carrier vehicle
approximately 28 ft long with
aerodynamic characteristics similar
to those of the Space Shuttle. The
vehicle has a low-aspect-ratio body
with a flat undersurface and blunt
base. Center and outboard fins are
mounted on the upper aft body.
The outboard fins are rolled
outward 40 ° from the vertical.
Control surfaces are mounted on
the outboard fins and aft body.
An extensive wind-tunnel test
program is under way to define the
characteristics of the Hl,-20.
Preliminary results of the wind-
tunnel tests have shown some
deficiencies. As a result, a parallel
investigation has been undertaken
to improve the aerodynamics
through configuration modifica-
tions; the refined configuration is
referred to as HL-20A. These
modifications include forebody
shaping to minimize drag, changes
in body camber, body base area,
outboard fin dihedral, and fin
airfoil shape. The study reported
here was conducted in the LTIrl_at
subsonic speeds at Reynolds
numbers sufficiently high to
reasonably simulate flight values.
The emphasis was to improve lift to
drag L/D at landing. Presented in
the figure is the effect on L/D of the
modifications. The data show that
the original HL-20 had a maximum
L/D of 3.6, whereas the HL-20A has
a maximum L/D of almost 6. Tests
of the HL-20A are continuing over
the Mach range to ensure that the
modifications have no adverse
effects at other speeds.
(Bernard Spencer, Jr., and George
M. Ware, 45245)
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20-Foot Vertical Spin Tunnel
The Langley 20-Foot Vertical Spin
Tunnel is the only operational spin
tunnel in the Western Hemisphere and
one of only two in the free worM. Tire
present facility was built in 1941 and
has been essentially in continuous
operation since that time. All U.S.
military fighters, attack airplanes,
primary trainers, bombers, and most
experimental airphmes are tested in
this facility. General-aviation
airplanes and many fore(_n designs
are also evaluated in this lTmnel when
required.
The tunnel, which is used to
conduct spin and tumbling research on
aerospace vehicles, is a vertk-al tunnel
with a dosed-circuit ammlar return
pass_¢e. The test section has 12 sides
and is 20 fl across by 25 fl high. Tire
test medium is air. Tunnel speed is
variable from 0 fl/s to 90 fi/s with
accelerations to 15 fl/s. The main
drive motor (which is rated at 400 hp
fipr continuous nms and 1300 hp for
short runs) turns a 20-fl-diameter
three-bladed fixed-pitch tim.
Dynamically scaled models are
used to investigate flw spimfit_e, and
tumbling chan_cteristics of airphme
configun_tions. Spin recovery is
studied by remote actuation of the
aerodynamic controls of the models to
predetennine, t positions. Tests are
recorded using high-resoh_tion color
videotape with a superimposed time
code. A rotary bahmce apparatus
supported by a swilLqit_ boom is used
to conduct force and moment testing
and pressure testing of models under
spinning conditions, at angles of
attack from 0 ° to +_90_, and at spin
rates from 0 ° to +_90 r/mitt. Data are
recorded in coefficient loon on any
standard digital medium.
Tumbling Research
Certain trends in contemporary
airplane design (including such
concepts as flying wings and canard
and tailless configurations) and
high levels of relaxed static stability
have renewed research interest in
the tumbling phenomenon. Tum-
bling, an autorotational motion
about the pitch axis of an airplane,
presents a potentially catastrophic
loss-of-control condition. Tumbling
research is directed toward exploring
configuration effects and evaluating
susceptibility to the phenomenon.
Dynamically scaled models are
used to investigate tumbling in the
20-Foot Vertical Spin Tunnel. Free-
tumbling tests, analogous to free-
spinning tests, are conducted with
hand-launched models that are
given an initial pitching rotation and
permitted to tumble unrestrained in
the test section.
20-Foot Vertical Spin Tunnel 11
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Research wing model mounted on free-to-pitch apparatus.
The free-to-pitch apparatus
shown in the photograph has been
developed to enable continuous
pitching of a model about a
selected axis of rotation. The
effects of variations in moments of
inertia, center-of-gravity location,
and airspeed on autorotation can
be evaluated. The leading-edge-
sweep model of 38 ° mounted on
the rig is one of a set of generic
wing models being tested in the
current research program to assess
the effects of wing planform
geometry on tumble susceptibility.
Initial experiments have used high-
resolution video data acquisition
while a digital instrumentation
package is being developed. Later,
models will be equipped with
remotely actuated controls for
tumble recovery evaluations.
(Daniel M. Vairo, 41190)
Pressure Distributions in
Rotational Flow
The pressure distributions over
various component surfaces of an
airplane undergoing rapid, sus-
tained rotations (such as spins) are
significant for analyzing the high-
L-90-10983
angle-of-attack flight dynamics of
high-performance aircraft. The
rotary balance apparatus located in
the 20-Foot Vertical Spin Tunnel is
used to measure aerodynamic
forces and moments on airplane
models in such rotational flow
environments. Recently, the ability
to efficiently measure surface
pressures also has been incorpo-
rated into this test technique.
Using an electronically
scanned pressure sensing system
that permits the simultaneous
sampling of over 1000 pressure
ports at 2000 samples per second
on a model mounted on the rotary
balance, high-resolution three-
dimensional pressure distributions
under rotating flow conditions
were obtained for critical compo-
nents of a modern fighter airplane.
Color computer graphic techniques
were adapted to illustrate the
pressure fluctuations on the surface
of the model as the angle of attack,
angle of sideslip, and rate of
rotation were varied. A key result
from these tests was the visualiza-
tion of adverse interference effects
between the horizontal and vertical
tails, which produced prospin
aerodynamic moments. The same
technique was used to determine
ways to alleviate the problem.
(Jack N. Ralston, 41184)
Pressure test model installed on rotary balance. L-81-13 ]81
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7- by 10-Foot High-Speed Tunnel
The Lat_gley 7- by lO-Foot High-
Speed Tmmel is a close_bcircuit single-
return continuous-flow atmospheric
tunnel with a solid-wall test section
6.6 ft high, 9.6 ft wide, and 10 ft
long. The runnel, which is tim driw'n
and is powered by a 14 O00-hp electric
motor, operates over a Math mmlber
range from 0.2 to 0.9 to produce a
maximum Reynolds mlmber of 4 ×
106/ft. In addition to static testit_v, of
models to high angles of attack and
large sideslip angles, the fiwility is
equipped for both steady-state roll and
oscillatory stability testin, e,.
The facility has an important role
in a wide range of basic and applied
aerodynamic research, including
advanced vortex lift concepts, dra,_,
reduction technology, hig,hly maneu-
verable aircraft concepts, and the
development of improved aerodynamic
theories, such as the difficult
separated-flow and jet interaction
effects needed for computer-aided
design amt analysis.
The flow visualization capability
of the fiwility has been upgra,ted
throuv, h the installation of a perma-
nent laser w_por screen system.
Effect of Winglets on
Induced Drag for Low-
Aspect-Ratio Wing
An experimental investigation
has been conducted to evaluate the
effectiveness of winglets for
reducing induced drag on a low-
aspect-ratio wing. The test was
conducted in the l,angley 7- by lO-
Foot High-Speed Tunnel over a
Mach number range from 0.3 to
O.8S and an angle-of-attack range
from -2.0 ° to lO.O °. Force data, oil-
flow pictures, and laser lightsheet
videos were obtained. Two models
were tested (one with winglets
and one without winglets). Both
models had a cropped delta plan-
form with a leading-edge sweep of
50 °, and these models were at-
tached to a cylindrical body with
an ogive nose. The winglet span
was 1S percent of the planform
semispan and extended only above
the wing. The camber distribution
for each model was optimized to
give the minimum induced drag
for that configuration at design
conditions of a Mach number of
0.8 and a lift coefficient of 0.3.
The results of the experiment
show the winglets to be effective in
reducing induced drag. Improve-
ments were seen in lift to drag L/D
over the entire Mach number range
for lift coefficients between 0.2 and
7- by 1 O-Foot High-Speed Tmmel 13
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Inshdlation of low-aspect-ratio winx/wingh,t mo_h'l in the Langl O,
7- by lO-Foot HST. 1,-90-10669
0.7, including improvements in the
maximum L/D. At the design
condition, an increase of 11 percent
in L/D was observed. This increase is
in close agreement with the
percent increases predicted theo-
retically during the model design
process. Preliminary results show
the small disturbance theory used
to predict the performance of the
model to be in good agreement with
the experimental values obtained.
(Leigh Ann Smith, 42878)
F-18 Forebody/LEX Test
Advanced computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) codes are now
being used to compute complex
flows over actual aircraft. The
F/A-18 aircraft configuration is one
example that has been subjected to
an extensive CFD program with
results compared to both flight and
wind-tunnel tests.
Limitations on computer
capabilities and geometry defini-
tion confined the CFD computa-
tion to include only the forward
fuselage and wing leading-edge
F-18 forebody/LEX wind-tmmel test.
extension (LEX) back to the main
wing junction. Although faw_rable
comparisons were made with test
data from the forebody of the full
configuration, the computations
showed noticeable differences in
the aft region of the LEX due to the
influence of the wing. A physical
model matching the actual compu-
tational configuration was devised
using the front section of an
existing model, which included the
LEX. This portion of the model
was substantially instrumented to
measure surface pressures and had
been used in prior comparisons
with the computations. The figure
shows the wind-tunnel model
mounted in the facility.
The wind-tunnel test on this
F/A-18 forebody/LEX model was
conducted in the 7- by 10-Foot
High-Speed Tunnel using a unique
model support system that allows
angles of attack (AOA) up to S0 °.
The model was tested extensively
between AOA's of 20 ° and 45 ° at
L-90-11210
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Mach numbers ranging from 0.075
to 0.60. Conditions in this range
matched those both from the
computations and in previous
flight and wind-tunnel experi-
ments. These test data are cur-
rently being compared to both CFD
computations and full-configura-
tion flight and wind-tunnel tests.
(W. G. Sewall, R. M. Hall, G. E.
Erickson, and D. W. Banks,
42861)
of these flows. Thus, subscale
wind-tunnel testing must simulate
the turbulent boundary-layer flows
appropriate for flight Reynolds
numbers to correctly approximate
flight values of aerodynamic
quantities such as pitching and
yawing moments.
A pressure-instrumented ogive/
cylinder model (shown in the
figure) permitted detailed compari-
sons of surface pressures between a
Ogive/oqinder model tested in Langl O, 7- by lO-Foot HST. L-90-4532
High-Alpha Gritting to
Simulate Flight Reynolds
Numbers
Despite extensive procedures
for gritting models for low-alpha
tests, comparable procedures have
not been developed for high-alpha
testing. The literature on aircraft
forebodies and other slender shapes
contains many examples of the
strong Reynolds number sensitivity
baseline, no-grit case and three
different grit patterns. These
patterns include the traditional
low-alpha nose ring, twin, longitu-
dinal strips located $4 ° from the
windward plane of symmetry, and
"global" patterns with grit gener-
ally covering the entire surface of
the model. Results demonstrate
that the nose grit ring is ineffective
at high alpha, but that the twin
strip pattern and the "global"
ORIGINAL lr'?_,'3E
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patterns are very effective and yield
results that are consistent with each
other and with high Reynolds
number data. Based on this work,
further gritting studies with aircraft
configurations have also shown
results similar to full-scale flight.
(Robert M. Hall, Daniel W. Banks,
and William G. Sewall, 42883)
Subsonic Control
Effectiveness of
HL-20 Lifting-Body
Configuration
The HL-20 configuration is a
low-aspect-ratio body with a fiat
undersurface and blunt base.
Center and outboard fins are
mounted on the upper aft body.
The outboard fins are rolled
outward from the vertical 40 °.
Control surfaces are mounted on
the outboard fins and aft body.
This shape is being considered for
use as a manned carrier vehide in
two proposed U.S. space missions.
The Assured Crew Return Capabil-
ity Program plans to dock one or
more reentry vehicles at Space
Station Freedom for the return of
crew members to Earth in case of
an emergency. The Personnel
Launch System Program calls for a
small man-carrying spacecraft to be
used to augment the Space Shuttle
capabilities (primarily in transport-
ing crew members to and from
Space Station Freedom). The HL-20,
which is designed for performance
characteristics similar to those of
the Space Shuttle, will have a
gliding entry, aerodynamic maneu-
vering, and a horizontal landing.
A series of wind-tunnel investi-
gations were undertaken to define
the aerodynamic and aerothermo-
7- by lO-Foot High-Speed Tunnel 1S
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HL-20 model mounted in Langley 7- by lO-Foot lIST. L-91-1454
dynamic characteristics of the
HL-20 across the speed range from
low-subsonic to hypersonic speeds.
Tests have been conducted in a
number of wind tunnels at Langley
Research Center and in industry.
This investigation was conducted
in the Langley 7- by 10-Foot High-
Speed Tunnel to define, in detail,
the aerodynamic control effective-
ness of the lifting-body configura-
tion. The control characteristics
will be used in a man-in-the-loop
flight simulation study to deter-
mine the handling qualities of the
HL-20. A photograph of the model
is presented in the figure.
(George M. Ware and Bernard
Spencer, Jr., 45246)
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14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel
The Lanfley 14- by 22-Foot
Subsonic Tmmel (formerly tile 4- by 7-
Meter Tunnel) is use, t for low-speed
testing of powered and unpowered
models of various fixed- and rotary-
wing civil attd military aircraft. Tire
tunnel is powered by an 8000-hp
electrical drive system, which can
provide precise tunnel speed control
from O fl/s to 318 ills witir tile
Rekmolds number per foot rangit_
from 0 to 2. I x 106. Tile test section
is 14.5 fl high, 21.8 fl wit& and
approximately 50 fi long. The tmmel
can be operated as a closed tunnel
with slotted walls or as one or more
open config, umtions when the
sidewalls and-ceiling are removed to
allow extra testit_¢, capabilities, such
as flow visualization and acoustic
tests. The tunnel is equipped with a
two-component laser velocimeter
system. Furthermore, boundary-layer
suction on the floor at the entrance to
tire test section and a moving-belt
I
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xmund board fi_r operation at test
section flow velocities to 111 ills can
tw installed fi_r Xmund effect tests.
Lany, h'y Research Center h,ts
completed siy,trificant mo,titications to
the Lany, Io, 14- by' 22-Foot Subsonic
Tunnd to hnprove and expand i_s
aer_xtplamk and acoustic test capability.
One _( the more si_#fic, mt aemdymrmic
impmvemettts was achieved throuxh
file use of flow deflectors installed
downstream of tiw first corner of the
tunnel circuit to improve tire tR'rfomlatt_v
of the tunnel tim. Tire deflectors resulted
ill a more uni]orln wh_ity distribution
into the tunnel drive system and elimi-
nated r_gqonsof large-soakflowsepara-
tion in the retllrtr leg of lhe tutrnel circuit.
A turbuletrce reduction systenl
consisting of a ,_rid, a horwycomb, aml
fimr title-mesh screens dramatically
reduced tire h,velof lon,_ihMinal
turbulence intensity itr tire hmtrel test
section. This system provided a
reduction in turbulence of 50 percent
or tit(ire fi)r tile closed test section
contigurafion. Periodic flow pulsa-
tions that occurred tit sew'ral speeds in
t/re unmodified conti,_,uration of the
open test section were eliminated by
tile inshlllation of a new flow
collector.
Acoustic reverberations in tile
open test section were reduced throu,_,qt
the use of solmd-absorbin,_ panels on
the test chantber waiLs. A rmqor
operational improvement was achieved
thmr_;h tire constnlction of a specially
designed laser velocimeter laboraton'
fiIr setup and maintenance Of tile two-
component laser velocimetry system.
Fitrally, an athlition to tilt' model
preparation area, which includes a
support system and rotor test cell,
provides tile capability to assemble and
test rotor m_xtels in hoveritlg conditions
prior to actl.ll _1_, irltO the tunnel
Rotor Inflow Research
The fifth in a series of rotor
inflow measurements tests was
conducted in the Langley 14- by
Test nlodel and contour plot of rotor inflow properties. L-89 9884
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22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel using a 2-
Meter Rotor Test System and a laser
velocimeter for measuring flow
velocities. The purpose of this U.S.
Army/NASA program is to establish
an experimental data base of rotor
inflow and wake velocities which
can be used for the validation of
computational methods that
predict flow velocities near a rotor.
In the most recent test, rotor inflow
data were acquired for a four-
bladed rotor with a generic research
fuselage. The data were measured
at 180 locations in a plane approxi-
mately 3 in. above the plane
formed by the rotating blade tips
for advance ratios (ratio of flight
speed to rotor tip speed) of 0.23
and 0.30. Both average and time-
dependent data were acquired for
each measurement location. The
predictions of various computa-
tional analyses of rotor inflow were
compared to the experimental data.
A photograph of the test model
and a contour plot of the mean
induced inflow ratio are presented
in the figure.
The experimental data show
that as wind speed is increased, the
area of upflow induced by the rotor
moves progressively from the far-
forward region of the rotor disk to
cover the complete forward half of
the disk. The induced inflow
characteristics at all wind speeds
are asymmetric about the longitu-
dinal axes of the rotor, with the
maximum downwash concentrated
in the aft portion of the rotor disk,
skewed to the advancing blade side.
The computational methods show
significant differences from the
experimental data, thus indicating
that improvements in the methods
are necessary for the proper
calculation of the flow conditions
affecting rotor performance.
(Susan L. Althoff, Joe w. Elliott,
and Danny R. Hoad, 45059)
Powered Ground Effects
Investigation of a Single-
Stage-to-Orbit Vehicle
As part of the National Aero-
Space Plane Program, an investiga-
tion was conducted in the l,angley
14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel to
determine the low-speed, powered
system was used to generate an
inlet flow as well as provide
exhaust flow for complete simula-
tion of low-speed engine opera-
tions. Aerodynamic force and
moment data have been obtained
for powered and unpowered
conditions both in and out of
ground effect. Oil-flow visualiza-
tion studies were conducted on the
entire tipper surface of the configu-
ration as well as on the under-
surface of the forebody in the
vicinity of the inlet plane. In
addition, exhaust flow visualization
Exhaust flow visualizatiotl on sin,gle-sh4,W-to-orhit coHflxur, ttion.
ground effects of a single-stage-to-
orbit vehicle. These vehicles, in
which the overall configuration
design is driven by high-speed
constraints, are generally not well
suited for low-speed operations.
Thus, in order to investigate the
low-speed powered aerodynamics,
a 9.5-fl-long model was tested over
a broad angle-of-attack, sideslip,
and thrust coefficient range. An
ejector-type propulsion simulation
was generated using a water
injection technique in combina-
tion with a laser lightsheet. Model
parameters investigated included
wing and afterbody flap deflec-
tions, a large and small canard,
large and small twin vertical tails,
nozzle flaps on each engine unit,
vortex flaps, a faired inlet, and two
alternate forebody planfomls.
(G. M. Gatlin, J. w. Paulson, Jr.,
and K..I. Kjerstad, 45065)
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8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
The Langl O, 8-Foot Transonic
Pressure Tunnel (TPT) is a variable-
pressure slotted-throat wind tunnel
with controls that permit independent
wlriations of Mach number, stagna-
tion pressure and temperature, and
dew point. Air is circulated through
the circuit by an axial compressor
located downstream of the test section
diffi_ser and driven by an electrical
drive system. The test section is
square with filleted comers and a
cross-sectional area approximately
equivalent to an 8-fl-diameter circle.
The floor and the ceiling, of the test
section are axially slotted (approxi-
mately a 6.9-percent porosity in the
calibrated test region) to permit
continuous operation through tlre
transonic speed range. The sidewalls
are solid and fitted with windows fi)r
schlieren flow visualization. The
contraction ratio of the test section is
20:1.
Tmmel stagnation pressure can be
varied from a minimum of approxi-
mately 0.25 atm at all test Math
monbers to approximately 1.0 atm at
a Mach number of 1.2 arm, approxi-
mately 1.5 atm at h(e,h subsonic Math
numbers, and approximately 2.0 arm
at Mach numbers of O.4 or less.
Temperature is controlled by water
from an outside cooling tower circulat-
ing through cooling coils across the
comer of the nmnel circuit upstream of
tire settling chamber. Tire tunnel air is
dried until tire dew point temperature
Main Drive motor ;
Screens 1-5 /
Honeycomb
Turning vanes
Building containing Control Room
end auxiliary pumping equipment
, Expansion JOinl
i
Airflow ,,
/
/
Cooling coils
Schematic of Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tmmel. L-89-133o
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Slotted test section. 1.-88-11585
is reduced enotL_h to prew'nt condensa-
tion in the flow by use of dryers using
silica &el desiccant.
Based upon both centerline probe
and wall pressure measurements,
generally uniform flow is achieved over
a test section length of at least 50 i,.
at Mach numbers of O.20 to 1.20.
Tlle higher the Mach number, tile
shorter the region of unifi_nn flow
becomes. The tmmel is capable of
achieving Math mmlbers to approxi-
mately 1.3, but most testing is limited
to a maximum M, wh number of 1.2
because tile calibrated region of the
test section fi_r M = 1.3 is fi_rther
downstream than fi_r lower Mach
numbers and requires that a model be
located filrther aft in tire test section.
The 8-Foot TPT is a very versatile
wind tmmel capable of supporting,
basic fluid dynamics research as well
as a wide nmge of applied aem,b,-
namic research. With tile installation
of screens and honeycomb in co,jlmc-
tion with the recently comph'ted
Laminar-Fh_w-Control Experiment,
the quail O' of the flow in tile test
section is suitable for perfbmlil_
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reliable code validation experiments.
The test section already is instnl-
mented with many ceiling, floor, and
sidewall pressure orifices; more orifices
couhl be added easily if desired. It:
a_hlition, fixed chokes and test section
slot covers are currently being des(_ned
which would permit ,tah_ to be
obtained on both open and closed
tunnel configurations as well as
improve the flow quality in the test
section by blocking upstream prop_(_,a-
tion of diffilser noise.
Fiber Optic-Based Laser
Vapor Screen System
Laser vapor screen flow visual-
ization capability that features a
fiber optic-based beam delivery
system was established in the 8-
Foot TPT. The vapor screen
technique features the injection of
water into the tunnel circuit to
increase the relative humidity in
the test section. The cross-flow
patterns are visualized by illuminat-
ing the regions of condensed water
vapor above the model with an
intense sheet of laser light. This
illumination provides a powerful
diagnostic tool to assess vortex-
dominated flow fields about
complex aerodynamic shapes at
subsonic through transonic speeds.
The 8-Foot TVF flow visualization
system is all-encompassing because
it contains the light source (6-W
argon ion laser), fiber optic beam
delivery system, lightsheet-generat-
ing optics, remote controllers for all
aspects of the laser and lightsheet
optics, water seeding mechanism,
and video observation, documenta-
tion, and editing equipment.
The use of fiber optics repre-
sents a significant advancement in
the safety, reliability, and effective-
Laser vapor screen flow visualization in 8-Foot TPT. Camera outside test
section (above); camera on model support system (below).
ness of the laser vapor screen
technique in transonic wind
tunnels and provides a means of
steering high-power laser beams in
a contained manner over large
distances, which are typical of
transonic tunnel installations.
Fiber optics eliminates the beam
misalignment due to tunnel
structural vibration or to variations
in operating pressure and tempera-
ture that are encountered with
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more conventional mirror-based
beam delivery systems. The 8-Foot
TPT system has been demonstrated
to be a turnkey operation that
maintains alignment indefinitely.
Representative results obtained
on an advanced fighter model in
the 8-Foot TPT are shown in the
figure, which highlights the laser
lightsheet and the vortex cross-flow
patterns above the model. The
photographs contain images
captured from a video camera
mounted outside the test section
and from a miniature video camera
mounted to the model sting
support system. The fiber optic-
based laser vapor screen system has
been used extensively in the 8-Foot
TIfF on a variety of models at Mach
numbers from 0.30 to 1.20. An
identical system has been estab-
lished in the Langley 7- by 10-Foot
High-Speed Tunnel (HST) for
vortex flow visualization at sub-
sonic speeds•
(Gary E. Erickson, 42886)
Wind-Tunnel Investigation
of Generic High-Speed
Civil Transport
Two generic High-Speed Civil
Transport models were tested in the
8-Foot TPT as part of the High-
Speed Airframe Integration Re-
search (HiSAIR) Program. The
purpose of the test was to create a
data base consisting of force,
moment, and pressure data at
transonic speeds. The data will be
used to assess the ability of various
computational methods to predict
the aerodynamic characteristics of a
High-Speed Civil Transport.
High-Speed Civil Transport model L-90-O274S
The geometry of the two
models tested differs only in the
wing-tip region. One has a straight
wing tip, and the other has a
curved wing tip (shown in the
figure). The leading-edge sweep of
these models is approximately 79 °
inboard and $3 ° outboard. The
aspect ratio is 3.039, and the span
is 18 in. Force data were taken on
both models from M = 0.30 to
M = 1.19 at angles of attack from
-2 ° to 9 °. At M = 0.30, data were
obtained up to an angle of attack of
18 °. Sideslip data were also ob-
tained at selected Mach numbers.
Pressure data were obtained on the
curved wing-tip model at the same
conditions except no sideslip data
were taken. Both models were
tested with nacelles on and off.
Preliminary data indicate no
significant difference between the
straight and curved wing-tip
models. A laser lightsheet flow
visualization system was used on
the curved wing-tip model at M =
0.30 and at M = 0.90. Vortical flow
was seen at M = 0.90 at an angle of
attack as low as 3°.
(Pamela S. Phillips, 42880)
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Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
Conversion of the original Langley
19-Foot Pressure Tunnel into tire
Transonic Dynamics Tannel (TDT)
was begun in the late 1950's to satisfy
the need for a large transonic wind
tunnel dedicated specifically to work
on the dynamics and aeroelastic
problems associated with the develop-
ment of high-speed aircraft. Since the
facility became operational in 1960,
this tunnel has been used almost
exclusively to clear new designs for
safety from flutter and buffet, to
evaluate solutions to aeroelastic
problems, and to research aeroelastic
phenomena at transonic speeds.
Tire tunnel is a slotted-throat
single-return closed-circuit wind tunnel
with a 16-fl by 16-ft test section. The
stagnation pressure can be varied from
slightly above atmospheric to near
vacuum, and the Mach number can be
varied from 0 to 1.2. Test section
Mach number and density are both
continuously controllable. A 30 O00-
hp tim motor is used to drive the test
medium at various velocities. The
fi_cility can use either air or a heavy
gas (R12) as the test medium. The
tunnel has a reclamation system so
that tire heavy gas can be purified and
reused.
The facility is equipped with
many features uniquely suited to
dynamic and aeroelasticity testing.
These features include a computerized
data acquisition system especially
designed to rapidly process large
quantities of dynamic data, a system
for rapidly reducing test section Mach
number and dynamic pressure to
protect models from damage when
aeroelastic instabilities occur, a system
of oscillating vanes to generate
sinusoidal variations in tunnel flow
attgle for use in gust response studies,
and special mount systems that enable
simulation of airplane free-flight
dynamic ground motions and of
launch vehicle ground wind loads.
The heavy gas (R12) medium is
usually used during aeroelastic testing
in the TDT because it has several
advantages over air for dynamically
scaled models. Tire R12 is four times
heavier than air, and this allows for
the design of heavier (and conse-
quently stronger) models that still
meet the mass density scaling ratios
for proper modeling of fidl-size
aircraft. Furthermore, the speed of
sound in R12 is one-half that of air;
this allows for lower dynamic fre-
quency scaling ratios that benefit data
acquisition and model safety and for
lower tunnel power requirements
during operation. Currently, the heavy
gas reclamation system is being
upgraded and is due to be completed
in late 1991.
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Flutter Tests of A-12
Advanced Fighter
Modern fighter aircraft must be
designed so that their performance
capabilities are not degraded by
flutter restrictions. The objective of
this program is to ensure that the
U.S. Navy advanced fighter (A-12)
aircraft will have the required
flutter margin of safety throughout
its flight envelope.
A dynamically scaled
aeroelastic model of the A-12 was
tested in the TDT as part of the
flutter clearance program. The
figure shows the model installed in
the TDT on a cable mount system
that has been used previously for
many other models. The cable
mount system is flexible enough to
adequately simulate the vibrations
of the aircraft in flight. Initial
testing was conducted using an
overly stiff (dummy) model to
determine dynamic stability of the
model on the cable system. In
addition, some configurations that
were considered most likely to
flutter were first tested on a sting
mount to increase safety of the
model. All tests were conducted
using Freon in the TDT. These tests
were jointly funded by NASA and
the U.S. Navy.
A total of 41 configurations
were tested during four wind-
tunnel tests in the TDT between
July 1989 and August 1990. Model
configurations that were tested
during this time include the clean
wing and the wing configured with
internal and external stores. Some
configurations were tested to
determine the influence on flutter
of free-play effects and flexibility in
the wing fold joints and wing
control surfaces. Furthermore, fuel-
mass effects on flutter also were
determined. All configurations
that were tested were shown to
have the required flutter margins of
safety throughout the vehicle flight
envelope.
Tests such as these are very
useful during the development of
an advanced aircraft. After wind-
tunnel tests, the design of the
aircraft can proceed with greater
confidence. In addition, the full-
scale flight testing hours required
for flutter clearance can be signifi-
cantly reduced by results of such tests.
(Moses G. Farmer and Maynard
C. Sandford, 41263)
A-I 2 advanced fighter flutter model.
8LACK
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Trail-rotor model mounted on sidewall.
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Flutter boundaries for three model configurations.
Flutter Characteristics of
Trail-Rotor Model
The trail-rotor vehicle is one
design for a future generation high-
speed rotorcraft. This vehicle uses a
tilt-rotor concept that includes a
fixed wing with a gear-box nacelle
and rotor blades at each wing tip.
In the takeoff, landing, and hover
conditions, the nacelles are in the
vertical position with the blades
extended. During conversion to
the forward flight mode, the blades
are feathered as the nacelles tilt aft
and then are folded back into a
fixed trailing position. Turbofan
engines located near the wing root
power the vehicle. The objective of
this study was to investigate the
flutter behavior of a simple trail-
rotor model in the forward flight
mode.
Several configurations of this
trail-rotor concept were tested in
the TDT. Each configuration was a
wing model that was cantilever
mounted to the tunnel sidewall.
One configuration had only the
nacelle attached at the wing tip.
Two other configurations had
folded blades attached to the
nacelle. One set of folded blades
was a baseline; the other set
represented the baseline mass
distribution but was streamlined to
reduce the longitudinal aerody-
namics of the blades. The first
figure shows the model configura-
tion with the wing, nacelle, and
baseline blades mounted in the
TDT. Structural finite-element
models and kernel function
aerodynamics were used to predict
the flutter behavior.
Experimental flutter bound-
aries for these configurations are
shown as open symbols in the
second figure. (The model is stable
below the flutter boundary.) The
flutter boundaries for the configu-
rations that include the blades are
substantially lower than the wing/
nacelle configuration. In compar-
ing the results of the blade configu-
rations, blade aerodynamics are
seen to be slightly stabilizing, rFhe
analytical results (also shown in the
second figure) accurately predict
the results from the tests and
indicate that these state-of-the-art
tools can be used effectively during
the design of such a vehicle.
(David L. Soistmann, 41073)
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ARES test-bed with hinxeh'ss rotor Imb installed.
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Hingeless rotor hub details.
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Aeromechanical Stability
of Hingeless Rotors
The Aeroelastic Research
Experimental System (ARF.S) is a
test-bed used for conducting
helicopter rotor research in the
TDT. One goal of the research is to
develop the capability to test
hingeless and bearingless rotor
configurations. An important part
of this capability is the develop-
ment of an experimental technique
for accurate measurement of the
aeromechanical stability of the
coupled rotor-body system. The
objectives of these tests are to
generate a data base for analytical
correlation and to ensure safe
testing of hingeless and bearingless
rotors in the TI)T. Photographs of
both the ARES (first figure) and a
hingeless rotor (second figure) are
shown.
Testing of the hingeless rotor
was recently completed for both
hover and forward-flight condi-
tions in the TDT. The moving-
block technique was utilized to
measure rotor inplane damping for
determination of aeromechanical
stability. Damping measurements
were made for a range of param-
eters including rotor speed, collec-
tive pitch, and blade droop.
Testing in hover was con-
ducted at different values of
collective pitch over a range of
rotor speeds. Testing in forward
flight was performed over a range
of advance ratios up to 0.3S. Some
illustrative results of inplane
damping values for forward flight
conditions are shown in the third
figure. The data obtained show a
trend of increasing damping with
collective pitch. The figure also
shows that inplane damping
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decreases with increasing rotor speed.
An unstable region is indicated in the
figure. Similar results were obtained
for configurations incorporating
changes to blade droop.
performance and combat maneu-
verability. As a result, it is becom-
ing more difficult to test on cable
systems the full-span models that
accurately scale aeroelastic charac-
teristics. A study has been con-
ducted in the TDT to develop and
demonstrate the ability to test a
statically unstable aeroelastic flying
model using an onboard stability
augmentation system (SAS).
A full-span aeroelastic flying
model was designed and con-
structed to represent an advanced
fighter aircraft such as shown in
the first figure. Statically stable and
unstable test conditions were
achieved with a movable mass
system within the model that
allowed the center of gravity (CG)
to vary over a wide range (12
percent) of mean aerodynamic
chord. An onboard hydraulic
system was used to actuate hori-
zontal tail surfaces providing pitch
and roll stability. Rate gyros were
mounted in the model to provide
pitch and roll inputs to the SAS.
This test has expanded the
aeromechanical stability data base
for the parametric hingeless rotor.
Consistent and repeatable measure-
ments of the rotor inplane damp-
ing were obtained. The experimen-
tal data will be used for future
correlation with analytical codes.
The test showed that safe testing
can be accomplished even near and
into the instability region.
(M-Nabil H. Hamouda, Jeffrey D.
Singleton, and William T. Yeager,
Jr., 41266)
Statically Unstable Model
on Cable Mount System
Fighter aircraft are being
designed to fly in a statically
unstable manner to improve Fiy,hter model on cable mount system.
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An analog control system was
designed to command the indi-
vidual horizontal tail surfaces using
pilot trim inputs, horizontal tail
position, and gyro feedback.
Model tests were conducted in the
TDT over a Mach number range of
0.6 to 1.2 using both a heavy gas
(R12) and air as test mediums.
model that accurately scaled a
statically unstable aircraft.
(Michael H. Durham and Donald
F. Keller, 41262)
NACA 0012 Benchmark
Model Test
A Benchmark Models Program
has been initiated at Langley
Research Center with the primary
objective of obtaining data for
aeroelastic computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) code development,
evaluation, and validation. The
first model in the series is a wing
with a conventional airfoil sup-
ported on a flexible mount system.
This model was tested to define the
conventional flutter boundary, the
angle-of-attack c¢flutter boundary,
and other transonic instability
boundaries with simultaneous
measurements of surface pressures
during flutter.
A rigid rectangular wing of
panel aspect ratio 2 and an NACA
0012 airfoil were tested in the TDT
on the flexible Pitch and Plunge
Apparatus (PAPA). The model is
shown in the first figure. This
model was equipped with in situ
Some results of the tests are
shown in the second figure. These
results were acquired for the model
configuration with the movable
mass in its most aft position (most
statically unstable). The shaded
region in the figure represents the
increased test envelope achieved
with the use of the SAS. The
dashed line indicates the test limits
without the SAS. The active SAS
allowed testing to a maximum
dynamic pressure of 2S0 lb/ft 2.
The capability to fly statically
unstable aeroelastic models was
demonstrated in the TDT. These
tests evaluated the use of an active
SAS to allow flutter testing of a
NACA 0012 model mounted on PAPA system in tmmel. L-90-8987
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pressure transducers to measure
wing upper and lower surface
steady and unsteady pressures.
The model and support system also
were instrumented with acceler-
ometers and strain-gauge bridges to
measure model loads and response.
Wind-on data were obtained for
Mach numbers of 0.30 to 0.97.
The Mach number effects on
the conventional flutter boundary
(coupling of pitch and plunge
modes) for the model at an angle
of attack of 0 ° are shown in the
second figure as a function of
dynamic pressure and Mach
number. A narrow instability
region is also shown near a Mach
number of 0.90, in which the mode
of oscillation was primarily plunge
motion. Angle-of-attack effects on
model flutter at a Mach number of
0.78 are shown in the third figure.
At angles of attack greater than
approximately 4.3 °, the motion was
primarily in the pitch mode (stall
flutter). Instrumentation time
history records were recorded at
most instability points as well as at
some subcritical test conditions.
This test provided an extensive
data set defining the model struc-
tural dynamic characteristics and
measured model instability bound-
aries along with associated steady
and unsteady pressure measure-
ments. This data set is expected to
be a useful tool for the develop-
ment, evaluation, and validation of
modern aeroelastic CFD methods.
(Jos_ A. Rivera, Jr., Bryan E.
Dansberry, Moses G. Farmer,
Clinton V. Eckstrom, Robert M.
Bennett, and David A. Seidel,
41270)
Transonic Shock-Induced
Dynamics of Flexible Wing
in TDT
Periodic transonic shock-
boundary-layer oscillations are
known to occur over a narrow
range of Mach numbers on thick
rigid circular-arc airfoils, as illus-
trated in the left half of the first
figure. The objective of this
research was to determine the
dynamic response of a flexible wing
under these conditions. This
model is an element of the Bench-
mark Models Program and is al_
investigation intended to aid in the
physical understanding of complex
unsteady transonic aerodynamics.
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Flexible win,g with I 8-percent circular-arc airfoil section.
A simple flexible wing was
designed and built at Langley
Research Center and tested in the
TDT to determine the shock-
boundary-layer induced dynamics.
The wing was rectangular in
planform with an 18-in. chord and
a 4S-in. span. The wing consisted
of an aluminum plate with balsa
wood forming an 18-percent
circular-arc airfoil section. The
right half of the first figure shows
the model mounted in the TDT.
The model was instrumented with
bending and torsion strain gauges
at the root and accelerometers on
the outer portion of the wing.
In the region of the shock-
boundary-layer oscillations, an
increased random buffeting level
was found for the first bending
mode; this level was at a much
lower frequency than the fre-
quency of the shock-boundary-
layer oscillations. A limit-cycle
oscillation was found for a third-
bending-like mode that involved
splitter plate motion and which
had a natural frequency that was
near the frequency of the shock-
boundary-layer oscillations. These
results are illustrated in the second
figure. For M = 0.751, a random
amplitude buffeting response in the
first bending mode is shown in the
bending moment time history. At
M = 0.781 and 0.79S, the first
bending buffeting response is
larger, and a nearly constant
amplitude high-frequency response
is evident. With a further increase
in Mach number to 0.819, the
high-frequency response disap-
pears, and the first-mode buffeting
is again of lesser magnitude.
A small spanwise strip and
wishbone-type vortex generators
were used to alleviate tile limit
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cycle oscillations, but they resulted
in either increased buffeting of the
first mode or induced flutter.
(Robert M. Bennett, 42274, Bryan
A. Dansberry, Moses G. Farmer,
Clinton V. Eckstrom, and Jos_ A.
Rivera, Jr.)
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16-Foot Transonic Tunnel
The Langley 16-Foot Transonic
Tunnel is a closed-circuit single-return
continuous-flow atmospheric tunnel.
Speeds rip to Mach 1.05 are obtained
with the tunnel main-driw" fans, and
speeds from Mach 1.05 rip to Mach
1.30 are obtained with a combination
of main-drive and test section plenum
suction. The slotted octagonal test
section measures 15.5 ft across the
fiats. The tunnel is equipped with an
air exchanger with adjustable intake
and exit vanes to provide some
temperature control. This facility has
a main-drive power of 60 000 hp, and
a 36 O00-hp compressor provides test
section plenum suction.
The tunnel is used for fi_rce,
moment, pressure, and flow visualiza-
tion studies on propulsion-airframe
integration models. Model mounting
consists of sting, sting-strut, and fixed-
strut arrangements; propulsion
simulation studies are made with dry,
cold, high-pressure air.
Tire 16-Foot Transonic Tmmel
was closed to wsearch durit(g most of
1990 to allow completion of sevend
major modificatioHs. These modifica-
tions included a floor-mount system to
facilitate semi.span model testing and
a model preparation alva _i)r model
buildup and calibration.
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National Transonic Facility
The National Transonic Facility
(NTF) is a fan-driven, closed-circuit,
continuous-flow, pressurized wind
tumwl. The test section is 8.2 fl by
8.2 fl and approximately 25 fl long
with a slotted-wall configuration.
There are six slots each in the top and
bottom walls.
Tire test gas may be dry air or
nitrogen. For tire elevated-temperature
mode of operation (in which the test
gas is normally air), heat removal is
by a water-cooled heat exchanger
(cooling coil) located at the upstream
end of the settling chamber. For the
cryogenic mode of operation, heat
remowd is by evaporation of liquid
nitro c,en, which is sprayed into tire
circuit upstream of the fan. By
utilizing liquid tritrogen as a coolant,
the tunnel design test-temperature
range is variable from 150°F to
-320°F. When nitrogen is injected
into tire circuit, venting must occur to
maintain a constant pressure. Ther-
mal insulation is installed internal to
tire pressure shell to minintize energy
consumption. Tire design total
pressure range for the NTF is from 15
psia to 130 psia.
The combination of pressure and
cold test gas can provide a maximum
Reynolds number of 120 × 106 at a
Math number of 1.0 based on a choM
len,gth of 9.75 in. By using the
cryq_;enic approach to high Reynolds
numbers, tire NTF achieves its
performance of near fidl-scale condi-
tions at lower cost and at lower model
loads than concepts based on ambient
temperature operation, hi addition,
with both temperature aml pressure as
test variables, three types of investiga-
tions are possibl¢ these include
Reynolds number effects at constant
Mach number and dynamic pressure
(model deflections), model aeroelastic
effects at constant Reynolds number
and Mach number, and Mach number
effects at constant dynamic pressure
and Roqlohls number.
Flow quality was considered an
important part of facility design. Four
anfiturbulence screens incorporated in
the settling chamber and a contraction
of 15:1 from the settling chamber to
the nozzle throat are provided to
reduce turbulence. Acoustic treatment
upstream and downstream of the fan
is provided to minimize fan noise
effects.
Basic three-dimensional model
support is provided by an aft-mounted
sting. This sting is attached to a
vertically mounted arc sector that is
driven by a hydraulic cylinder to
change the model pitch attitude. The
arc-sector center is designed so that the
model pitch center is maintained on
the tunnel centerline throughout the
angle-of-attack range. The arc sector
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canbepitchaloveranmgeof30°
with tile model angle-of-attack ran,_e
being set by tire use of bent stiny,s. A
roll mechanism provides tire itrte_ae
between tile arc sector and the model-
stin_ combination; this mechanism
has a roll range of -90 ° to 270 °.
Sideslip an, ties are achieved by usin,_;
combinal roll and pitch angles.
Tile tunnel drive system consists
of two variable-speed imluction motors
with a combined power outpllt of 3.5
× 107 W (4.9 x 107 W overload), a
two-speed gear box, amt a synchro-
nous motor with a power output of 3.1
× 107 W (4.5 x 107 W overload). Tire
compressor consists of a fixed-pitch,
sinfle-stay, e fan witir w_riable-inlet
guide vanes. The drive system can be
operated in either of two modes: tire
synchronous mode (in which the tim is
operated at ti_e constant synchronous
speed of 360 r/min and tire inlet guide
vanes are varied to achieve tire desire,t
compression ratio) and the wrriable
tim speed mode (in which the induc-
tion motors are used to drive tire fan
over a nmge of roh_tional speeds (up to
600 r/min) to achieve the desired
compression ratio).
Mach Number Calibration
on National Transonic
Facility Test Section
The test region of wind tmmels
must be aflibmted to provide precise
settings of Mach mmlber and to
correct tire test results for Mach
,_,radients that exist in this region. The
calibration measurements were made
in the NTF with a centerline pressure
probe that had mtfltiple pressure
orifices distributed along, its leny,th.
Mach number level aml gradients on
tire centerline were determined as a
fimction of-reference test comlitions
(Mach and Reynolds number) and of
the variable test section ,geometo' (wall
diw%,ence 6 _w and reent O' flap anxle
6,_,).
Because tire test section geometo'
was variable, one tim_st of the test
was to fin,l combinations of wall and
reentry flap angles that produced a
Math ,_radient (dMALX) of O°. Data
at M,_ = 0.7 indicate tiult wtrious
combinations of tile at_fles produced
this result. Combinations with tire
walls divery,ed as much as possible
wouht be chosen because of lower
tmmel power consumption. Tire Mach
,_radients at a fixed geometry are a
fimction of Reynolds number. This
variation is not always mottotorlically
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HSCT model installed in NTF test section. L-90-12564
consistent, but the NTF test section
geonletty can be optimized as a
fimction of Mach number and
Reynohts nunlber. Note the increased
Reynolds number or viscous e_ects fi_r
wall combinations that produce large
positive or nev,ative Mach nunlber
gradients. These occurrences are
conditions of increased flow through
the slots, and they su,_gest viscous
effects on this flow.
(Jerry B. Adcock and M. Susan
Williams, 45135)
Reynolds Number Effects
on High-Speed Civil
Transport at Takeoff
Speeds
This test investigated Reynolds
number effects on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of the
NTF High-Speed Civil Transport
(HSCT) configuration. The figure
shows the model in the NTF test
section. The model was tested
without leading-edge deflection,
trailing-edge flaps, or vertical
stabilizers. Mach numbers ranged
from 0.2 to 0.5, and Reynolds
numbers ranged from 7 × 106 to 86
× 10 6, based on the mean aerody-
namic chord. Forces, moments,
and tuft patterns were recorded.
This model, which was sized to
maximize the Reynolds number
range at takeoff and landing con-
ditions, is the largest airplane
model ever tested in the NTF. This
test provides a data baseline with
a nearly sharp leading edge on
the wing as well as a test tech-
nique experience for this type of
con figuration.
The data indicate that even
with this nearly sharp leading edge
(a leading-edge radius to mean
chord ratio of 0.0009), Reynolds
number effects on the lift are
noticeable when the model is clean
(with no tufts). The addition of
tufts for flow visualization reduced
the slope of lift versus angle-of-
attack curve. This effect was
observed at the high Reynolds
numbers of this investigation and
is thought to be the result of the
tufts energizing the boundary layer
and delaying its separation.
The use of minitufts in a
cryogenic environment was
validated during this test for the
duration of many test runs. A new
optical disc image storage system
was utilized to work with the
minituft video system. Conven-
tional cameras are not used because
no way exists to change film at
cryogenic conditions.
(Pierce L. Lawing, Julio Chu, and
Lewis R. Owens, 45137)
Reynolds Number Effects
on Commercial Transport
An investigation of an 0.03-
scale model of the Boeing 767-200
aircraft has been conducted in the
NTF to determine the Reynolds
number effects on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the model, to
obtain data at full-scale Reynolds
numbers for comparison with
available flight data, and to obtain
data for the development and
enhancement of Reynolds number
scaling techniques. The model was
tested over a Mach number range
from 0.40 to 0.92 and a Reynolds
number range from 7.50 x 106 to
67.37 x 10 6 per foot. High
Reynolds number data were
obtained using cryogenic nitrogen;
low Reynolds number data were
taken in air. The repeatability of
the data taken in both the air and
nitrogen modes of operation was
very good.
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The data indicate that increas-
ing the Reynolds number results in
higher lift at a constant angle of
attack, higher drag-divergence
Mach number, increased stability,
and lower drag. Physically, the
boundary layer is thinner for
higher Reynolds numbers, which
causes an increased effective
camber of the wing; this effect also
increases the downwash on the
horizontal tail. A model-support
system buffet, primarily in the
rigid-body roll mode, was experi-
enced at the full-scale Reynolds
number only (67.37 x lO 6 per foot)
ena are a function of Reynolds and
Mach numbers rather than dy-
namic pressure. Data from inde-
pendent variation of the dynamic
pressure indicate significant
aeroelastic effects on the wing;
force, moment, and pressure data
indicate an unloading and nose-
down twisting of the wing-tip
region with increasing dynamic
pressure.
(Richard A. Wahls, 45108)
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Boeing 767-200 model in NTF test section. 1,-87-4167
for test Mach numbers of 0.75,
0.80, and 0.82. The buffet did not
occur for any other test Reynolds
numbers (7.50 x 106 and 35.54 x
10 6 per foot) or at a Mach number
of 0.86 for the full-scale Reynolds
number. Buffet onset occurred
above the cruise angle of attack just
prior to pitch-up. These phenom-
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0.3-Meter Transonic
Cryogenic Tunnel
Tile Langh'y 0.3-Meter Transonic
Cryogenic Tunnel (0.3-Meter TCT) is
a contirmously operatiny, cryoy,enic
pressure tunnel. Tire test section Mach
manber is continuously variable
between 0.2 and approximately 1.3,
with suitable adjusted test section
shapes. Tile stagnation pressure can
vary from slightly over 1 bar up to 6
bars and tire stagnation temperature
from 340 K down to approximately
77 K (196°C). "Fire test,gas is
nitrogen. The wide ranges of pressure
and temperature allow tile study of
approximately a 30-to-1 rat_e in
Reynolds number effects. A maximum
Reynolds number of mow than 1O0 x
106/fl is possible. Tile 0.3-Meter T('T
has autonratic control of Math
nunrber, pressure, and temperature.
The tmmel was placed in opera-
tion in 1973 as a three-dimensional
pilot tunnel to demonstrate tile
c_ogenic wiml-tunnel concept at
transonic speeds. Tire successfid
&,monstratiott of'the cryogenic con-
cept in tire 0.3-Meter TCT played a
major role in the decision to buiht tile
U.S. National Transonic Facility
(NTF). Subsequently, tile 0.3-Meter
TCT has played a major part in tire
A dvanced 7"echnolo,o, Ai_fil Program
because tile tunnel allows Reynolds
number effects to be studied in
two-dimensiomfl testit_g. Tire 0.3-
Meter TCT is currently involw_d in file
evaluation of testin,g techniques fi_r
improving data quality (by minimiz-
itrA,boumhtry interfi, rences) ill both
two- and three-dinrensional testing.
Tile combitration of fliy,ht Reynohts
mmrber capability and minimal
boutrdary itlterferetrces makes the
0.3-Meter TCT a powerfid tool for
aeronautical research at transonic
speeds.
Duriny, more than 15 years of
operation, the 0.3-Meter TCT has run
with three different test sections. The
original test section was octagonal
with a sting-type model support
system, hi 1975, an 8- by 24-in. two-
dimensional test section was inshdled
with slotted top and bottom walls. In
1985, a new Adaptiw'-Wall Test
Section (A WTS) was installed.
Tire A WTS is nominally square
with 13 in. sides and has an effective
length ofl55.8 ill. This unusual
transonic test section has four solid
walls with a flexible floor and ceiling.
The complete test section is enclowd in
a pressure shell that forms a 73.2-in.-
long insert into the 0.3-Meter TC F
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Sketch of O.3-Meter TCT with 13-in. by 13-in. two-dimensional Adaptive-Wall Test Section installed.
tunnel circuit. A system of 21
computer-controlled jacks supports
each flexible wall. These flexible
walls art' made of 308 stainless steel.
Tire A WTS has motorized model
support turntables and a traversing
wake survey probe, both of which are
computer controlled.
For each data point, the flexible
walls are adapted to shapes that
drastically minimize wall interferences
that wouM exist around the model if it
were in free air. Tire floor and ceiling
of the test section, in effect, become
invisible to the model. With wall
interferences minimized, the model
size and therefi_re the Reynolds
number capability of the tunnel can be
increased, ht a_Mition, the removal of
noisy slots in the test section gives the
added benefit of much improved _h_ta
quality.
For two-dimensional testing, tire
A WTS has provisions for both active
and passive sidewall boundary-layer
control (BLC). Porous plates can be
fitted into the rigid sidewalls just
upstream of the model location. The
BLC system allows the investigation
of another source of bounda_
inter'fence.
L_LACK ANP WHITE F _"c'C_';pAD H
View of O.3-Meter TCT A WTS with left side of surroundit_ pressure shell
removed.
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Planform area: 2214 in2
Mean chord: 3.33 in.
(Dimensions in inches)
Tapered wing model.
Half-Wing Test in
Adaptive-Wall Test Section
Conventional test sections
with solid or ventilated walls
prevent proper deflection of
streamlines around the model in a
wind tunnel. A solution to reduc-
ing the undesirable wall effects at
the source is offered by using the
adaptive-wall concept; this concept
has been successfully demonstrated
for minimizing two-dimensional
wall interference in the 0.3-Meter
TCT.
Recently, a semispan tapered
wing model (shown in the first
figure) mounted on one of the test
section sidewalls was used to study
effects of wall adaptation at high
angles of attack. This study
consisted of an iterative adjustment
of test section top and bottom
walls and a measurement of forces
on the model using a strain-gauge
balance. The calculation of wall
interference and new wall shapes
was conducted on-line. The wall
interference reduced considerably
after the first iteration up to
moderate angles of attack. For
angles higher than 8 °, the test
40
section flow choked with the walls
straight. For these conditions, wall
adaptation was accomplished
starting from a previously adapted
contour. The wall-adjustment
process was terminated when the
correction to the test Mach number
was less than 0.003.
The second figure shows the
measured normal-force coefficient
variation with wing incidence. The
normal force decreased when the
walls were adapted starting from
straight shapes. The adapted wall
data are closer to the nearly
interference-free data measured in
the Langley 7- by lO-Foot High-
Speed Tunnel (HST). The data in
the stall region could be obtained
only by adapting the walls because
the straight-wall shapes had large
interference and caused choking of
the test section. This study demon-
strated that the 0.3-Meter TCT
Adaptive-Wall Test Section can be
successfully used to measure the
high-lift characteristics of three-
dimensional wings. Some differ-
ences at high angles are probably
due to residual errors and sparse
wall pressures used for computing
the wall shapes.
(A. V. Murthy, 45007)
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Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel
hmnediately following WorM
War II, the need for wind-tunnel
equipnwnt to develop advanced
airplanes and missiles was recognized.
The military attd fire National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
(NACA) developed a plan for a set4es
of fi_cilities which was approved by Ote
United States Congress in the Unitary
Wind Tunnel Plan Act of 1949. This
phm included five wind-tunnel
facilities, three at NACA laboratories
attd two at fire Arnold Engineerit_
Development Center. The Langley
Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPWT)
was among tire three built by NACA.
The UPWT is a closed-circuit continu-
ous-flow variable-density tunnel with
two 4-fl by 4-fi by 7-fl test sections.
Tire low-range test section has a
design Mach number range of I.5 to
2.9, and the hiT,h-range section Macb
monber varies from 2.3 to 4.6. The
tunnel has sliding-block-type nozzles
that allow continuous wlriation in
Mach ttumber while on-line. The
maximum Reynolds number per &ot
wtries from 6 × 10 0 to 11 × 106
depemting on Math number. The
ttmnel is used fi_r force arm moment,
pressure distribution, jet effects,
dynamic stabiliO; attd heat-transfi'r
studies. Flow visualization data,
which are avaih_ble in botit test
sections, include schlieren, oil flow,
arid vapor screen.
Flow Field Survey
Apparatus for Unitary Plan
Wind Tunnel
The UPWT Flow Fieht Survey
Apparatus is a research tool desisted
to acquire flow fieht data in the
vicinity of a wire#tunnel model. The
apparatus can be used over the entire
Mach tmmber range (Mach 1.5 to 4.6)
of the UPWT.
A fiw,-hole conical-shaped
pressure probe was used to measure
pressure th_ta. Five mitfiature pressure
trattsducers were located within 10 in.
of the probe tip to permit n_phl
measurenwnt response. A mechank-al
survey apparatlts is used to position
the five-hole probe in a user-selected,
organized _/rid sutarey. Tire nwchani-
cal apparatus contains two electric
motors to position two separate
mechanical arms. The motor control
system is a closed-loop microprocessor-
based motor controller that executes
instn_ctions downloaded by a host
computer. The host mmputer is art IBM
desktop computer operatir_ with the
C_dckbask prq_rammhlg lan,_u(_,e. Tire
host compltter applies etLe,ineering units
to tiw data, saves tire data on a hant
disc, dowrlhRlds mot/on control programs
to the microprocessor tllotiotl controller,
and manages the user dispho,. A
Hewlett-PackaM 9845 l)rafl_naster II
plotter is used to generate tire plots.
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Flow fiehl sun,ey apparatus mounted behind fiat delta-wing
model in UPWT.
The figure shows the survey
apparatus mounted downstream of a
fiat delta-wing model in the UPWT.
Oames E. Byrd, 45961)
Sonic Boom Tests
Sonic boom tests on two 12-in.
cambered and twisted low-boom
configurations were conducted in
the UPWT. One configuration was
designed to produce a flat-top
ground signature at Mach 2
conditions; the second model was
designed to produce a minimum
shock or "ramp-type" ground
signature at Mach 3 test conditions.
Both models included a vertical fin
and four axisymmetric flow-
through nacelles. Tests were
conducted at Mach 2.5 and 2.96 at
a Reynolds number per foot of 2 ×
lO 6. Free-stream reference pressure
and local pressures were measured
with conical probes of 2°, which
were connected by tubing to a
differential transducer of 1 lb/in 2
located outside the tunnel. Sonic
boom pressure signatures were read
L-88-4989
at axial distances of 6 in. to 18 in.
from the model in an effort to
evaluate the accuracy of prediction
methods at these distances. To
better assess flow conditions over
the models, the tests also included
flow visualizations using vapor
screen, oil flows, and schlieren
photographs.
Objectives of previous sonic
boom tests in the UPWT had been
Low-boom Mach 3 configuration in UPWT.
to validate sonic boom mid- and
far-field theories. To accomplish
those objectives, measurements
had to be taken at axial distances of
up to 30 body lengths away and
thus restricted model size to 1 in. or
2 in. in length in this 4-ft by 4-ft
test section. For those models that
included nacelles, only solid needle
representatives of nacelles were
employed. The current tests
included the largest sonic boom
models ever tested in the UPWT
and the first attempt to include
flow-through nacelles. Initial test
results indicated that flow had not
been established in these small 1/4-
in.-diameter nacelles and that a
standing shock in front of the
nacelles prevented any meaningful
nacelle-integration pressure data
from being obtained.
Pressure results for the configu-
rations without nacelles did,
however, verify the low-boom
shaping technique for the current
twisted and cambered models.
(R. Mack, 45988, C. Darden, K.
Needleman, and D. Baize)
L-90-q862
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Sidewinder missile variant model in UPWT.
Supersonic Aerodynamic
Characteristics of
Sidewinder Missile Variant
Configurations
Previous tail-span optimization
studies at supersonic speeds on a
modified Sidewinder missile-type
airframe indicate that this configu-
ration may be a viable design for
use with advanced fighter aircraft.
Performance improvements
associated with the modified
configurations included lower
stability levels accompanied by
higher trim angles of attack and
reductions in zero-lift drag.
A cooperative research effort
between Langley Research Center
and the Naval Weapons Center,
China l,ake, California, was estab-
lished to further investigate
variations of the Sidewinder
missile-type airframe. As part of
this cooperative effort, models of
selected U.S. Navy-designed canard-
controlled missile configurations
were fabricated with reduced tail-
span geometries and tested in the
I.-9(1-11485
UPWT to determine the longitudi-
nal and lateral-directional aero-
dynamic characteristics. The test
Mach numbers ranged from 1.75 to
2.86 at a Reynolds number of 2.0 ×
1()_ per foot. Angles of attack
ranged from -4 ° to 28" at model roll
angles from 0 ° to 18(F.
Preliminary test results indicate
that the reduced tail-span configu-
rations exhibit faw)rable supersonic
aerodynamic characteristics.
Selected test missile configurations
appear to have the potential for a
single aerodynamic control system
that provides canard pitch, yaw,
and roll/roll-rate control.
(A. B. Blair, 45735)
Incipient Leading-Edge
Separation Study
In supersonic wing design, the
aerodynamicist wants control over
the formation of leading-edge
separation in order to optimize
both separated and attached-flow
conditions at the leading edge.
Thus, the ability to predict and
understand the effects of certain
geometric parameters on the initial
formation of leading-edge separa-
tion becomes important. A compu-
tational study has been conducted
l)elta win_ with elliptical cross section momlted in UPWT. I,-90-044 77
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to determine the effect of leading-
edge radius and camber on the
initial formation of leading-edge
separation. The leeward side of a
conical delta wing swept 65 ° was
tested at Mach 1.60.
Based upon these computa-
tional results, three wind-tunnel
models were designed to verify the
predictions. Each model had a
different cross-sectional geometry
and a delta planform with a
leading-edge sweep of 65 °. The
three geometries were a sharp
leading edge, a rounded leading
edge, and a rounded leading edge
with a circular-arc camber of l0 _'
imposed across the span. The
models were tested in the UPWT at
a Mach number of 1.60 and at
Reynolds numbers of 1 x 1()¢_,2 x
lO_, and S × lO 6 per foot. Surface
pressure and flow visualization data
were obtained for all three models.
OR[CII',IAL Pt, GE
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Preliminary analysis of test
results shows that leading-edge
radius and camber are effective in
delaying the onset of leading-edge
separation. However, the angle of
attack at which separation was
observed experimentally was not
well predicted.
(S. Naomi McMillin, 45581)
Experimental Analysis of
Optimized Waveriders
The waverider concept offers
high aerodynamic performance
due to the efficient containment of
the high-pressure flow beneath the
vehicle. However, most waverider
concepts have never exhibited the
expected benefits because the
viscous drag effects were not
accounted for in the design optimi-
zation process. A study has been
conducted to analyze two
waverider configurations that were
designed using a hypersonic cone-
derived waverider optimization
code (developed by the University
of Maryland) which includes
viscous drag effects for Mach
numbers of 4 and 6. A reference
model with the same planform and
cross-sectional area distributions as
the Mach 4 design but with a fiat
upper surface also was designed.
The Mach 4 waverider model
and reference fiat model were
tested in the UPWT at Mach
numbers of 1.5 to 4.S and Reynolds
numbers from 1 × 106 per foot to 4
x 106 per foot. The Mach 6
waverider model was tested in the
20-Inch Mach 6 Tunnel at
Reynolds numbers of 0.6 × 106 per
foot to 6 × 106 per foot. Force and
moment, surface pressure, and flow
visualization data were obtained for
all three models. The photograph
shows the models in each of the
test facilities.
Optimized hypersonic viscous waverider models mounted in UPWT and 20-1rich Mach 6 Tunnel. L-90-7931
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Theoretical analyses using full-
potential and Euler solvers agree
well with experimental data for the
Mach 4 waverider at the design
Mach number and angle of attack.
Additional analyses will be per-
formed to verify the performance
potential of waveriders.
(Steven X. S. Bauer, 45946)
Supersonic Aerodynamics
Characteristics of
HL-20A Lifting-Body
Configuration in UPWT
The HL-20 lifting-body shape
has been suggested as the vehicle
configuration for the NASA Assured
Crew Return Capability (ACRC)
and Personnel Launch System (PLS)
Programs. Both programs are
designed around an entry vehicle
with the capability of transporting
a crew of 6 to l0 members from the
space station. The HL-20 is
approximately 28 ft long with
aerodynamic characteristics similar
to those of the Space Shuttle. The
vehicle has a low-aspect-ratio body
with a flat undersurface and blunt
base. Center and outboard fins are
mounted on the upper aft body.
The outboard fins are rolled
outward 40 ° from the vertical.
Control surfaces are mounted on
the outboard fins and aft body.
An extensive wind-tunnel test
program is under way to define, in
detail, the aerodynamic characteris-
tics of the HL-20. Preliminary
results of the wind-tunnel tests
have shown some deficiencies. As
a result, a parallel investigation has
been undertaken to improve the
aerodynamics through configura-
tion modifications. The refined
configuration is referred to as the
HL-20
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Aerodynamic characteristics of HL-20/HL-2OA.
HI,-20A. The modifications include
forebody shaping to minimize
drag, as well as changes in body
camber, body base area, outboard
fin dihedral, and fin airfoil shape.
The study reported here was
conducted in the UPWT at super-
sonic speeds. The emphasis was to
improve the longitudinal trim
characteristics through the Mach
range from 1.5 to 3.0. In addition,
it was necessary to determine if
modifications made to improve
performance in other speed ranges
did not adversely affect supersonic
characteristics. Presented in the
figure is the effect of body camber
on longitudinal trim. The original
HL-20 trim characteristics are
presented along with those of a
variation of the HI,-20A featuring
negative body camber. The data
show that with body camber the
HL-20A trims at positive angles of
attack with positive values of lift
and lift to drag L/l). Tests are
continuing at other speed ranges to
refine the HL-20A configuration.
(Bernard Spencer, Jr., and George
M. Ware, 45245)
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Test model installed in UPWT.
Supersonic Dynamic
Stability Characteristics of
NASP Test Technique
Demonstrator Configuration
The aerodynamic damping in
pitch, yaw, and roll was obtained at
supersonic speeds on the National
Aero-Space Plane (NASP) Test
Technique Demonstrator ('ITD_
configuration. These tests were
conducted using the small-ampli-
tude, forced-oscillation technique.
In addition to the primary damp-
ing parameters, other stability
parameters were measured. These
parameters include secondary
damping parameters such as the
rolling moment due to yaw rate
and the yawing moment due to roll
rate. Other parameters include the
oscillatory longitudinal-stability,
oscillatory directional-stability, and
rolling moment due to roll
displacement.
The NASP TFD configuration
was tested with and without wings,
vertical tails (both inboard and
outboard), canards, nacelle, and
body flap. Data were acquired for a
range of supersonic Mach numbers
from l.S to 4.5 and a range of
angles of attack.
(David A. Dress, 45126, and
Richard P. Boyden)
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Hypersonic Facilities Complex
The Hypersonic Facilities Com-
plex consists of several hypersonic
wind tunnels located at fi_ur Lang, ley
Research Center sites, These fiwilities
are considered a complex because
t(_ether they re/)re_e_lt a major mfique
national resol_rce for wind-tllnnel
testing. Tile complex cunently
includes the Hypersonic CF 4
(tem_fluommethalw) tmmel (M = 6),
the Mach 6 High Reynolds Nmnber
Tunnel tile 20-hwh Mach 6 Tunnel,
Hypers. CF4 Tunnel
M,.,=6 CF4R_ =0 25 055×106
ii
31-Inch M 10 Tunnel
M_= 10 AIRR_=04 24×10 E
M 6 High R_. Tunnel
M.,= 6 AIRR,.,= 08 420 :.:1@_
f"
Hypers. Nitrogen Tunnel
M_._=17N_,R...=035 × 10_
20-Inch M 6 Tunnel
M,_= 6 AIRR_.,=0 7 g0xl0 _
Mach 20 Hypers. Helium Tunnel
M_= 19216 HeR_.=35 125x10 _
:i
M 8 Var.-Dens. Tunnel
M_= 8 AIR R_,= 0 I T07× I@ 6
15-Inch M 6 High To Tunnel
M_=6 AIRR_=05 60x106
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the Mach 8 Variable-Density Tunnel,
the 31-hwh Math I0 Tunnel, the
Hypersonic Nitrogen Tunnel (M = 17),
tire Mach 20 Hypersonic Helium
Tunnel, and the 15-hlch Mach 6
Hixh- Tenlperature Tunnel. These
facilities are used to shMy tile aero-
dynamic and aerotilermodynamic
phenometra associated with advanced
space transportation systems, includ-
ing filture space transfer and Persomwl
Launch System vehicles; to support the
development of tile National Aero-
Space Phme technolqo, hmar and
Mars entry vehicles, and hypersonic
missiles and transports; and to
perform basic fluid mechanics studies,
to establish _hlta bases" for calibration
of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) codes, and to develop measure-
ment and testing techniques. A
significant amount of the current
testing in tirese facilities is classified,
thus restricting tire amount and
content of test results that can be
reported in tire open literature.
This complex of facilities provMes
an unparalleled capability at a single
installation to study tile effects of
Math number, Reynolds number, test
gas, and viscous interactions on tile
hypersonic characteristics of aerospace
vehicles. Several modifications are
being made to tile filcilities to improve
their reliabiliOb flow quality, and
capability.
Flow Field Calibration of
15-Inch Mach 6 High-
Temperature Tunnel
The 15-Inch Mach 6 High-
Temperature Tunnel [ormerly the
Hypersonic Flow Apparatus (HFA),
was oriy,inally designed fi?r Mach 10
flow. The axisymmetric nozzle was
recently modified to provMe Math 6
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Distance from centerline, in.
Pitot pressure for 15-Inch Mach 6 High-Temperature Tunnel. Po = 220 psia
and T0 = I070°R.
flow at Reynohts numbers and wall
temperature ratios similar to the 3 l-
hlch Mach I0 Tunnel. The inviscid
contours for tire modified nozzle were
developed using an inverse method of
characteristics procedure; corrections to
tile wall contour for viscous effects
were made using a finite-difference
boundary-layer code. Tile flow fieM
was analyzed by a Navier-Stokes
solver to verify tire accuracy of the
design procedure. Further, the nozzle
contour was machined to a tolerance
of +O.O005 in. in tile tirroat region,
+0.001 in. downstream of the
inflection region, and +0.002 in.
tilrolL_hout tire remainder of tile
nozzle. Such stringent standards help
provide higher flow quality.
The tunnel is presently being
calibrated; preliminary pilot surveys of
tile test section have revealed good
flow uniformity. As shown in tile
fi_ure, at a stagnation pressure Po of
220 psia and a stagnation tempera-
ture To of lOTO°R, tile center 10.5 in.
of the flow field has less than +1
percent variation in the ratio of
measured pilot pressure to upstream
stagnation pressure. The tunnel has
been nm at stagnation conditions
ranging from 45 psia to 350 psia total
pressure and 850°R to 1250°R total
temperature. Further calibrations are
planned over a more extensive
operating range.
(Jeffrey S. Hodge and Charles M.
Hackett, 45237)
20-Inch Mach 6 Tunnel
Laser Velocimeter
Measurements
Two series of laser velocimeter
tests were conducted in the 20-Inch
Mach 6 Tunnel. The frst test series,
conducted with a laser transit anemo-
meter (LTA), established the opera-
tional capability of a particle injection
system designed for the Mach 6
facility. The injection system con-
sisted of a solid particle fluidizing
chamber and a differential pressure
system. The pressure system main-
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Two-dimensional LD V facility installation. L-90-7497
rained a small positive pressure across
the fluidizing chamber, 0.5 psi to 1.0
psi above the tmmel settling chamber
pressure (350 psi).
Tire second series of tests,
conducted with a two-component laser
Doppler velocimeter (LL)tO system,
determined tire effective aerodpmmic
size ofl the particles in the tmmel test
section. Velocity spatial response of
the particles across an oblique s/rock
was compared with t/re particle
equation of motion. Almnina oxide
(AI203) particles, classified as 0.3 lam
dMmeter a,Ke,lomemte free material,
were the laser scattering media fi_r
these tests. The velocity measttre-
ments and tire comparison with theo O,
showed that tire seed material
wsponded as 0.5 jJm diameter size
particles. These tests showed that
Mie-scattering-based laser velocimeter
u,Velocity
component,
ft/s
I::F, _ T,.o,0,.r,0--r
I-, _ ...0.,,.set,c,. I11
.......... ,.ok: \ . lil
,,'_o, _oob',,°:"_,°'\ "
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80
Surveydistance,In.
Experimental geometry Particle dynamic response
across 40.8 ° oblique shock
20-Inch Mach 6/LD V system performance tests.
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systems with a properly desi_led and
operated seeding system could get
usefid velocity measurements in Mach
6 model flow fiehls. Velocity measure-
merits upstream of the shock _gree
with the expected free-stream values.
(William Hunter, Jr., 44594,
Luther Gartrell, William
Humphreys, Cecil Nichols, David
Witte, and James Dillon)
Aerothermodynamic and
Aerodynamic Testing of
Propulsion/Avionics
Module
As part of a cooperative
agreement between Martin
Marietta Corporation Manned
Space Systems and Langley Re-
search Center, thermal mapping
patterns were determined on a
wedge-shaped propulsion/avionics
(P/A) module. The wedge-shaped
entry vehicle is a proposed reusable
carrier for the high-cost propulsion
and avionics components of a
rocket booster package. Tests were
performed in the 31-Inch Mach lO
Tunnel over a Reynolds number
range of 0.25 x 106 to 1.3 x 10 6 and
from angles of attack of 0° to 35 °.
Thermal mapping images were
obtained using a two-color phos-
phor thermography technique. In
this method, ceramic models are
coated with phosphor materials
that radiate in the visible spectrum
according to their temperatures
when excited by ultraviolet light.
A video camera and data acquisi-
tion system record, digitize, and
store images during a tunnel run.
The images are later retrieved for
surface temperature analysis.
Results from tests in the 31-In'ch
Temperature,
351
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'_85
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81
°F
PfA module thermal mapping image
Mach 10 Re = 0.4 x 106
c_= 30° 5flap = -10°
Thermal mapping of windward su_ce of P/A module.
Mach 10 Tunnel are shown in the
figure as surface temperature
distributions on the windward side
of the model. High surface tem-
peratures are noted on the body
nose, leading edges, and windward
surface chines. High temperatures
reveal the reattachment regions at
the trailing edges of the flaps, and
the cooler zones at the base of the
flaps indicate flow separation.
Further aerodynamic tests to
obtain force and moment data are
planned for the Hypersonic
Facilities Complex. Extensive
testing across the hypersonic speed
range will establish aerothermo-
dynamic data and complement the
aerodynamic data already available
for the P/A module.
(Charles M. Hackett, 47661)
Evaluation of Infrared
Thermography for
Hypersonic Heat-Transfer
Measurements
Infrared thermography (IRTI
techniques were evaluated for
providing nonintrusive global heat-
transfer rate measurements on
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Su_zce heating distributions on Space Shuttle orbiter model at Mach 10 in air (a = 15 ° and Re = 1.5 x 10 _, at a test
time of 3 s).
wind-tunnel models in hypersonic
flow. Because of recent advances in
infrared technology and image
processing, a program was initiated
to compare IRT with other tech-
niques for providing surface
temperature/heat-transfer measure-
ments on various aerodynamic
geometries at hypersonic speeds.
A commercial infrared imaging
system with an 8-_tm to 12-_m
wavelength bandpass and a video
rate of 6.2S frames per second was
utilized. A PC-based image process-
ing system capable of real-time
digitization, processing, and display
of data was used. A zinc selenide
window, optimized for 98 percent
transmission of the 8-_m to 12-1Jm
range, was utilized for optical
access to the wind-tunnel test
section. The spectral emittance of
wind-tunnel model material was
measured using spectrophotometric
techniques.
A series of tests were conducted
on a Space Shuttle orbiter model in
the 31-Inch Mach 10 Tunnel for
model angles of attack c_ of 0 °, 1S °,
and 30 ° and Reynolds numbers Re
of 0.2 × 106 and 1.S x 106 based on
model length. The infrared images
provided real-time qualitative
heating patterns such as effects of
shock/shock interaction on the
model. The time variation of
measured surface temperature
distributions was used for calculat-
ing heat-transfer rates based on the
one-dimensional semi-infinite
heat-transfer principle.
This IRT thermographic
measurement capability has been
developed and applied in three
hypersonic wind tunnels, the 3l-
Inch Mach 10 Tunnel, the 20-1nch
Mach 6 Tunnel, and the Mach 20
Hypersonic Helium Tunnel. Initial
test results demonstrate a capability
for providing nonintrusive heat-
transfer measurements in hyper-
sonic facilities using IRT.
(Kamran Daryabeigi, 44745, and
Gregory M. Buck)
Wind-Tunnel Blockage
Tests of Scramjet Inlet at
Mach 10
Careful design of primary
engine components such as the
inlet is necessary to exploit effec-
tively the potential of propulsion-
airframe integration for hypersonic
air-breathing vehicles such as the
National Aero-Space Plane (X-30).
Based on the results of a computa-
tional parametric study, a model of
a generic three-dimensional
sidewall compression scramjet inlet
has been designed for testing in the
31-1nch Mach 10 Tunnel at Langley
Research Center. In order to
increase the instrumentation
density in interaction regions for a
highly instrumented model,
making the model as large as
possible is desirable. When the
cross-sectional area of the model
becomes large relative to the
inviscid core size of the tunnel, the
effects of blockage must be consid-
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ered. In order to assess these
effects, a blockage model (an
inexpensive, much less densely
instrumented version of the
configuration) was fabricated for
preliminary testing. Because it was
desirable to determine the effect of
the model on the performance of
the wind tunnel and also to
determine the ability of the inlet to
start, the model was instrumented
with 32 static pressure orifices
distributed on the forebody plane
and sidewalls; 17 static pressure
orifices on the tunnel wall and
three pitot probes on the model
were used to monitor the tunnel
performance. The wind-tunnel
blockage aspects of the effects of
contraction ratio (sidewall proxim-
ity), cowl location, Reynolds
number, and angle of attack were
investigated.
/-- Baseplate
Cowl
Inlet model shown in flight
orienhTfion.
A complex swept shock
structure was observed to develop
inside the inlet. Inviscidly the
swept shocks impart a downward
component to the flow, which (for
the cowl aft configurations) leads
to high flow spillage, a quality that
helps the inlet start at low Mach
numbers. The primary effect of
moving the cowl forward was to
capture the flow that otherwise
would have spilled out ahead of the
cowl. Increasing the contraction
ratio (moving the sidewalls closer
together) increased the number of
internal shock reflections and
hence incrementally increased the
sidewall pressure distribution.
Decreasing the Reynolds number
tended to increase the overall
compression of the inlet via
stronger shocks and stronger
shock/boundary-layer interactions.
The present configuration was the
largest inlet model tested in the 31-
Inch Mach lO Tunnel to date. (The
maximum cross-sectional area of
the model exceeded 30 percent of
the tunnel inviscid core.) For each
of the configurations tested, the
tunnel remained started following
model injection. Based on pitot
and tunnel sidewall pressure
distributions, no evidence of
tunnel blockage due to the pres-
ence or orientation of the model
was noted. Furthermore, the inlet
appeared to start and remain
started, based on the pressures
measured with the static pressure
orifices distributed on the baseplate
and sidewalls. Since the comple-
tion of these tests, a highly instru-
mented version (256 channels of
pressure data) of the configuration
has been designed and fabricated to
better resolve the internal shock/
boundary-layer interactions and
their effects on the global perfor-
mance of the inlet. A concurrent
computational fluid dynamics
effort is also under way to provide a
more detailed accounting of the
internal flow physics and a com-
parison with experimentally
obtained surface static pressures
and entrance and exit plane pitot
profiles.
(Scott D. Holland and Charles G.
Miller, 45221)
Tests of Large Slender
Bodies in 31-Inch Mach 10
Tunnel
Two large models of a hyper-
sonic cruise configuration have
been tested in the 31-Inch Mach lO
Tunnel in air at an angle of attack
of 0 °. The goal was to evaluate the
potential for wind-tunnel blockage
with large slender-body models
with and without simulated
scramjet propulsion. The models
were 24 in. and 34 in. in length,
and they were tested over a
Reynolds number range of 0.2S x
106/ft to 2.0 × 106/ft. The 24-in.
model, which was made from
aluminum, had the capability of
simulating scramjet propulsion by
ejecting a cold gas at rates up to O.S
Ibm/s, and the large model was an
uninstrumented wood version
without simulated propulsion
capability. At low Reynolds
number, the tunnel area blockage
ratios (model and strut area to
inviscid test core area) were 42
percent for the 24-in. model and 55
percent for the 34-in. model. At
high Reynolds numbers, the
corresponding blockage ratios were
21 percent and 28 percent.
Previous studies in this tunnel
have used tunnel unchoked/
choked criteria to determine the
presence of blockage. Blockage in
the present study was assessed
using total pressures measured with
pitot probes mounted on the
model support strut and static
pressures measured on the wind-
tunnel wall. The figure presents
the total pressure measured with
pitot probes attached to the model
support strut Pt2 divided by the
total pressure from previous wind-
tunnel calibrations Pt2,c,a as a
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Evaluation of wind-tunnel blockage generated by slender-body models in
31-Inch Mach 10 Tunnel.
function of distance from the
tunnel floor. Data are presented for
both models with and without
propulsion simulation at Reynolds
numbers of 0.5 x 106/ft and 2.0 ×
106/ft. No significant deviations
between the calibration and
present results were observed for
:he 2.0 x 106/ft Reynolds number
)r at lesser Reynolds numbers with
the 24-in. model and maximum
blowing; however, significant
deviations from the calibration
appeared with the 34-in. blockage
and the resultant invalidation of
the tunnel calibration for these
conditions. Interestingly, the
decrease in Pt2 is indicative of the
flow expanding to a higher Mach
number, which is contradictory to
the traditionally observed choking
typical of wind-tunnel blockage.
(Joel L. Everhart, 45253)
Aerothermodynamic
Measurement and
Prediction for Modified
Orbiter at Mach 6 and 10
in Air
For many years, Langley
Research Center has been involved
in examining new initiatives in
Earth-to-orbit space transportation
concepts. These concepts will
fulfill a variety of anticipated
mission needs. Current examples
are programs such as the Assured
Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV), a
vehicle designed to return crew
members from Space Station
Freedom; the Personnel Launch
System (PLS), a personnel carrier to
low Earth orbit; and the Advanced
Manned Launch System, the next
U.S. manned space transportation
system. All these programs will
benefit from knowledge gained as a
result of the comprehensive data
base established for the Space
Shuttle program. Therefore, it is
important that computational,
experimental, and flight data bases
be brought together in an effort to
gain an accurate knowledge of
flow field phenomena associated
with the current space transporta-
tion system. These data bases
should include improvements to
current computational fluid
dynamic techniques and to
ground-to-flight extrapolation
techniques that would be applied
to the next space transportation
system.
This study augments the well-
established comprehensive data
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Modified Space Shuttle orbiter con/i_uration installed in 20-Inch
Mach 6 Tunnel. L-89-8530
base for the Space Shuttle orbiter
while providing additional infor-
mation concerning the complex
three-dimensional windward
surface flow field of an orbiter-like
configuration. Areas of interest
include laminar and transitional
heating phenomena and shock/
shock interaction phenomena on
windward surface heating distribu-
tions. For this study, detailed
spanwise heat-transfer distributions
are measured at Mach 6 and 10 in
air over the windward surface of a
winged lifting entry vehicle or
"modified orbiter" configuration.
Data were obtained for a range of
angles of attack _. from 0 ° to 40 °.
The ftee-stream Reynolds number
based on model length was varied
from 4.2 x 105 to 6.0 x 106, corre-
sponding to laminar, transitional,
and turbulent boundary layers at
Mach 6.
Results indicate, as expected, a
significant increase in measured
heat-transfer rate with increasing
angle of attack for both longitudi-
nal and spanwise directions. For
c__<10 °, an order of magnitude
increase of 2 was noted between
heat-transfer rates measured at the
centerline and the wing leading
edge; this measured difference
decreased with increasing _. By
increasing the free-stream Reynolds
number, laminar flow over the
windward surface became turbu-
lent, and measured heating rates
for the turbulent flow cases were
approximately five times the
laminar-flow cases. Spanwise
distributions indicate that bound-
ary-layer transition occurs in
regions or pockets (that is, for a
particular longitudinal station, the
flow may be characterized as
laminar and transitional combina-
tions before becoming completely
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turbulent). A local enhancement
in heating over the wing was
observed in spanwise distributions;
this heating enhancement is the
result of bow shock and wing shock
interaction. Preliminary heat-
transfer rates predicted with the
AA3DBL and LAURA codes were
generally in good agreement with
measurements for both longitudi-
nal and spanwise distributions.
(J. R. Micol, 45250)
Lateral-Directional
Stability Characteristics of
AFE Vehicle Configuration
As part of an extensive experi-
mental program to develop an
aerodynamic and aerothermo-
dynamic data base for the
Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE)
configuration, a test series has been
conducted in hypersonic wind
tunnels to determine the lateral-
directional stability characteristics.
These data are of particular signifi-
cance for this vehicle because
trajectory variations are to be
accomplished through roll control.
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Furthermore, relevant computa-
tional fluid dynamics computer
programs have not yet matured to
the point of considering the effect
of sideslip.
Two model sizes (a 2.2-percent
scale and a 1.S-percent scale) were
tested in air at Mach 6 and at Mach
10, respectively. Tests were con-
ducted with unit free-stream
Reynolds numbers of 0.63 × 106/ft
and 2.0 × 106/ft at Mach 6, and 1.0
x 106/ft at Mach 10. The tests were
conducted over ranges in angle of
attack from -5 ° to 5° and angle of
sideslip from -4.5 ° to 4.5 °.
The experimental test results
revealed no significant effect of the
changes in Mach number,
Reynolds number, or model size
included in this study. For this
investigation, forces and moments
are based on a reference moment
center located at the center of the
rake plane as shown in the bottom
figure. The axis system is the same
as that of the original elliptic cone.
As illustrated by the stability
derivatives presented in the top
figure, the configuration remained
laterally and directionally stable
over the tested range of angle of
attack.
(John R. Micol and William I,.
Wells, 45221)
Thermal Mapping Data
Obtained With
Thermographic Phosphors
Digital thermal mapping
images that were experimentally
obtained on a proposed atmo-
spheric entry vehicle were ana-
lyzed, filtered, and examined using
3
_0 . 0_
Windwa_ v_w Leewa_ v_w
Contours of noonalized heat-transfer coefficient for windward and leeward
views of proposed propulsion avionics module (M = I0, e¢= 30 °, and Re =
400 000).
the Image Processing Laboratory
(lPL) Precision Visuals Workstation
Analysis and Visualization Environ-
ment (PV-WAVE) software. Experi-
ments were performed on ceramic
models of the configuration in the
31-Inch Mach l0 Tunnel using a
two-color, relative intensity,
thermographic phosphor tech-
nique. The models were coated
with phosphors that radiate in the
visible spectrum according to their
temperature when excited by
ultraviolet light. The model was
photographed at 15 frames per
second by a three-color charged-
coupled device (CCD) camera, and
the resulting images were digitized
and stored on computer disc.
The 512 by S12 pixel images
were transferred to the IPI, Sun for
further visualization, analysis, and
enhancement using PV-WAVE.
Surface temperature maps were
examined using PV-WAVE as a data
visualization tool. Data reduction
incorporated calculation of heat-
transfer coefficients over the body
using one-dimensional semi-
infinite slab heat conduction
theory and taking advantage of the
efficient large array manipulation
capability of the software. The
semiquantitative heat-transfer
characteristics of the configuration
were examined with line plots,
two-dimensional contour plots,
and color images to determine the
effects of angle of attack, sideslip
angle, Reynolds number, and
control surface geometry. Com-
parisons between sequences of
heat-transfer maps at different
times during a wind-tunnel run
enabled an estimate of the accuracy
of the one-dimensional assumption
to be made and compared with
theoretical predictions.
As part of a cooperative
agreement between Martin
Marietta Manned Space Systems
and Langley Research Center,
thermal mapping patterns were
used to investigate the hypersonic
entry environment that the actual
vehicle might encounter. The
wind-tunnel data were compared to
engineering code predictions with
favorable results. The wedge-
shaped entry vehicle is a proposed
reusable carrier for the high-cost
propulsion and avionics compo-
nents of a rocket booster package.
Results from tests in the 31-Inch
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Mach 10 Tunnel are shown in the
figure as distributions of surface
heat-transfer coefficient normalized
by the stagnation point heat-
transfer coefficient on a sphere of
radius equal to that of the model
nose. High heat-transfer rates are
noted on the body nose, leading
edges, and windward surface
chines. Also evident are the
reattachment regions at the trailing
edges of the flaps, while the cooler
zones at the base of the flaps
indicate flow separation• The
leeward surface exhibits relatively
lower heating rates, except for
reattachment of a vortex along the
centerline of the body and im-
pingement of a separated shear
layer on the outboard corner of the
flap.
(Charles M. Hackett, 47661)
Application of Focusing
Schlieren Photograph for
Flow Visualization
An improved, large-field
focusing schlieren system has been
developed to examine complex
flow fields in high-speed flow
facilities. A series of photographs
of two-dimensional slices of the
three-dimensional flow field allows
detail to be seen in each separate
longitudinal location rather than
showing the entire integrated flow
field in a single picture (as in
conventional schlieren or shadow-
graph techniques).
Focusing schlieren pictures
were obtained in the Mach 6 High
Reynolds Number Tunnel during a
study of the mixing rate of injected
helium in a high-speed air stream.
This research was part of a combus-
Ma ....... _ Focal location
'o
5ket_h of nqe_ h_rplat_
Photo_,raph t_f mixing of helimn injected inte Math 6 airflew.
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torstudyfortheNationalAero-
SpacePlaneProgram.Theinjector
plate,shownin thesketchin the
firstfigure,hadthreeinjectors
acrossthetunnelwhichinjected
heliumatnearlythesamevelocity
asthefree-streamairflow.Because
eachjetproducedacomplexthree-
dimensionalmixingregionand
therewerethreeside-by-sidejets,
examinationof thenarrowslicesof
theflowwasnecessarytoproperly
understandthedetailsof the
mixing.
Thefocusingschlierenphoto-
graphshowsanarrowsliceofthe
flowfieldin thecenterofthe
middlejet. Shockwavesfromthe
leadingedgeof themodeland
fromtheinteractionof thejetand
freestreamareeasilyseenin the
secondfigure.Additionalshocks
fromjointsin themodelarealso
seenabovethejet. Thebowshock
fromthejetis"kinked"dueto the
reflectionof shocksfromlargeflow
structuresin thejet. Thesestruc-
turesof unmixedflowaretraveling
atsufficientlylessthanthelocal
streamvelocityto producelocal
shockwaves.Thistypeofdetail
wouldnothavebeenseenwithout
thefocusingschlierenphotograph.
(LeonardM.Weinstein,45543)
Thermal Effects on Flow-
Through Balance Used in
Hypersonic Scramjet
Exhaust Flow Simulation
Studies
A wind-tunnel test was con-
ducted on a "powered" hypersonic,
air-breathing cruise missile configu-
ration (HAPCM-50) utilizing a flow-
through electrical strain-gauge
balance designed to provide a
passage for the injection of substi-
tute noncombusting gas to simu-
late the scramjet exhaust. Geomet-
ric constraints prevent the use of
watercooling for flow-through
balances in small-scale models, and
temperature sensitivity of this
balance is a major concern. The
test was conducted in the 20-Inch
Mach 6 Tunnel on a set of configu-
rations both with and without
simulant gas injection to assess the
thermal effects on a flow-through
noncooled balance.
The body alone was initially
used to assess aerodynamic heating
effects due to the high-temperature
tunnel flow environment. Subse-
quent tests were conducted on a
configuration incorporating a
body, inlet-fairing, scramjet, and
nozzle with exhaust flow simula-
tion. All force and moment
IIIII
HAI'CM-50 schlieren photoffraph under "powered" test comlitions. Free-stream Mach mmiber is 6, free-stream Reynolds
number is 4.0 × 106/ft, annie of attack is 0 °, plemml jet total pressure is 29 psi, and plenum jet total temperature is 87°t :.
Air exhaust jet was used.
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balance components were unaf-
fected by the balance thermal
effects from the injection gases and
the high-temperature tunnel flow,
except the axial force that was
significantly affected by balance
heating. For example, in some
cases, once the simulant gas was
turned on, an increase in the iet
total temperature was followed by
temperature increases of up to S6°F
at various points on the balance,
and an axial force shift of almost 1
lb occurred due to the balance
thermal effects.
(Lawrence D. Huebner, 45583,
William J. Monta, and Marc W.
Kniskem)
Testing of Metric
Forebody-Inlet Test
Technique Demonstrator
Model
The Test Technique Demon-
strator (TTD) model is a generic
model that is being used by
researchers at Langley Research
Center to develop the test tech-
niques necessary for conducting
hypersonic wind-tunnel investiga-
tions of the National Aero-Space
Plane (NASP) concepts. One part of
this research effort is focused on
developing the techniques for
obtaining the total force and
moment values for hypersonic
"powered" models. Testing actual
burning scramjet models in small
hypersonic wind tunnels is imprac-
tical, and alternate means must be
developed for "powered" test
investigations. One method of
conducting "powered" model tests
is to cover the inlet with a fairing
and use a substitute gas to simulate
the scramjet exhaust. This method
Installed TED fi_rebody-inlet model with two-module, flow-throu,_,h inlet.
requires that the effects of the
modified inlet be separated. The
powered TFD force accounting
effort was conducted in two
separate wind-tunnel tests. The
first test provided force and mo-
ment data on a metric forebody-
inlet model; the other test provided
force and moment data on a
powered TI'D model with metric
afterbody in the presence of a
simulated scram jet exhaust.
The tests were conducted in
the 20-Inch Mach 6 Tunnel. Force
and moment data were obtained
on five component-buildup
configurations of the metric model
at four Reynolds numbers and two
sideslip conditions. In addition,
flow field total and static pressures
were obtained at the inlet entrance
and exit planes at two Reynolds
numbers. These data will be used
to estimate internal inlet drag, as
weir as for comparison with
computational predictions.
The test, along with the
powered TFD metric aftbody test,
provided the necessary force and
moment components to develop
and verify a force accounting
procedure for metric model _arts of
a powered NASP-Iike vehicle and to
analyze its external aerodynamic
performance.
(Lawrence D. Huebner, 45583)
Pitot-Rake Survey of
Simulated Scramiet
Exhaust Flow Field of 2-D
Nozzle Model
Previous studies to examine
the requirements for adequate
experimental wind-tunnel simula-
tion of scramiet exhaust flows
showed that several cold substitute
gas mixtures are suitable and that
combustor exit Mach number, ratio
of specific heats, and ratio of
combustor exit to free-stream-static
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Two-dimensional semispan scn_mjet nozzle wind-tmmel
mode with flow-stm_ey pitot rake installed. I,-90-ISO18
pressures are important simulation
parameters. A simulant gas mixing
apparatus for the 20-Inch Mach 6
Tunnel was designed and con-
structed.
A recent effort in support of
the NASP Program utilized the
substitute-gas mixing apparatus in
a test program to measure surface
pressures on a two-dimensional
(2-D) scramjet nozzle model, in
addition, the exhaust gas flow field
on the model was surveyed, with
and without a flow fence, for a
simulant gas mixture of SO percent
argon and S0 percent Freon-12,
and for dry air.
The wind-tunnel model shown
in the figure was designed to
simulate the external nozzle of a
hypersonic air-breathing vehicle
with the scramjet exhausting onto
the afterbody. A pitot-pressure rake
was used to survey the exhaust flow
field, and the fiat, inclined ramp
surface was instrumented to
measure surface pressures. Tests
were made at a free-stream Mach
number of 6 for two combustor
exit pressure ratios. Oil-flow
photographs were taken with the
rake removed for each configura-
tion. The experimental results will
be employed in scramjet-exhaust
code validation studies.
(William J. Monta, 45588)
Advanced Mach 6
Axisymmetric Quiet
Nozzle in Nozzle Test
Chamber
Wind tunnels with stream
disturbance levels comparable to
free-flight conditions are required
to advance boundary-layer stability
and transition research. The high
stream disturbance levels in
conventional wind tunnels cause
premature boundary-layer transi-
tion on test models. Many sources
of these disturbances exist, but at
higher Mach numbers (M > 2.5),
the primary source is the eddy-
Mach-wave radiation from the
turbulent boundary layer on the
nozzle wall.
In order to develop a high-
speed quiet tunnel, the instability
mechanisms involved must be
understood. Previous investiga-
tions indicated that transition in
the wall boundary layers of nozzles
for Mach numbers from 3 to S was
caused by the GOrtler instability
mechanism in the concave curva-
ture regions rather than by the
Tollmien-Schlichting waves. Based
on this finding, a new concept for
quiet nozzle design was proposed.
The new concept was to insert a
straight wall, radial-flow section
upstream of the inflection point of
the contoured nozzle wall. The
initiation of the GOrtler instability
was then delayed until the begin-
ning of the concave nozzle wall,
and the resulting slower expansion
and larger radii of curvature
reduced the growth rate of GOrtler
vortices. To verify this new design
concept in the hypersonic speed
range, the Advanced Mach 6
Axisymmetric Quiet Nozzle was
built and tested in the Nozzle Test
Chamber.
Preliminary experimental
results indicated that the quiet test
core length Reynolds numbers R,_X,
based on the measured length of
the quiet test core AX (see the first
figure), for this new nozzle are
much higher than those for the
Mach S Axisymmetric, Rapid
Expansion (R.E.) Pilot Quiet Nozzle
and also in agreement with the
trend of theoretical predictions by
the eN method (see the second
figure). This improved perfor-
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sonic wind-tunnel models require
the use of a specialized test tech-
nique because the direct approach
of operating a burning scramjet
engine is impractical. A non-
combustion "powered" test tech-
nique was investigated using the
Test Technique Demonstrator
{TrI)) model.
A gas mixture was used to
1064
simulate the exhaust flow exiting
from a hydrogen-fueled scram jet
engine. The forces and moments
exerted on the model aftbody,
which serves as an external
,___O- Theory for N G -
"" Theory for N G -- 9.5 ii Adv. Mach 6
._.,,/-v _ Data Axis. Quiet Nozzle
A _, A A Data - Mach 5 Axis. R.E. Pilot Quiet Nozzle
A
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R../m
Quiet test core length ReynoMs numbers.
mance verifies that the new design
concept of the advanced quiet
nozzle is feasible in the hypersonic
speed range. With further im-
provement of the nozzle finish,
especially in the critical throat
region, the nozzle performance can
be expected to approach the design
conditions in the high Reynolds
number range.
(Fang-Jenq Chen, 45732)
scram jet nozzle, were measured
using a six-component strain-gauge
balance. Schlieren photographs of
the exhaust plume were also
obtained. The tests were con-
ducted at Mach 6 at a free-stream
Reynolds number of l x 1 ()_ per
foot for angles of attack of 0 °, 2 °,
and 4 ° . The model was configured
and tested with various wing
incidence angles and elevon
deflection angles to examine the
trim characteristics with simulated
exhaust.
Mach 6 Powered Testing
of Test Technique
Demonstrator
Powered aerodynamm perfor-
mance tests on small-scale hyper-
Installed TED powered metric aftbody model mounted inverted in 20-htch
Mach 6 Tunnel.
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One of the primary interests of
this test was to determine the
effects of the strut mounting and
the closed inlet on the aftbody
forces/moments. Tests were
conducted with the model
mounted right-side-up, with and
without a dummy strut attached to
the forebody upper surface to assess
the strut interference effect. Three
different closed inlet (faired)
configurations were also tested to
assess their influence on the
measured aftbody forces/moments.
(David W. Witte, 45589)
Shock Interaction Heating
in Generic Hypersonic
Engine Inlet
An experimental investigation
was conducted in the 20-Inch
Mach 6 Tunnel to determine the
aerodynamic heating rate distribu-
tion in an axial-compression corner
with shock impingement. Such
flows would exist within the inlet
of a hypersonic air-breathing
engine. At hypersonic speeds, the
shock impingement will subject the
cowl-strut compression corner to
localized severe heat-transfer rates
and large temperature gradients
affecting the component. The
thermal load data will be useful in
the design of corner seals and
thermal protection systems for the
engine inlet of the National Aero-
Space Plane (NASP).
The experimental model
configuration (shown in the
figure), which simulated a single
module of a generic hypersonic
engine inlet, consisted of a cowl,
strut, and a forebody. The cowl
and strut intersected at right angles
producing the axial-compression
corner, and the forebody generated
the impinging shock. Tests have
been performed using phase-
change paint, infrared imagery, and
oil-flow visualization techniques to
obtain the heating pattern and
associated flow structure in the
compression corner region. The
test free-stream unit Reynolds
numbers were 1.68 × 106/ft and
3.35 × 106/ft.
The heating rate contours
obtained from the phase-change
paint are shown in the figure. Two
patches of peak heating of approxi-
mately 50 times the undisturbed
reference laminar heating level
href occurred in the compression
corner region. This peak heating
level is approximately 1.5 times
that in the neighborhood region.
The two heating peaks appear to be
associated with a corner vortex
system and flow reattachment
downstream of the shock impinge-
ment region. More details can be
found in AIAA Paper Number
91-0527.
(S. Venkateswaran, David W.
WiRe, and L. Roane Hunt, 41370)
h ref
Shock impin,_ement that produces hot spots in axial compression comers.
M_ = 6, Re = 3.35 × 106/fl, and To = 880°R.
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S, L:rnjetTest Complex
The Scramjet Test Complex
consists of four test facilities and a
diagnostics laboratory that are
dedicated to supersonic combustion
ramjet (scramjet) engine research. The
complex is a unique national resource
that offers a complete spectnmr of
subscale scramjet test capabilities over
a simulated flight Math number range
from Mach 3.4 to 8. These capabili-
ties include inlet and combustor
component studies and tests of
complete, hydrogen-tiMed, compo-
nent-integration engine models. The
current complex includes the Mach 4
Blowdown Tunnel, the Direct-Connect
Supersonic Combustion Test Facility
(DCSCTF), the Combustion-Heated
Scramjet Test Facility (CHSTF), the
Arc-Heated Scramjet Test Facility
(AHSTF), and the Nonintn_sive
Dia_9_ostics Laboratory (NDL ).
These facilities and the 8-Foot High-
Temperature Tunnel (8-Foot HTF),
a facility in the Aerothermal Loads
Complex which will be on-line in late
1992 as a scramjet test fitcility,
comprise a Scranqet Test Complex
unequaled in the Western World in
ttw capability to investL_,ate engine
flow fiehts, scale effects, and engine/
aitfiame integration.
A research pn_ram to develop
technol_(y fi_r hydmgen-fiwled,
airframe-integrated scram jet propul-
sion systems has been in pr_v;ress fi_r
sevend years in the current Scnmqet
Test Complex. This effort continues
in support of the National Aero-Space
Plane Program and the NASA Generic
Hypersonics Proxram.
Small-scale tests of potential
scramjet inlet des&_ls art" conducted in
air in tire 9-in. by 9-in. Math 4
Blowdown Tmmel to demonstrate
pe_rmance near tire ratr@t/scramjet
takeover Math number. Larger scale
inlet tests are conducted in air or
nitrogen from Math 1.6 to 10 in
various oflwr Lat(_k 3' Research Center
aerodynanfic wind 17mnels. In
addition, tests in helimn at Mach 18
and 22 are used to study high hyper-
sonic inlet flow phenomena and to
validate computational fluid dynamics
(CFI)) _x_,h's.
Small-scale colnbltsh_r tests are
conducted in tire I)CSCTF. The
feature that separates this propulsion
facilil)', the (_.HSTF, and tilt' AHSTF
front aero, lynamic wind tmmels is
their capability to produce true-
velocity, true-temperature, and tree-
pressure flow for flight simulation.
Either portions of combustors or
complete combustors an' tested in the
DCSCTF to provide basic research
,hlta Oll supersonic fiwl/air nlixing,
_nition, and conlbustion process_x.
The hot test gas is stq_plied to the
combustor nlodels by ,1 hydrogen air 
oxxgen combustion heater that
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maintains 21-percent free oxygen by
volume to simulate air with tohd
enthalpy levels rangitlg up to Mach 8
flight speeds (i.e., total temperatures
up to 5000°R). Various facility
nozzh's produce the desired combustor
entrance flow conditions.
Designs from the indivMual
component tests are assembled to fi_ml
component integration engines, and
tests then are conducted to understand
any interactions between the various
et_c,ine components and to determine
the overall engfine pe_nnance. These
component integration tests are
conducted in the two en,_fine test
facilities, the CHSTF and the AHSTF.
The CHSTF uses a hydrogen air 
oxygen combustion heater to duplicate
Math 3.4 to 6 flight total enthalpies.
Mach 3.4 and 4.7 contoured nozzles
with 13-in. square exits are attached
to the heater to yieM free-jet flows fi_r
subscale scranqet tests; these tests
duplicate the flow conditions that
would enter the scramjet module in
flight. The test gas can either be
exhausted to the atmosphere with the
aid of an air ejector or to a 70-fl-
diameter vacuum sphere that is
evacuated using a three-stage steam
ejector. The AHSTF uses an electric-
arc heater to produce air total enthalpy
levels corresponding to fl&ht speeds up
to Mach 8. Mach 4.7 and 6 contoured
nozzles with I l-in. square exits are
attached to the heater to yMd free-jet
flows for subscale scramjet tests. The
test gas is exhausted into a lO0-fl-
diameter vacumn sphere that is
evacuated using a three-stage steam
ejector. The scramjet model size in
both of these filcilities is approxi-
mately 6 in. by 8 in. in fronhd area by
6 fi in len,cth.
An oxygen replenishment system
and new Mach 4 and 5 facility
nozzles (to complement an existing
Math 7 nozzle) have been added to
the 8-Foot HTF, which is a part of the
Aerothermal Loads (',omph'x. The test
gas in the 8-Foot HYF will be heated
by methane/,fir/ox,_xen comtmstion
when the filcility is use, t fi_r scnmqet
tests. This fia'ilit)b which is currently
being prepan'd fi_r operation, is
capable of testing much larger scah"
models than either tire CHSTF or the
AHSTF. InjechTble mo_h'ls up to 12 fl
in lenflh can include sinfle or multiph'
et_ines (of the size tested in tire
subscale fiwilities) mounted on
aircraft-type fim'hody/afi end struc-
tures with fidl scramjet nozzle
expansion or large-scale sinfle
scramjets with frontal areas of
approximately 20 in. by 28 in. Tests
can be conducR'd at total enthalpy
levels duplicatit(_ Math 4, 5, and 7
flight.
The NDL provides space fi, tire
development of various optiad
diagnostic techniques for supersonic
reacting flow. This fiwility contains
hlbonltoO'-scah' combustion devices
used firr fimdamenhd combustion
studies. I)evices include ,m eh'ctroni-
cally heated filrnace and three
hydrogen-air comhustiou devices (a
subsonic diffilsion burner, a supersonic
diffitsion burner, and a premixed fiat
flanle humeri which provide an air
temperature tllnxe fronl 540°R to
4000°R and a speed ran,w front air at
rest to Mach 2. This lahonrtoo' has
been used to develop the hardened
Coherent Arltistokes Raman Spectros-
copy (CARS) systenl, sllown installed
in the I)CSCTF, which is now being
used to norlintrusively nleasure
Conlhustor tenlpenlture pmfih's. The
labonltot?' also has been used to
denlonstrate the application of.
ultnwiolet Ranlan scatteritl_, to
sinudtaneously nleasure tenlpenlhm'
and 02, N 2, tf2, H2(), and OH nloh'
fractions, and it is currently bein_ used
to develop hlser-induced fluorescena'
of OH in supersonic reacting flow.
Hardened CARS optical system developed in NDL and installed in
DCSCTF. 1,-90-05774
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Transpiration Cooling in
Vicinity of Fuel Injectors
The objectives of this research
were to determine the effect of film
cooling on local heat transfer in the
vicinity of a transverse fuel jet and
to assess the effect of the cooling
flow on flame holding in a scramjet
combustor. The tests were con-
ducted using the vitiated heater in
the DCSCTF. Based on the heating
pattern (entitled "the problem" in
the first figure), a series of small
(0.012 in.) diameter holes were
laser drilled in the high heating
rate area of an injector block
(entitled "the solution" in the first
figure).
Transpiration cooling hydro-
gen was supplied to the holes, and
a protective film was established.
An infrared (IR) thermal imaging
camera was used to estimate the
surface temperature during simu-
lated scramjet combustion tests
with fuel injection from the 0.25-
Temperature distritmtions.
in.-diameter fuel orifice. A typical
thermal image with S.2 percent of
the fliel being used to cool the
block is shown in the second
figure. Based on the thermal
Uncooled and cooled filel injectt_r plates.
L-91-1S26
images, the transpiration cooling
was effective in reducing the high
local heating due to the shock and
boundary-layer interaction and the
reacting vortical flow near the wall.
The calculated combustion effi-
ciency was slightly lower with
increased coolant flow, and the
flame-holding characteristics for
the supersonic combustor were also
sensitive to the blowing rate. This
work was a first attempt to docu-
ment the local heating patterns
and to explore the fuel cooling
rates required to reduce local heat
transfer associated with transverse
hydrogen fuel injection. Hydrogen
was used as the coolant to avoid
having an additional system that
would add to vehicle weight.
(G. Burton Northam, 46248, Carl
Byington, and Diego Capriotti)
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Color-coded static temperature surveys at three streamwise sh_tions
in supersonic Conlbustor nlodel. T o is total temperature and cOis
fitel equiwdence ratio. L-90-9558
Static Temperature Surveys
in Scramjet Combustor
Detailed measurements of the
internal flow fields are required to
optimize the performance of
supersonic combustion ramjet
(scramjet) engines. Static tempera-
ture surveys were made in a
scramjet combustor model in the
DCSCTF at Langley Research
Center. The free-stream flow was
heated by hydrogen/air combus-
tion and accelerated to Mach 2 to
simulate combustor inlet condi-
tions for a scramjet at a flight Mach
number of approximately S.
Hydrogen fuel was injected into the
flow through a circular port in the
wall. The port, drilled perpendicu-
lar to the wall, was six injector
diameters downstream of a rear-
ward facing step.
The CARS system was used to
measure the temperature at discrete
points in this reacting supersonic
flow. This system is a laser tech-
nique that can be used to non-
intrusively measure the tempera-
ture and density of major gas
species. In these tests, only the
temperature Of the dominant
species, nitrogen, was measured.
Both mean temperatures and the
fluctuating temperatures due to
fluid turbulence were measured.
Fluctuating temperatures provide
insight into the supersonic mixing
and combustion process. Optical
access to cross-stream planes was
provided at three streamwise
locations: 39, 90, and 167 injector
port diameters downstream of the
injector. Mean static temperature
cross sections at these three data
stations are shown in the figure.
Note that the mean static tempera-
tures in this combustor may exceed
2000 K in some locations.
(M. W. Smith, 46261, O. Jarrett,
A. D. Cutler, and R. R. Antcliff)
Subscale Scramjet Engine
Tests
Research on National Aero-
Space Plane (NASI') scramjet engine
concepts continued in 1990 in the
Langley Research Center CHSTF
and AHSTF. Approximately 200
tests were conducted on
Rocketdyne and Pratt & Whitney
engines during the year.
In February 1990, Rocketdyne
completed an 8-month engine test
program in the CHSTF; this test
included a simulated flight Mach
number range from 3.S to 5.S.
Hydrogen-fueled engine perfor-
mance was assessed in terms of fuel
injector/combustor design, com-
bustor-inlet interaction, and mode
of operation. This engine was
moved to the AHSTF in July 1990
for a 3-week test program to
evaluate combustor design changes
at Mach 7 and 8. These tests were
followed by Mach 6 to 8 tests of a
new Rocketdyne scram jet configu-
ration, which was tested in the
AHSTF in August 1990. Design,
fabrication, and testing of this
engine were accomplished in only
3 1/2 months.
In March 1990, Pratt &
Whitney completed Mach 4.7 to 7
tests of their scramjet concept in
the AHSTF in a test program that
had spanned ll months. Hydro-
gen-fueled engine performance was
assessed for various engine configu-
rations, and issues such as fuel-air
mixing, flame-holding, and
combustor-inlet interaction were
addressed. This engine then was
moved to the CHSTF in which
Mach 4 inlet tests were conducted
during a 1-month test program in
June 1990.
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operation. Additional engine tests
are planned in the Langley subscale
facilities under the sponsorship of
the NASP Program and of the NASA
Generic Hypersonics Program.
(R. Wayne Guy, Earl H. Andrews,
Jr., Randall T. Voland, James M.
Eggers, Kenneth E. Rock, and
Richard G. |rby, 46272)
The tests described here added
considerably to the Nation's data
base on hydrogen-fueled, airframe-
integrated scramjet engines. More
than 2000 scramjet-related tests
have been conducted in [,angley
facilities since 1976. The test pace
has quickened immensely during
the NASP Program with approxi-
mately lO00 NASP scramjet tests
occurring between mid-1988 and
September 1990. This rise repre-
sents an increase in average tests
per year from lO0 between 1976
and 1988 to 500 between 1988 and
1990. The engine tests have
provided a vast amount of data
involving very different engine
design details and operational
methods. These data are currently
being used by government and
industry researchers to study the
parametrics associated with all
aspects of scramjet design and
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Aerothermal Loads Complex
The Aemthem?al Loads Complex
consists of fbur facilities flint are used
to carry out research it? aerothennal
loads and high-tentperature stntcOm,s
and thermal protection systems.
The 8-Foot High-Temperature
Tunnel (8-Foot HTF) is a Mach 7
blowdown-type facility in which
methane is burned in air under
pressure and the resulting combustion
products are used as the test medium
with a maximum stagnation tempenl-
ture of apuoximately 3800°R it? onler
to reach the required ener_Ty level for
flight simulation. The nozzle is an
axisyn?metrical conical contoured
design with an exit diameter of 8 ft.
Model mounting is semispan or stit(g
with insertion after file tunnel is
started. A sinxle-stay, e air ejector is
used as a downstreanl pump to permit
low-pressure (high-altitude) simula-
tion. The Reynolds number ranges
8-Foot H_h-Ten?pemture Tunnel, M = 7, R_ = 0.3- 2.2 x 106, am/
H = 700-1000 Btu/Ib.
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P7-1rich Hiy, h-Temperat, re Tmmel, M = 7, R, = 0.3- 2.2 × 10 °, amt
H = 700-1000 Bt,/Ih.
from 0.3 to 2.2 x 106/fl with a
nominal Mach number of 7, and the
run time ranges from 20 s to 180 s.
Tile tunnel is used fi_r studying
detailed thermal-loads flow phenom-
ena as well as for evaluating the
performance of hixh-spee,1 and entry
vehicle structural components. A
major efl'brt is under way to provide
alternate Mach number capability as
well as 02 enrichment for tiw test
medium. This is bein X done primarily
to allow models that have hypersonic
air-breatifin X propulsion applications
to be tested. After checkout over tire
next year, tiffs facility will become a
premiere tutmel in the worhl for testing
scramjet engines.
The 7-htch High-Temperature
Tunnel (7-1nch HTT) is a 1 12-scale
version of the 8-Foot HTT with
basically the same capabilities as the
larger tunnel. It is used primarily as
art aid in the desigrt of larger models
for the 8-Foot HTT attd for
aerotilermal loads tests on subscale
modeLs. The 7-Inch HIT is currently
being used to evaluate various new
systems fi_r the planned modifications
of the 8-Foot HTT.
The 20-MW and 5-MW
AerotiTermal Arc Tunnels are used to
test models in an environment that
simulates rite flight reentry envelope
for high-speed vehicles such as tire
Space Shuttle. The amount of energy
available to tile test medium in these
facilities is 9 MW attd 2 MW,
respectively. The 20-MW tunnel has
adc arc heater, and the 5-MW tunnel
has a tiTree-phase ac arc heater. Test
conditions (such as temperature, flow
rote, amt enthalpy) vary greatly
because a w_riety of nozzles and
throats are available. Model sizes can
range front 3 in. in diameter to 1-fl by
2-fi panels. These facilities are
currently on standby statics.
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Acoustics Research Laboratory
Tire Langley Acoustics Researcir
Laborato_' (ARL) provides tire
principal focus fi_r acoustics researctr
at Langley Research Center. Tire ARL
consists of tiw atwehoic quiet-flow
fi_cility, ttre reverberation chamber, ttre
tr, msmission loss apparqtus, arid tire
imman-response-to-noise laboratories.
Tire atwchoic qtdet-flow fitciii O, has a
test ctratnber treated witit sourtd-
absorbing wedges and is equipped witi:
a low-turbulence, low-noise test flow
to allow aemacoustic studies of.
aircraft cornpoHertls arid models. Tire
test flow, wificit is pmvMed by either
horizontal high-pressure or vertical
low-pressure air systems, varies ill
Macil number up to 0.5. Tire rever-
beration chamber, which is used to
diffitse ttre solttrd gc, nemted by a noise
source, provides a meotts to ttle_lsltre
the total acoustic power spectrmn of
tire source. Tiw trtltrsmission loss
apparatus has a source and a receiviny,
room, whicir are joitred by a cotrnect-
ill A, wail. A test ,specimen such as art
aircraft filseio,_e flittlei is mollrlted ill
tire cormectin,_ wall firr sound tratls-
missiorl loss sttldies. The humatt-
response laboratories consist of tiw
exterior effects morn, aneclroic
listerlin,_,, room, Space Station Freedom/
aircraft acoustic simulator, arrd sonic
boom simtthttor.
Four labomto_ companions of
fire ARL are tire Anecttoic Noise
Facility, tiw let Noise Laboratory, tiw
Tiwrmai Acoustic Fatigue Appanttus
(TAFA), arm tile Flow hnpedarrce
Facility. The Arrechoic Noise Facility
is equipped witir a very-h_,h-pressure
air supply used primat4ty for simulat-
ir¢_ nozzle exhaust flow. Tire let Noise
Laboratory has two c;oanttldar
supersonic jets firr studying turbulence
evolution in the two interactin,_, shear
flows tirat are typical of h&h-speed
aircraft erl e,ines. ttot supersorfic jets
with tempemhtres c;orresporrdir_ to
ttrose associated with afterburners can
,dso be simulated in the let Noise
Laboratory. T/w TAFA provides tire
capabili O" to subject flat structural
panels to trigiz-ievel acoustic pressures
and higil-tempemture nrdiant ireating
to 2000°F. Tiw Flow hnpe_hmce
Facility provides tire means h_ measure
acoustic impe_hmce of liner materials
in a gr,:zing flow/grazing imped, orce
configuratiorr up to a flow speed of
Macit tlllmber 0.7.
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Sonic boom simulator. L-90-5757
Simulation of Sonic Booms
A new man-rated sonic boom
sinmlator has been brought to rid/
operational readiness and is being
used to study human subjective
reactions to simulated sonic booms
under controlled conditions. Ttre
simulator consists of a computer-
controlled, loudspeaker-driven airtight
booth that can produce user-specified
sonic boom sixnatllres with a high
degree of accuracy. An exterior view of
Ow simulator showinx Ow door-
mounted loudspeaker array is shown
in the figure.
Tire simulator is currenOy beil(_,
used to conduct experiments, using
vohmteer test subjects, to determine
subjectiw, hmdness and acceptability
characteristics of a wide rany, e of
potential boom signatures that have
been shaped, hy carefid design of the
aircraft, to minimize the lou_hwss of
Ore boom on fire ground. Tire objective
of Owse tests is to define sonic boom
signatures that will be boor acceptable
to tire public and achievable in Ow
des(_n of the aircraft.
Subjective tests conducted to date
in the simulator have assessed the
effects of various boom parameters
(such as rise time and overpressure) on
subjective loudness. Results have
indicated that boom shaping offers a
promising method for minimizing
loudness of sonic booms and increas-
ing tire potential for public acceptance
of booms heard on the ground. These
results have important implications
relatiw, to the goal of designing
commercial supersonic aircraft Omt
will be pennitted to fly over land at
supersonic speeds.
0ack D. Leatherwood, 43591)
Fatigue Crack Growth of
Acoustic Mechanical Loads
in Aircraft Structures
Numerous investigations have
been conducted of fatigue crack growth
in aircraft stn_ctures resulting from
low-cycle, high-stress cabin pressuriza-
tions. This behavior has been
successfidly modeled using linear
elastic fractme mechanics principles.
Tire addition of acoustic loading,
having a high-frequency content but
low stress level has been shown to
dramatically increase this fatigue
crack growOr rate; however, little effort
has been spent to model tire effects of
fire combined loading. This aspect of
firtigue analysis will become increas-
ingly important for planned supersonic
and hypersonic aircraft. Therefore, an
acoustic mechanical load apparatus
has been constructed and is beit_ used
in Ore Anechoic Noise Facilit), in
support of the effort to model Otis
behavior.
Acoustic/mechanical load
apparatus in Anechoic
Noise Facility. L-90-15390
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Tile figure illustrates the appara-
tus mounted in the Anechoic Noise
Facility. A 4-in. by 8-in. panel
containing a 1-in. center crack is
shown clamped in the grips. Mechani-
cal tensile loads to 10 kips can be
applied, and a loudspeaker on one side
of the panel (trot shown) can provide
an acoustic excitation to 126 dB
overall sound pressure level. In the
first series of tests, the vibration
response of panels containing O-in., 1-
in., 2-in., and 3-in. center cracks and
subject to tensile loads to I0 ksi
compared favorably with that pre-
dicted by a finite-element analysis.
These tests also provided the &aa
necessary to determine tire _h:mping,.
The current series of tests are aimed at
collecting filtig,ue crack growth data for
precracked panels subjected to a lO-ksi
tensile load and narrowband random
acoustic excitation about tire fimda-
mental vibration mode. These data
then will be used in cotqanction with
a dynamic stress intensity factor
analysis to form a frequency-depen-
dent crack ,growth law.
(Stephen A. Rizzi, 43599)
High-Temperature Sonic
Fatigue Testing
The fl(_ht envelope of hypersonic
aircraft, such as the National Aero-
Space Plane, poses si_gnificant chal-
lenges to the stn_ctural response and
sonic fatigue test community. Many
critical structural components of such
aircraft may experience severe com-
bined acoustic and thermal loads and
must be tested to assure their pe_)r-
mance and surviwd within these
environments. These tests require
facilities capable of generating tire
thermoacoustic loads expected in
flight, as well as improved methods for
Thermal Acoustic Fatigue Apparahls TAFA). 1-87-2448
Carbon-carbon panel mounted in TAFA showing stram-xattxe and theono-
couple installations.
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measuringstructural response at
elevated temperature. A facility fi_r
comhlctit_e, such tests is shown in the
first figure. This ftwility, called tire
Thermal Acoustic Fatixue Apparatus
(TAFA), can generate acoustic levels
up to 168 dB. A recent upgrade has
increased heating capacity to 40 Btu/
fl-s such that temperatures to 2000_F
can be achieved on small (approxi-
mately 12-in. by 12-in.) structural
panels.
Recent tests in the facility have
investixated the sonic fatigue of
carbon-carbon panels at both ambient
and elevated temperatures. The
second figurt; which shows tire front
view of a rib-stiffened carbon-carbon
panel mounted in the ftwility for
testing,, illustrates tlre high-tempem-
trlre thermal and strain nleasurement
sensors. Results obtained from sonic
fiaigue tests of four carbon-carbon
panels indicated that fiaLv;ue lift" at
elevated temperature significantly
exceeded fatigue life at ambient
temperature. The failure mode of each
panel was determined, amt these data
are bein,e, used to assist in the desi,_l of
improved carbon-carbon structures.
0ack D. Leatherwood, 43591)
Active Control of Interior
Noise in Large-Scale
Fuselage Using
Piezoceramic Actuators
Recent flight evaluations of
active control for interior noise
control by the aircraft industry
have demonstrated significant
noise reductions for turboprop-
powered aircraft. Reductions of
lO dB to 15 dB in sound pressure
level (SPL) have been attained over
the first several harmonics of the
blade passage frequency. However,
Piezoceramic actuator
Composite fitselage model in anechoic quiet-flow facility.
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utilizing interior acoustic sources,
this control was obtained using up
to 32 acoustic sources variously
distributed throughout the aircraft
interior. These numbers are
required due to the spatial mis-
match between the structurally
induced primary acoustic field and
the acoustic field produced by the
interior noise sources.
In an effort to reduce the
numbers of required actuators and
to provide additional spatial
control, ongoing work in coopera-
tion with Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University at
Langley Research Center has
demonstrated the effectiveness of
using force inputs directly applied
to the structure for interior noise
control. The interior acoustic
response is sensed using micro-
phones and is reduced using
distributions of up to four
piezoceramic actuators bonded
directly to the skin. These actua-
tors provide a direct force input to
the structure by expanding and
contracting their planar surface
when a voltage is applied to
conducting upper and lower
surfaces. One such actuator is
shown bonded to the surface of a
composite cylinder in the inset of
the figure. The fuselage model
shown in the figure is a graphite
filament wound composite fuselage
with a S.S-ft diameter and a 12-ft
length. The O.067-in.-thick shell
wall is stiffened by 12 ring frames
and 22 axial stringers. A floor is
installed in the interior space on a
framework secured to the ring
frames at four locations. Using as
few as two actuators and four
microphone error sensors, up to a
12 dB average reduction in SPL has
been attained at frequencies
corresponding to an acoustic cavity
resonance. This reduction, which
has been found to be nearly
uniform throughout the interior
space, was attained with a negli-
gible addition of weight and at
minimal cost.
(Richard J. Silcox, 43590)
Near Inplane Tilt-Rotor
Noise
A flight experiment was
conducted, in cooperation with the
Ames Research Center, to obtain a
high-confidence, accurate data base
of far-field hover acoustics for the
XV-1S tilt-rotor aircraft with
Advanced Technology Blades. The
experiment, conducted in Decem-
ber 1990 at the Naval Air Station
(NAS), Moffett Field, Mountain
View, California, consisted of a
hovering aircraft centered over a
SOO-ft radius semicircular array of
12 ground plane microphones.
Each point was repeated for two
aircraft headings to provide a full
360 ° acoustic coverage. The
resulting data base provides
valuable data for studies of tip
V-180
V.270
_.o
Rotor lip speed, ft/s
645
............................................. 677
..................... 708
.................... 740
771
Effect @rotor tip speed on ovenzll sound pressure level.
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speed, gross weight effects, and
acoustic directivity characteristics
about the aircraft from near in-
plane to approximately 4S ° below
the rotor tip path plane, in
addition, these data, which will be
compared with similar data ob-
tained in September 1988 for a tilt-
rotor aircraft with standard metal
blades, will be used for systems
noise characterization studies.
The figure presents the overall
sound pressure level (OASPL, dB)
about the aircraft for a range of
rotor tip speeds. The aircraft gear
height was 2 ft above ground level,
and the source-to-microphone
distance was SO0 ft; these condi-
tions provided near inplane
acoustic measurements. In general,
the OASPL is maximum at azimuth
angles _P of 30 ° and 330 °. Previous
research has shown that a "foun-
tain flow" is created due to the
blockage of the wing and is
recirculated up and back through
the rotors. The locations of
maximum OASPL are believed to
be due to the rotors interacting
with this recirculated flow and
directing the noise. As expected,
the OASPL increases with rotor tip
speed and is probably related to
thickness noise. The acoustic
signature is not symmetric about
the aircraft longitudinal axis and
has a scalloped shape in the
forward quadrants (Lp = 90 ° to
270°). Preliminary analyses indi-
cate that this effect is due to
observer-perceived phase differ-
ences between the two rotor sys-
tems. Analytical efforts are under
way to evaluate this hypothesis.
(David A. Conner, 45276, and
Ken Rutledge)
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Duct Liner In Situ Tuning
With Gas Percolation
Adaptive control offers one
way to improve acoustic liner
efficiency for advanced ducted
propellers. The acoustic properties
of conventional resonant liners for
acoustic suppression are fixed by
the liner structure that typically
consists of porous facesheets
bonded to partitioned backing
cavities. The airtight backing
cavities are usually provided by
hexagonal honeycomb cells
bonded to a backing plate to
provide a rigid, reflecting surface.
A disadvantage of such liners is the
inability to adjust their acoustic
impedance in situ to attain opti-
mum attenuation for different
engine operating conditions such
as takeoff versus landing. One
concept for achieving in situ,
adaptive control of liner properties
is to change the sound speed in the
backing cavities by partial replace-
ment of the air by alternate gases.
To demonstrate the viability of
this concept, a test liner consisting
of a low-resistance facesheet with
honeycomb partitioned backing
cavities was mounted in a flow
duct as shown in the first figure.
The termination for the backing
cavities was a porous but still
highly reflective septum. The
septum allowed gas from the
pressurized plenum to percolate
into the backing cavities and
through the facesheet. Attenua-
tions were measured for grazing
incidence sound via two micro-
phones as indicated. Baseline tests
were conducted with air-filled
cavities. The test was then repeated
with cavities filled with sulfur
hexafluoride or helium. The results
are shown in the second figure.
Because of its low sound speed
(40 percent of that for air), the
attenuation maxima for sulfur
hexafluoride shifted to lower
frequencies by approximately 40
percent. In contrast, when the
backing cavity gas was helium
(with sound speed three times that
of air), the attenuation spectrum
peaks were shifted to higher
frequency by approximately a
factor of 3.
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This result suggests that duct
liner properties can be altered
in situ to improve attenuating
efficiency.
(Tony L. Parrott, 45273)
Noise Propagation for
Unique Helicopter
Operational Characteristics
A long-range acoustic propaga-
tion test program was conducted at
Fort A. P. Hill using two U.S. Army
helicopters of different weight
classes. The program goals in-
cluded identification of rotorcraft
propagation characteristics over a
heavily forested environment in
level flight, as well as Nap-of-Earth
(NOE) flight conditions. The first
figure shows an AH-64 helicopter
in an NOE flight profile.
The results of these tests are
used in contrasting the helicopter
flight condition with the long-
range propagation/detection
characteristics. An analysis tech-
nique referred to as a "harmogram"
was used in the data reduction
procedure and is shown in the
second and third figures. The
U.S. Army AH-64 helicopter in NOE flixht mo,h'.
acoustic data records were analyzed
to define the amplitude of a
particular rotor harmonic level and
the associated broadband level
adjacent to the frequency of
interest during the vehicle ap-
proach. These data are for the level
flight case in the second figure and
the NOE flight in the third figure.
The harmonic amplitudes are
shown as symbols, and the broad-
band levels are displayed as a solid
line. Examples of a reference
ambient level and an arbitrary
detection level are shown. The
vehicle is considered to be detect-
able when the harmonic level
exceeds the defined detection level.
In the level flight case
(second figure), the detection
characteristics are a function of
distance from the array. For this
flight condition, the particular
harmonic level remained below the
ambient condition until the vehicle
was near the array. However, the
NOE flight condition (third figure)
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shows how the operational condi-
tions affect the long-range detec-
tion results. The NOE flight path is
provided as a sketch in the third
figure, and two points A and B are
identified. The results show the
effect on the received signal
because of these maneuvers.
Maneuver A was a rapid change in
helicopter direction, and it resulted
in a detectable acoustic signature.
Maneuver B was a rapid change or
"pop-up" over obstructing trees,
and it also resulted in an acoustic
signature that was detectable.
(Arnold W. Mueller, 45277, and
Charles D. Smith)
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Blade-vortex interaction (BVI)
noise, which is a highly impulsive
helicopter noise source that occurs
when rotor blades strike, or pass
very close to, tip vortices previously
shed into the wake of the rotor,
occurs most often when the rotor is
in descent.
Far-field noise and blade
pressure data obtained from a
model rotor test were employed to
validate the Langley Research
Center developed rotor noise
prediction code WOPWOP for BVI
noise. Research was conducted as
part of a cooperative effort between
the Army Aeroflightdynamics
Directorate, United Technologies
Research Center, Sikorsky Aircraft,
and NASA Ames and Langley
Research Centers. The test was
performed in the Duits-
Nederlandse Windtunnel (DNW),
which is a large acoustic wind
tunnel in the Netherlands. The
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model rotor was a 1/6-scale, four-
bladed, swept-tip design (as shown
in the first figure). The rotor blades
were instrumented with 176
pressure transducers on both the
upper and lower surfaces. The
blade pressure dynamic response
was sufficiently high to capture BVI
events. Noise predictions were
made using the measured blade
pressures as input into the
WOPWOP code.
Measured and predicted
acoustic time histories have been
compared for a number of rotor
operating conditions and measure-
ment locations. A comparison for a
case dominated by BVI noise is
presented in the second figure. The
major features of the measured data
are well reproduced by prediction
in both shape and magnitude; the
amplitude of the predicted major
peaks is bracketed by the blade-to-
blade variability in the measured
peaks.
The results show that the rotor
noise prediction code predicts BV!
noise when given accurate high-
resolution blade pressure data as
input. This fact is significant
because noise predictions made
with predicted air loads are not in
good agreement with measured
noise data. Better air load predic-
tion capability is needed in order to
improve this situation.
(Casey L. Burley, 43659)
ASTOVL Acoustic Loads
Advanced short takeoff and
vertical landing (ASTOVlJ aircraft
use thrust vectoring to redirect the
exhaust flow into the ground, thus
providing lift in takeoffs and
landings. Interactions between the
high-velocity, high-temperature
jets and the ground as well as the
mutual interactions between the
jets make the prediction of the
noise of the aircraft very difficult.
Presently, direct experimentation is
the best way to understand this
complicated flow field.
The near-field acoustics and
aeroacoustic airframe loading of an
ASTOVL aircraft were tested in the
NASA l,ewis 9- by 1S-Foot Low-
Speed Wind Tunnel. The testing
was done using a 9.2-percent scale
model of the McDonnell Douglas
Corporation designed 279-3C
aircraft. The objectives of the
testing were to characterize
ASTOVL acoustics when the aircraft
is in ground effect (takeoffs and
landings) and to determine the
effect of jet exit temperature up to
1000°F.
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ASTOVL model in NASA Lewis 9- by 15-Foot Low-Speal Wind Tunnel.
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Acoustic loads and free-stream noise.
The first figure shows the
model installed in the wind tunnel.
Acoustic data were obtained from a
linear array of five free-stream
microphones, located parallel to
the model centerline. The fluctuat-
ing loads on the model were
measured with eight dynamic
pressure transducers located on the
underside of the canard, wing, and
aft fuselage. The placement of the
inboard canard transducer and a
location of one of the free-stream
microphones are illustrated in the
first figure.
The data shown in the second
figure illustrate the effect of the
normalized nozzle height on the
overall sound pressure level, as
measured on the canard and in the
free stream, for a jet temperature of
750°F. As shown by the data, very
high levels up to 160 dB were
observed on the model and up to
140 dB in the free stream. Levels of
these magnitudes may lead to
structural failure.
No satisfactory model exists
that can predict the acoustics of
multiple heated, noncircular jets
operating in ground effect in an
off-design condition. The data that
were acquired in this test will be
valuable in understanding both
the fundamental physics of jet-
impingement and the configura-
tion issues involved in ASTOVI.
aircraft acoustics.
(L. Kerry Mitchell, 43625)
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Supersonic Elliptic Nozzle
Acoustics
The sound field generated by a
supersonic elliptic nozzle was
acquired to evaluate noise reduc-
tion potential relative to both
round convergent and convergent-
divergent nozzles. This study is
associated with the development of
a high-performance suppressor for
commercial supersonic aircraft
applications. The elliptic nozzle
was designed with an exit aspect
ratio of 2 to produce a shock-free
plume at a Mach number of 1.52.
The obiective of this study was to
determine if compressible turbulent
mixing of the free jet shear layer
could be enhanced by the non-
axisymmetric distortion brought
on by the elliptic shape. Of special
interest was whether this enhanced
turbulent mixing would lead to
significant noise reduction.
The figure shows a far-field
noise comparison among the three
nozzles as a function of polar angle
(angle from the inlet axis). The
round convergent nozzle contained
shocks and hence displayed the
greatest noise levels at all angles.
The round convergent-divergent
nozzle was designed to be shock
free and therefore was approxi-
mately l0 dB quieter at forward
angles. The elliptic jet, also
designed to be shock free, produced
the lowest noise radiation of all,
especially along the direction of the
major axis. Measurements of the
centerline velocity decay and radial
momentum thickness growth of
the three jets suggested that
enhanced mixing of the elliptic
configuration was the cause for the
noise reduction, as hypothesized.
(John M. Seiner, 46276, and
Michael K. Ponton)
Rotor Noise Reduction
Using Higher Harmonic
Control
Impulsive blade-vortex
interaction (BVI) noise is due to
aerodynamic interaction of the
rotor blades with previously shed
blade tip vortices. A previous rotor
noise study performed at Langley
Research Center proved that higher
harmonic control (HHC) of blade
pitch could be used to reduce this
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noise. Conceptually the noise is
reduced because of increases in
blade-vortex miss distances, as well
as decreases in vortex strengths and
mean lift at BVl locations.
The present study was under-
taken to obtain for the first time a
detailed noise directivity of BVI
noise, while employing HHC on a
40-percent aeroelastically scaled
BO-lO5 rotor. The test, conducted
in the German/Dutch Wind
Tunnel (DNW, Duits-Nederlandse
Windtunnel/Deutsch
Niederlandischer Windkanal), was
a cooperative effort among Langley
Research Center, the German
Aerospace Establishment, Deutsche
Forschungsanstalt for Luft- und
Raumfahrt (DLR), and the Euro-
pean helicopter companies MBB
(Messersch mitt-BOlkow-Bloh m)
and A&ospatiale. The noise was
determined over a large measure-
ment plane underneath the rotor
by the use of a traversing in-flow
microphone array. Noise and
vibration measurements were made
for a range of matched rotor
operating conditions in which
prescribed higher harmonic pitch
was superimposed on normal
(baseline) collective and cyclic trim
pitch.
Presented in the figure are
noise contour plots over the
measurement plane for a particular
flight descent condition that is
considered typical for full-scale
helicopters. On the left, a baseline
case is shown in which no HHC is
used. The levels given are mid-
frequency values, and they repre-
sent the BVI noise contributions to
the total noise. Indicated on the
plot are the locations of the
advancing side BVI directivity lobe
and the retreating side BVI lobe.
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The plot to the right is the noise
contour for an HHC pitch schedule
(4/rev at 1.2 ° amplitude and 32 °
control phase) which causes a
significant 6-dB reduction in the
advancing side lobe levels, al-
though the retreating side increases
somewhat. The relative levels and
directivity can be modified by
changing the control phase.
An interesting, as well as
challenging, feature of the present
data is the apparent strong role that
rotor aeroelasticity plays in the BVI
noise results. The earlier Langley
tests with relatively rigid blades
found similar noise reductions but
with different HHC amplitudes and
phases.
(Thomas F. Brooks and Earl R.
Booth, Jr., 43634)
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F-18 HAR V model exhaust nozzles and vanes. L-90-10585
F-18 HARV Aeroacoustic
Loads
A model scale study of the aft-
end aeroacoustic environment of
the F-18 HARV (High-Alpha
Research Vehicle) was conducted to
determine dynamic loads on thrust
vectoring vanes and in the near
acoustic field of the vehicle. An
F-18 HARV aircraft, located at
NASA/Dryden Flight Research
Facility, is currently being flight
tested to evaluate capabilities for
achieving full vector authority
using thrust vectoring. The present
study was initiated to study
potential problems associated with
the supersonic twin-plume reso-
nance mechanism.
The first figure shows the 7.39-
percent aft-end model with three
Aeroacoustic
loads, Ib/in2
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turning vanes per nozzle attached
to the nozzle afterbody. The center
of each vane was instrumented
with a flush-mounted water-cooled
dynamic pressure sensor (with an
outside diameter of 0.25 in.). These
sensors permitted testing the model
to high temperature. Aeroacoustic
loads were obtained for vane angles
ranging from -10 ° (fully stowed) to
20 ° (full vectoring). The jet total
pressure and temperatures were
varied from subcritical to a nozzle
pressure ratio of S and tempera-
tures from ambient to 750 °.
The second figure shows the
overall dynamic pressure levels in
lb/in 2 for the upper vane set at 0 °.
At this setting, the vanes are not in
the jet flow. The level is shown to
increase with nozzle pressure ratio
(NPR) reaching a maximum of 0.7
lb/in 2. The peak level is nearly
independent of jet temperature To,
but it does occur at a higher NPR
with higher temperature. The peak
level of 0.7 lb/in 2 is of concern
because previous research on the
aft-end aeroacoustic of the F-IS and
B-1B aircraft produced structural
failures with much lower loads.
Associated narrowband spectra
show that the aeroacoustic loads
(for vanes retracted from the flow)
are dominated by jet shock and
plume resonance mechanisms.
(John M. Seiner and Bernard J.
Jansen, 46276)
Active Sound Attenuation
Across Double-Wall
Fuselage Structure
Interior noise levels that are
unacceptable for passengers and
crew in the aircraft cabin need to
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be controlled with a minimum
weight penalty. Active noise
control has been demonstrated to
attenuate interior sound pressure
levels substantially, thus limiting
the need for heavy noise control
treatment materials to be added to
the interior aircraft fuselage walls.
In the current study, active noise
control was applied to the space
between the exterior and interior
cabin walls, thus yielding consider-
able local and global sound attenu-
ation. In contrast to the more
conventional active noise control
approach, which attenuates the
sound after it has entered the
cabin, the current technique
controls the sound before it enters
the cabin. Thus, less control
equipment is required, and the
control equipment does not occupy
space in the cabin.
This study was conducted in
an aircraft fuselage mock-up
(shown in the figure) which is 24 ft
long with a double wall consisting
of an exterior surface of 0.7S-in.-
thick plywood and an interior
surface of 0.2S-in.-thick Masonite.
The interior has the shape and the
size of a Boeing 707 aircraft. The
structure is reinforced with ply-
wood ribs and stringers. A source
loudspeaker is located outside the
aircraft fuselage, and control
speakers are mounted on the outer
wall radiating into the space
between the inner and outer wall.
Microphones were placed at the
right rear location of potential
occupants of three window and
three aisle seats. An additional
microphone was mounted on a
rotating boom to measure global
interior sound pressure levels. A
sinusoidal tone, arbitrarily chosen
at 100 Hz, was fed into the source
loudspeaker. Measured transfer
functions between each of the four
control loudspeakers within the
double wall and the interior
microphones were used in a least-
mean-square adaptive algorithm to
actively attenuate the interior
sound pressure levels at the fixed
microphone locations. This
attenuation ranged from 10 dB to
20 dB, depending on location.
Measurements by the rotating
boom microphone indicated that
at least a 3-dB attenuation was
obtained except very close to the
aircraft double wall. More global
attenuation was obtained when the
wavelength of the sound was
longer relative to the distances
between the control speakers in the
double wall and the microphones
in the cabin.
(Ferdinand W. Grosveld and
Kevin P. Shepherd, 43586)
Active Control of
Multimodal Random
Sound in Ducts
The problem of controlling
random noise in ducts is an
important application problem that
has also taken the role of a bench-
mark in the development of active
control systems. As an indicator of
control system development, this
problem requires the inclusion of
feedforward and feedback elements
as well as the development of a
broadband controller. In the past,
systems have been developed that
provide significant attenuations
(i.e., 20 dB or greater), but with the
restriction that only plane waves
exist in the frequency range of
interest. By extending the control
to multimode propagation, this
work extends the usefulness of this
technology to a broader frequency
range, eliminates the necessity of
redundant passive techniques, and
will provide in many flow systems
a lower lifetime operating cost due
to lower losses.
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frequency, the plane wave domi-
nates the spectra. Above 325 Hz,
the pressure spectra are made up of
a combination of the plane wave
and the (1,0) mode. The reduced
SPL as a function of frequency
because of the control system is
shown by the dashed line in this
same plot. An overall reduction of
20 dB was recorded at both error
microphones over the frequency
range from 50 Hz to 600 Hz.
Reductions of 19.1 dB for the plane
and 22.6 dB for the (1,0) mode
were recorded.
(Richard J. Silcox, 43590)
For the duct shown in the
figure, the frequency below which
only plane waves propagate is
325 Hz. The control system
transducers consisted of a single
detector microphone, two loud-
speakers mounted on opposite
sides of the duct, and similarly
mounted error microphones. The
controller was implemented as two
digital filters whose design was
derived from transfer functions
measured between the various
transducers. These filters operate
on the detector microphone signal
and drive the two loudspeakers
such that the outputs of the error
microphones are minimized.
The plot of the overall control
of sound pressure level (SPL) shows
the uncontrolled SPL spectra at one
of the error microphones (as
indicated by the solid line). The
peak at 325 Hz is due to the cut-on
of the (1,0) mode. Below this
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Avionics Integration Research
Laboratory (AIRLAB)
The United States leads the worhl
in the development, design, and
production of commercial and military
aerospace vehicles. To maintain this
leadership role throl(¢hout the 1990's
and beyond will require the incorpora-
tion of the latest adwmces of digital
systems theory and electronics
technology into fidly integrated
aerospace electronic systems. Such
efforts will entail the discovery, design,
attd assessment of systems t/rat can
dramatically improve performance,
lower production and maintenance
costs, and at tire same time provide a
high, measurable level of safety fi_r
passengers and flight crews.
AIRLAB has been establishal at
tire Langley Research Center to address
these issues and to serve as a focal
point fiJr U.S. Government, industry,
and university research personnel m
i,tentify and dew'lop methods fi)r
systematically validating and evaluat-
iny, highly reliable fidly integrated
digital control and guidance systems
for aerospace vehicles.
The increasit(¢, complexity of
electronic systems entails multiple
processors and dynamic configura-
tions. These developments allow fi_r
greater operational flexibility for both
normal and faulty conditions, thus
impacting and compounding the
wdidation process. Whereas a typical
reliability requirement for cum, nt
electronics systems is a probability of
failure of less than 10 -6 at 60 min,
tire requirement for flig,ht-critical
electronic controls is fi_r a probability
of fifilure of less than 10 -9 at I0 hr.
Obviously, a new validation process is
essential if this significant increase its
reliability (four orders of magnitude) is
to be achieved atrd believed.
Validation research its AIRLAB
encompasses analytical methods,
simulations, and emulations. Atlalyti-
cal studies are conducted to improw'
the utility and accuracy of advanced
reliability models and to evaluate new
modeling concepts. Simulation and
emulation methods are used to
determine latent fault contributions to
electronic system reliability and hence
aircraft safety. Experimental testing of
physical systems is conducted to
uncover the latent interface probh'ms
of new technologies and to verify
analytical methods.
AIRLAB is a 7600-fl 2 environ-
mentally controlled structure located
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in thehigh-bayarea of Buihiin X 1220.
AIRLAB houses a mlmber of micro-
computer and minicomputer resources
and several special fault-tolerant
research hardware test specimens
dedicated to ttre support of validation
research. Tire minicomputer resources
consist ofl eight Digital Equipment
Corporation VAX 11/750 computers,
one VAX 11/780 computer, five
MicroVAX II computers, two
VAXstation 3200% eight Sun
workstations, eight IBM-PC com-
patibles, and seven Macintosh PC's.
These resources are used to control
experiments (such as fimlt insertions
and performance monitoring); retriew',
reduce, and display engineering data;
develop and validate simulations; and
develop and validate analytical
reliability and performance estimation
tools. Also included in AIRLAB are a
Lightniny, Upset test bed and three
advanced fimlt-tolerant computer
systems; ttre Fault-Tolerant Multipro-
cessor (FTMP); the Fault-Tolerant
Processor (FTP); amt the Verifiable
Integrated Processor for Enhanced
Reliability (VIPER). These systems
are designed to explore fimlt-tolemnt
techniques for fi_ture fliy,ht-critical
aerospace applications and to serve as
research test beds for vali_fl_tion
studies in AIRLAB.
Validation of Formally
Verified Clock
Synchronization Theory
A direct method of controlling
the interaction between cooperat-
ing processes on different comput-
ers is to assume a global time base
and then order the tasks on the
computers according to time. In
this way, data dependencies can be
resolved across the system without
a large communication overhead.
Establishing this global time base is
not as straightforward as one would
expect. A time base of a computer
is derived from the same kind of
crystal oscillators that are used in
common wristwatches. And, as is
well known, crystal oscillators are
very accurate; most have frequen-
cies within 10 parts per million of
specification. However, what is
accurate to a human's perception
of time can be divergent to a
computer's perception. Computers
complete entire tasks within a
thousandth of a second and thus
require that the global time base be
accurate to within milliseconds.
Crystal clocks can drift fractions of
a second within a few minutes.
Cooperating processes on different
computers cannot rely on crystal
clock accuracy alone to coordinate
their actions. In the case of life-
critical real-time systems, the
method by which clock synchroni-
zation is obtained must be highly
reliable as well.
Several clock synchronization
theories have been developed in
response to the requirement for a
reliable global time base. One of
the first theories was created in the
early 1980's for the Software
Implemented Fault-Tolerant
Computer (SIFT), which was then a
central part of AIRLAB. The theory
describes several parameters, a
clock synchronization algorithm,
and a formula for the upper limit
on the time differences between
the clocks in the system which
compute the algorithm.
This test was devised to
validate the clock theory by
comparing the sensitivity of the
predicted time difference upper
limit to measured values. As was
learned while testing SIFT and
other fault-tolerant computers in
A1RLAB, unless explicit means are
taken to provide observability and
control, much will be hidden and
inaccessible to the researcher. With
this in mind, custom circuitry was
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Test setup for clock synchronization experiment.
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developed which provides access to
and control of the internals of the
synchronization algorithm. The
synchronization circuitry was
installed in four computers. Five
other computers were used to
control the experiment and
provide data acquisition (see the
figure).
The results have shown that
the theory did predict an upper
limit to the time difference, but
that this limit was higher than that
which occurred in practice. The
exact amount of the discrepancy
depends on the details of each
implementation, but errors of 20
percent were observed. Corrections
were made to the theory, and a
new formula derived.
(Daniel L. Palumbo, 46185)
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Aerospace Controls Resea] :.h
Laboratory
The purpose of the Aerospace
Controls Research Laboratory (ACRL)
is to conduct research and testitL; [ of
spacecraft control systems. The ACRL
is equipped with modem microcom-
puter facilities for simulations, data
acquisition, and real-time control
system testing. Both control law
testing using stnLctural test articles
and advanced control system compo-
nent development are supported by the
laboratory. The ACRL provides the
controls community with facilities on
which the performance of competing
control laws may be compared.
One structural test article is
currently available. The Spacecraft
Control Laboratory Experiment
(SCOLE) allows testing of control laws
for a complete spacecraft. The test
article mimics the Space Shuttle with a
large flexible offset-feed antemm
attached to the payload bay. Reaction
jets, control moment gyros, and torque
wheels, along with accelerometers and
rate sensors, permit real-time control
law implementation on SCOLE (see
the first figure).
The advanced sensor and actuator
filcility supports research in control
system components fi_r space systems.
Component development currently
focuses on optical sensing and
computing devices. Two different
photogrammetric position tracking
systems and an optical holographic
image storage device are being
developed. The facility (shown in the
second figure) includes equipment for
performing experiments in optics, two
stable tables, optical mounts, lenses,
mirrors, polarizers, beam splitters,
Spacecraft Control
Laboratory Experiment. L-87-7321
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Advanced sensor attd ach_ator fizcility. L-89-325
control system only as long as they
can store momentum; therefore,
maximizing the total momentum
storage capability of the system is
necessary.
Space vehicle attitude control
utilizing CMG actuation involves
the generation of vehicle torque
gyroscopically by the slewing of the
CMG gimbals. The CMG steering
law algorithms determine the
gimbal rate commands necessary to
achieve the desired vehicle maneu-
ver control torques. The SCOLE
apparatus is equipped with a pair of
double-gimbaled CMG's
(DGCMG's) used to implement a
no-crosscoupling steering law
derived from the Skylab-A attitude
control flight system. The steering
law development was preceded by
photomultiplier tubes, a 5-m W HeNe
laser and a 35-roW HeNe laser, a
precision rotary stage, and laser beam
steering systems.
Control Moment Gyro
Steering Law Testing on
SCOLE
Momentum storage devices
such as control moment gyros
(CMG's) are normally used to
provide accurate attitude control
torques for missions in which
environmental contamination or
reaction control system fuel
requirements are excessive. A CMG
device provides attitude control
torque by the precession of its high
constant-speed spinning flywheel.
If large momentum and torque
ranges with low electrical power are
required, the CMG system becomes
an obvious choice. The CMG's
prove effective as an attitude
iiiii !
Sting-balance-mounted CMG: hanlware characterization test. 1,-90-05468
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lers, steering law algorithms, and a
digital proportional integral (P1)
controller were integrated into a
real-time program and imple-
mented on the SCOLE using the
onboard sensor system to provide
full three-axis control of the Space
Shuttle model.
Preliminary closed-loop testing
results (shown in the four graphs of
the second figure) revealed close
agreement between test output and
computer simulation. Differences
can be attributed to errors in the
modeling of the actual hardware
dynamics and to nonlinear friction
in gimbal bearings. Future testing
is planned to improve compensa-
tion for instabilities incurred by
variation in rotor speed. A closed-
loop maneuver test is planned for
the SCOLE not only to validate the
effectiveness of the CMG steering
law but also to incorporate the
CMG actuators in a global control
law.
(J. Shenhar, 46617, M. G. Maras,
and R. C. Montgomery)
hardware characterization of the
DGCMG's (shown in the first
figure) and design of digital gimbal
rate controllers. Nutational
resonance and dynamic
crosscoupling, which contributed
to gimbal rate loop instability, were
identified using recursive least-
squares system identification
techniques on sampled test data.
Appropriate compensation net-
works were designed and verified
via simulation and hardware-in-
the-loop testing. The rate control-
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Transport Systems Research Vehicle
(TSRV)and TSRV Simulator
The Transport Systems Research
Vehicle (TSRV) and TSR V Simulator
are primary research tools used by the
Advanced Transport Operating
Systems (ATOPS) Program. The goal
of the A TOPS Program is to increase
the operational capability of modern
aircraft and foster their integration
into the evolving National Airspace
System.
The TSRV has two flight decks: a
conventional Boeing 737 fight deck
provides operational support and
safety backup, and tire fully opera-
tional research flight deck, positioned
in tire aircraft cabin, provides the
capability to explore innovations in
display formats, contents, and in-
aircraft operations.
The "all-glass" research fight deck
presents infi)nnation to the crew via
e_ht 8-in.-square electronic displays
representative of the technology to
become available in commercial
transports in tire 1990's. Tire state-of-
the-art color displays are driven by
new, onboard computers and, most
importantly, specially developed
computer software. These new
technologies make it possible to more
clearly display information presented
only partially or in scattered locations
on existing electromechanical and
first-generation electronic displays in
today's aircraft.
hr addition to video concepts for
primary flight and navigation displays
in front of both the pilot and copilot,
center panel displays provide the
capability to monitor engine and
system status and to manage aircraft
systems operation. The center panel
displays will permit research on how
additional information can be
displayed and used to improve
situational awareness, air traffic
control communications, flight
management options, and traffic
awareness.
Tire TSR V Simulator provides the
means for ground-based simulation in
support of the A TOPS research
program. Tire Simulator, which has
recently been modified to duplicate tire
upgraded aft flight deck located itz tire
TSR V, allows proposed concepts in
such areas as guidance and control
algorithms, new display techniques,
operational procedures, and man/
machine interfilces to be thoroughly
evaluated. Four out-the-window
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New TSR V aft cockpit confiy, uration. 1,-87-3645
display systems (driven by an Ewms
and Sutherland CT-6 Computer-
Generated hnagery system) allow
realistic real-world scenes to be
presented to the crew. Tire system is
capable of daytime, nighttime, and all
rat_;es of weather effects. Promising
simulation research results become the
subjects of actual flight test research.
Flight Tests Using Data
Link for Air Traffic Control
and Weather Information
Exchange
Message exchange for air traffic
control (ATC) purposes via data
link offers the potential benefits of
increasing airspace system safety
and efficiency by reducing commu-
nications errors and relieving the
overloaded ATC radio frequencies
that hamper efficient message
exchanges during peak traffic
periods in many busy terminal
areas. The objective of the first
data link flight test conducted in
the TSRV B-737 airplane was to
evaluate the use of data link as the
primary communications source
for ATC strategic and tactical
clearances, for weather informa-
tion, and for company messages
during a typical commercial airline
flight from takeoff to landing. A
user friendly data link system
interface, incorporating a menu
selection with an overlapping
windows format concept (see the
figure) was designed and imple-
mented in the TSRV airplane. A
flight test was conducted using 7
airline pilot crews, each flying 3
different flight paths, each approxi-
mately 250 miles long. One of
these paths was a baseline flight in
which normal voice communica-
tions were used. The other two
paths were flown using data link as
the primary communications
source with voice radio as a backup
source. Data collected during these
tests included video recordings of
the flight displays and the actions
of the crew in the cockpit, audio
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recordings of all radio communica-
tions, and all data link message
transmissions.
Analysis of the data shows an
almost total elimination of confu-
sion, errors, and voice communica-
tions repeats (see the figure) with
the flights conducted with data
link as the primary communica-
tions device. The majority of the
test crews believed that data link, in
general, would reduce the work
load and mistakes of the nonflying
pilots. All the test crews indicated
that the menu/window format
concept was very user friendly and
required little training to use.
(Charles E. Knox and Charles H.
Scanlon, 42038)
Knowledge-Based Flight
Display Information
Management
The amount of information
already in today's civil transport
cockpit, the difficulties experienced
in managing the large amount of
information, and the trend to
increase the amount of informa-
tion in future cockpits have made
information management a
primary concern. Therefore, an
overall research objective has been
established to develop concepts
that will help flight crews manage
the extensive amount of available
information. As an initial step
toward this overall objective,
managing information on the
primary flight display (PFD) is
being explored using a task-
tailoring approach. This task-
tailored approach requires complex
logic that led to difficult-to-manage
software when traditional program-
ming techniques were used. As a
result, a knowledge-based system
(KBS) approach was chosen over
the traditional programming
approach; this choice was based on
an earlier study that found KBS
architectures were easier to manage
in complex applications. The
objective of this particular study
was to test in flight the KBS's,
collectively called the Task-Tailored
Flight Information Manager
(TI'FIM), to validate their imple-
mentation and integration.
The TFFIM consists of two
KBS's, one for information selec-
tion and the other for flight phase
detection (as shown in the figure).
The TTFIM was validated onboard
the TSRV aircraft in two stages.
The first stage of flight tests tested
the KBS that selected the display
information to be presented. For
these initial flights, the flight
engineer manually entered the
flight phase. The second KBS, for
flight phase detection, was then
flight tested with a flight test
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Primary Flight Display (PFD)
Task-Tailored Flight Information Manager (TTFIM).
envelope consisting of multiple
repetitions of each flight phase
represented in the KBS and with
multiple transitions between the
flight phases. The flight tests
successfully validated the KBS
concept for PFD information
management. Correct presentation
of information on the PFD during
all flight tests validated the imple-
mentation of the information
selection KBS and the integration
of the two KBS's with each other
and with the existing TSRV sys-
tems. As expected, the KBS for
information selection was not as
computationally fast as its equiva-
lent traditional system when
selecting some information, but
this lack of speed did not interfere
with cockpit operations.
(Wendell R. Ricks, 46733)
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Crew Station Systems Research
Laboratory
The trend in modem cockpits has
been to replace electromechanical
instruments with electronic control
and display devices. The NASA Crew
Station Electronics Technology
research pro,_am is at the forefront of
this trend with research and develop-
merit activities in the areas of ad-
winced display media, display
g,eneration, and cockpit controls/
displays/flight subsystems intq_ration.
Specific areas of current interest are
high-perfomlance stereo pictorial
primary flight display graphics;
information management techniques;
large-screen fidl-color display media;
wide-screen, panoramic display
concepts; virtual, panoramic, real-
world displays; and image sensor
filsion techniques.
The Crew Station Systems
Research Laboratory (CSSRL) serves as
a primary testing facility for the
concepts and devices emerging from
this research program. The laboratory
provides a unique civil capability to
conduct iterative development and
pilot/vehMe experimental evaluation
research for adwmced cockpit tech-
nologies in a highly realistic flight
simulation environment. The CSSRL
also provides a lighting research
facility that represents the fidl range of
atnbient and ,solar lighting conditions
to be encotmtered by an aircraft
cockpit and allows for the determina-
tion of not only the lighting character-
izations of cockpit displays but also
the determination of pilot/vehicle
pe_rmance effects under realistic
li,_,hting conditions.
Major elements of the CSSRL are
the Advanced Display Evaluation
Cockpit (ADEC), which is a
reconfigurable research cab; the
Aircraft Cockpit Ambient Lighting and
Solar Simulator (ACALSS), which
provides real-worhl ambient and solar
lighting conditions to the ADEC
cockpit; and two separate general-
purpose digital processors, one of
which handles system input/output
and vehicle math model simulation,
while the other acts as host processor
and preprocessor for two graphics
generators. Other major elements
include three high-performance raster
graphics display generators (one of
which has its own host co-processor),
which provide sophisticated graphics
formats to the display devices
(cathode-ray tubes, flat panels, and
helmet-mounted displays); a fiber
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optic link to the central computin,_
fiTcility, which can provide hLgh-
fidelity simulation math models for
research requiring nlore complex
vehicles; and a Display Device and
Materials Laboratory, which provides
fizcilities for flat-panel materials device
technolo,o, developments and photo-
metric bench evaluations.
Ambient Lighting
Simulator Experiment for
High-Brightness TFEL
Display
Advanced fiat-panel display
technologies offer advantages over
cathode-ray tube (CRT) displays in
form/fit, power, and weight and are
under consideration for use in
next-generation transports. Under
certain external lighting condi-
tions, however, the pilot's ability to
obtain useful information from
these displays may be severely
limited by display washout.
Standard thin-film electro-
luminescent (TFEL) displays are
often susceptible to these washout
conditions, and high-brightness
augmentation techniques have
attempted to alleviate the problem.
The goal of this effort was to
determine the washout perfor-
mance of a high-brightness TFEI,
panel, a spin-off of NASA/U.S.
Army sponsored research, in
comparison to other competing
display technologies.
Langley Research Center has
developed the Aircraft Cockpit
Ambient Lighting and Solar
Simulator (ACALSS), which simu-
lates a full range of adverse lighting
conditions, in order to study
display readability effects in a
cockpit simulator (see the first
Simulator used to stHdy adverse I(k,hting effects upon display media.
figure). The ACAI,SS was used to
determine the external brightness
levels at which subjects lose the
ability to maintain aircraft states
when using three competing
display technologies for informa-
tion input. The display technolo-
gies examined were a standard
monochrome TFEL panel, a
laboratory-class monochrome CRT,
and a high-brightness TFEL panel.
Six subjects controlled a simulated
transport aircraft using speed,
heading, altitude, and attitude
information presented in a pri-
mary flight display (PFD) format.
The experiment determined the
washout levels of each display for a
"shafted sun" lighting condition
(i.e., direct sunlight on the display
surface through the side window)
by measuring the subject/vehicle
performance errors from constant
speed, heading, and altitude
conditions (in turbulence) at
incremental brightness levels.
The standard monochrome
TFEL display began to wash out
after the 2OOO-ft-cd level of illumi-
nation. The monochrome CRT
display began to wash out after the
SSOO-fl-cd level, and no perfor-
mance decrements were found for
the high-brightness monochrome
TFEL display levels up to l 3 OOO
ft-cd.
(Vernon M. Batson, James B.
Robertson, and Russell V. Parrish,
46649)
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Hu man Engineering
Laboratory
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The Human Engineering Meflwds
(HEM) Laboratory has been eshrb-
lished to develop measurement
technology to assess the effi'cts of
advanced crew station concepts on the
crew's ability to fi_nction without
mental overload, excessive stress, or
fatigue. The laboratory provides the
capability for measurement of
behavioral arid psychophyskffaxical
response of ttw flight deck crew.
The facility comprises state-of
the-art bioinstmmentation as well as
computer-based physiological data
acquisition, analysis amt display, and
experiment control capability. Soft-
ware has been developed which
enables the demonstration of work
load effects on the steady-state evoked
brain response and transient evoked
response signals as well as the
monitoring of electrocardiographic
(EKG), elecm,nyographic (EMG), skin
temperature, respiration, and electro-
dermal ,wtivity.
Tire Langley Research Center
developed oculometer capability has
been itrtegrated with the other physi-
oloxical measurement techniques.
Subjective nlfitg and secondary task
methods fi)r a,s_s'sfl(¢ metmrl work
load also have been imph'mente, t. A
computer-based criterion task battery
is available for preliminary testing
(with human subjects) of work load
techniques that are being validated
prior to evaluation and application in
the simulators. Satellite physiolqgical
si,vral conditioning and behavioral
response capture stations are located at
the shnulator sites to provide human
response measurement support ]"or
flight mam_ement and operations
research.
Brainmap Analysis
Identifies States of
Awareness for System
Monitoring Tasks
Analysis of the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) data base
reveals that flight crew members
often relate their mistakes to their
experience of certain states of
awareness. These crew members,
whose responsibility it is to moni-
tor and manage the progress of
highly complex systems, lapse into
states that are incompatible with
the demands of that task. These
states can be characterized as
hazardous. As automated systems
become more capable, conditions
that induce hazardous states are
more likely. The objective of this
research is to determine the
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Brainmapper recordiny, corrsole (left) and topographical EEG sensor
array (right) showing collectiml of data from 19 electrode site__ in
simulator environment. L-91-1891
physiological correlates of hazard-
ous and effective states experienced
during a monitoring task.
Prerecorded instructions
guided individuals, in a console-
monitoring setting, through
exercises designed to induce target
mental states. Directions to
experience three target states
(vigilant, absorbed, or preoccupied)
were alternated with S-rain periods
during which individuals directed
their awareness as instructed, and
topographical electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) data were recorded
from 19 electrode sites (see the first
figure). For each individual, data
from the first (test) session were
used to derive state discriminant
Brainma >s of Three Mental States
i ..... _ .... i, C I'!_,_W
Bminmaps of electrical activity in four firequen o, bands (cohmms)
[br three induced states of awareness (rows).
l
!!iiii:
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functions. Data from a second
(retest) data collection session were
classified using the discriminant
functions derived from the test set
of data.
The brainmaps shown in the
second figure reveal that certain
electrode sites exhibit activity in
the Alpha and Beta frequency
bands which is different across the
three states. Across six individual
cases, discriminant functions have
correctly assigned better than 90
percent of the initial data and
averaged better than a 60-percent
correct identification of retest data.
The state identification procedure,
then, represents a technology for
objectively indexing mental-state
experiences within individuals to
be used to subsequently identify
these states when they occur in
these same individuals under
operational conditions. This
technology provides the capability
for evaluating the design of flight
management aids, including
automation and information
transfer technologies, based on
their capacity to promote effective
performance states.
(Alan T. Pope and Edward H.
Bogart, 46642)
Multi-Attribute Task (MAT)
Battery for Pilot Strategic
Behavior
The definition and measure-
ment of strategic behavior in a
complex environment is crucial to
understanding pilot performance,
work load, and complacency.
Strategic behavior is defined as the
action (or inaction) that an opera-
tor takes in order to change the
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taskstructure,sequenceof respond-
ing,orallocationof mental
resourceswiththepurposeof
dealingwithunexpectedchange
in theenvironment,achievinga
moremanageableworkload,
and/orachievingone'sgoalsafely
andefficiently.Theobjectiveof
thiseffortwasthedevelopment
of areal-time,interactiveMAT
Batterytofacilitatestudieson
strategicbehavior,workload,and
complacency.
AflexibleMATBatterywas
developed,utilizingdesktop
computertechnology,forbroad
applicationin laboratoryenviron-
ments.Thedesignincorporates
tasksanalogoustoactivitiesthat
crewmembersperformin flight,
whileprovidingahighdegreeof
experimentercontrolof task
activities,automaticollectionof
behavioralresponsedata,and
freedomto usenonpilottest
subjects.Featuresnot foundin
existingcomputer-basedtasks
includeanauditorycommunica-
tiontask(tosimulateATCcommu-
nications)andaresourcemanage-
menttaskpermittingmany
strategiesformaintainingtarget
performance.In addition,theMAT
Batterywasdesignedsothatthe
taskcanbepausedandonscreen
workloadratingscalespresentedto
thesubject.
TheMATBatterydisplay,
shownin thefirstfigure,presents
uptofourdifferentasksto the
operatorandallowstheoperator
manydifferentstrategiesfor
achievingoodperformance,
includingtheuseofautomation.
In aninitialstudy,whichservedto
validatetheeffectivenessoftask-
activity-levelmanipulationandto
demonstratehereadinessof the
MATBattery,92-mintestsessions
wereemployedwithtaskactivity
levelspatternedafteraflightprofile
(high-low-high).Timingsignals
sentfromtheMATBatterypermit-
tedsimultaneousrecordingof
topographicEEG,eyemovement/
lookpoint,pupildiameter,heart
rateandheartratevariability,and
subjectiveworkloadratings.
Enthusiasticrequestso usethe
MATBatteryhavebeenreceived
fromothergovernmentlaborato-
riesanduniversitiesinvolvedin
strategicbehavior,workload,and
complacencyresearch.
0. RaymondComstock,Jr.,and
RuthJ.Arnegard,46643)
Multi-Attribute Task Battery display.
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General Aviation Simulator
The General A viation Simulator
(GAS) consists of a general-aviation
aircraft cockpit mounted on a three-
degree-of-freedom motion platform.
The cockpit is a reproduction of a
twin-engine propeller-driven general-
aviation aircraft with a fidl comple-
ment of instn_menL% controls, and
switches, including radio navigation
equipment. Programmable control
force feel is provMed by a "through-
the-panel" two-axis controller that can
be removed and replaced with a two-
axis side-stick controller that can be
mounted on the pilot's left-hand,
center, or right-hand position. A
variable-force-feel system also is
provided for the ntdder pedals. The
pilot's instn#nent panel can be
configured with various combinations
of cathode-ray tube (CRT) displays
and conventional instn_ments to
represent aircraft such as tire Cessna
172, Cherokee 180, and Cessna 402B.
A collimate, bimage visual system
provides a 60 ° fieM-of view out-the-
window color display. The visual
system accepts input_ fi'om a Com-
puter-Generated hnage (CGI) system.
A Calligraphk'/Raster Display System
(CRDS) is used to &,enemte tire beads-
down displays and for mixinx with tire
CGI for tire heads-up display. Tire
simulator is flown in real time with a
CDC CYBER 175 computer to
simulate aircraft d)_ramics.
Research has been conducted to
improve tire ride qualiO, of general-
aviation (GA) aircraft by developing
gust alleviation control laws to re_hlce
the aircraft response to turbulence
while still maintainit_ generally good
flying characteristics. Research studies
that are in progress are the GA Easy
Fly, a program to investigate ways of
making general-aviation airplanes
easier to fly, especially fi_r low-time or
nonpilots, and a piloted simulation
st_My to address handling qualities
issues of advanced comnmter-Wpe
turboprop configurations.
Easy-to-Fly General-
Aviation Airplane Concept
Two advanced systems for
general-aviation novice pilots have
been developed and studied over
the past few years. The first system
is a fly-by-wire automatic control
system (Ez-Fly), and the second is a
head-up pictorial display (Highway
in the Sky or HITS). Refinements
have been incorporated into both
systems to further reduce the time
required for a first-time novice to
learn how to successfully fly a
complete mission. The Ez-Fly
control system was improved by
General Aviation Simtdator 101
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Cockpit of General Aviation Simulator used to study
advanced systems. 1,-90-1378
adding an automatic control-force
trim feature. This feature was
added so that the pilot no longer
has to manually trim the longitudi-
nal control forces to zero after
making a large control input.
Control force trim, which has no
analog in automobile driving, had
proved to be difficult for the novice
pilot. Failure to keep the control
forces trimmed to near-zero values
resulted in degraded vertical speed
control in many instances. An-
other improvement to the Ez-Fly
control system was an automatic
reduction in the gain of the
longitudinal wheel during a final
approach, in which precise control
was needed.
of the hoops gave the pilot better
cues for determining the desired
altitude, and the sides of the hoops
provided better lateral displace-
ment cues. Supplementary flight
director arrows also were studied.
Although pursuit-type flight
directors are ordinarily preferred by
untrained subjects, the wide range
of gains required in a complete
mission made this addition to HITS
impractical. In addition, the effect
of the hoops was to reduce the
need for any flight director arrows.
"File normal compensatory flight
director arrows remain useful for
rotation during takeoffs and for the
flare maneuver during landings.
(Eric C. Stewart, 43939)
The HITS display was also
improved. Color was added to the
display to help differentiate the
features. In addition, boxes or
hoops were added to the basic
highway representation. The tops
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Differential Maneuvering Sin ulator
The Langley Differential Maneu-
veriny, Simulator (DMS) provides a
means of simulating two piloted
aircraft opemtiny, in a differential
mode with a realistic cockpit environ-
ment and a wide-angle external visual
scene for each of the two pilots. The
system consists of two identical fixed-
based cockpits and projection systems,
each based in a 40-ft-diameter
projection sphere. Each projection
system consists of two terrain projec-
tors to provide a realistic terrain scene
and a system for tary,et imag, e genera-
tion and projection. The terrain scene
driven by a Computer-Generated
hnage (CGI) system provides mfi'rence
in all six dexrees of freedom in a
manner that allows unrestricted
aircraft motions. Tire resultit_, sky'/
Earth scene provides fidl transh_tional
and rotational cues. The internal
vistml scene also pro_qdes continuous
rotational aml bomrded (300 fl to
45 000 fi) translational refi'rence to
one or two other (tarset) vehicles in six
degrees of freedom.
The target image presented to
each pilot represents airvmft being
flown by the other pilot in this two-
aircraft simulator. This dual simula-
tor can be tied to a third dome and
can provide three aircraft interactions
when required. Each cockpit provides
three ador displays with a 6.5-in.
square viewing, area ,tnd a wide-angle
head-up display. Kinesthetic cues in
the fbnn of a g-suit pressurization
system, hehnet hinder systenl, g-seat
system, cockpit bu/fbt, and program-
mahle control fim-es are provided to
the pilots consistent with the motions
of their aircraft. Other controls
include a side arm controller, dual
throttles, and a rotorcraft colh,ctive.
Research applications include studies
of h_h-angle-of-attack flight control
laws, evaluation of evasive tHalleavers
for various aircraft and rotorcmfi, amt
evaluations of the effect of parameter
changes on the per]'bnnance of several
baseline aircraft.
One-Versus-Two Air
Combat Study
Many recent investigations
have shown that the use of en-
hanced high-angle-of-attack
maneuvering improves effective-
ness during close-in one-versus-one
air combat. The studies have
outlined some of the maneuvers
that provide advantages as well as
quantified the agility enhance-
ments needed. This capability can
be achieved through the use of
multiaxis thrust-vectoring or
advanced aerodynamic controls.
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View of DMS cockpit and visual display. L-90-5139
Studies are now under way to
determine the extent to which one-
versus-one air combat advantages
obtained from enhanced high-
angle-of-attack agility carry over to
close-in engagements against two
opponents.
The current investigation
involves piloted simulation studies
using a recently developed capabil-
ity that combines the DMS and the
General-Purpose Fighter Simulator
(GPFS). The GPFS is a single-dome
facility that has been linked with
the DMS to allow simulation of
piloted one-versus-two engage-
ments. A full-envelope simulation
model of an F-18 airplane incorpo-
rating multiaxis thrust vectoring is
being used to represent the en-
hanced maneuvering airplane
while a model of the baseline F-18
is used as the two opponent
airplanes. Early results confirm
that high-angle-of-attack agility
advantages persist in the one-
versus-two air combat environ-
ment. Continuing studies will
evaluate the necessary flight
dynamics requirements and further
quantify the advantages.
(Keith D. Hoffler, 41144)
Velocity-Vector Display in
High-Alpha Air Combat
Situations
Recent developments in high-
alpha controls have accentuated
the perceived need of pilots to
know conformally where the
aircraft's velocity vector is at all
times, In order to determine if the
location of the velocity vector was
needed during high-alpha maneu-
vering in an air combat situation, a
simulation experiment was per-
formed in the DMS using a modi-
fied F-18 model that employed
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thrust vectoring for control. The
conformal (aligned with the real-
world) velocity-vector display was
implemented as a string of lights
(shown in the figure) in the vertical
plane of the aircraft. The concept
used was that a straight line drawn
between the pilot's eye and the
illuminated light would form a
vector parallel to the aircraft's
velocity vector. Two vertical rows
of lights to the left and right of the
HUD were used to prevent com-
plete occlusion by the center
control stick. The lights closest to
the position of the velocity vector
were illuminated and flashed at a S-
Hz rate. The experimental portion
of the study required the test
subjects to fly a simulated air-to-air
engagement against an intelligent
and equally capable opponent.
The results are based on
subjective questionnaire responses
by four pilots who had varying
degrees of air-combat experience.
The most important task for the
air-combat pilots is to track their
opponents visually and never lose
sight of them. However, because of
the large off-angles between the
two aircraft and the human field-
of-view limitations, the test sub-
jects cannot see the lights during
the majority of the engagement
without looking away from the
opponent. From this, all four pilots
concluded that the velocity-vector
lights were of 11o benefit during the
air-to-air engagement. Further,
they felt that the velocity-vector
information was not needed for
this task. The results are significant
in that they are completely con-
trary to the information needs that
have been perceived by the pilots
and display designers. However,
other tasks may exist besides air
combat which may benefit from
this type of information display.
(James R. Burley 11and Denise R.
Jones, 42008)
HUD
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Q
Cockpit velocity-vector light arrangement. Light-emitting diodes were
spaced 6 ° apart from 16 ° to 58 °.
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Visual Motion Simulator
The Visual Motion Simulator
[VMS) is a general-purpose simulator
consisting of a two-person cockpit
mounted on a six-degree-of-freedom
synergistic motion base. Three
collimated visual displays, compatible
with the Computer-Generated lma,_e
(CGD system, provide out-the-window
scenes for the left seat front an,l side
windows and for the right seat front
window. Three electronic displays
mounted on the left side instrument
panel provide for displays generated by
a graphics computer. A pro,_rammable
hydraulic controlled two-axis side stick
and rudder pedals provide for roll,
pitch, and yaw controls in the left seat.
A second programmable hydraulic-
control loading system for the right
seat provides roll and pitch controls for
either a fighter-type control stick or a
helicopter cyclic controller. Right-side
rudder control is an extension of the
left-side rudder control system. A
friction-type collective control is
pmvi_Mt fi_r both the left and the r(_t_t
seats. An observer's seat was installed
in 1986 to allow a third person to be
in the cockpit _hlring motion operation.
A realistic center control stand
was installed in 1983 whidh in
mhlition to providing, transport-type
control features, provides auto-throttle
capability for both the forward and
reverse thrust modes. Motion cues are
provMed in the simulator by the
relative extension or retraction of the
six hydraulic actuators of the motion
base. Washout techniques are used to
return rite motion base to the neutral
point once the onset motion cues have
been commanded.
Research applications tmw"
included studies for transport, fighter,
and helicopter aircraft including the
Natiomd Aero-Space Platte (NASP),
Personnel Launch System (PLS), and
Hiy,h-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT).
These studies a_hlressed phenomena
associated wittl wake vortices, high-
speed tumor% nticrowave landinx
systems, ener_ management, noise
abatement, multibody transports,
maneuvering stability flight character-
istics, wind shear recovery guidance,
vortex flaps, and stereographic
displays. Numerous simulation
technology stu_fies also have been
conducted to evaluate the generation
arm usefidness of motion cues.
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60-fl-diameter Space Simulation Sphere.
Space Simulation and
Environmental Test Complex
The 60-fl-diameter Space Simula-
tion Sphere (Building 1295) can
simulate an altitude of 320 000 fl
(2 x 10 -4 mm Hg). This vacuum level
is attainable in 7 hours with a three-
stage pumping system. The carbon
steel sphere is accessible through a
personnel door, a 12-fl-diameter
specimen door, and a 4-fi mainte-
nance door at the top. A 2-ton hoist
located at the top enhances specimen
handling inside the sphere. Sight ports
are located both at the top and at the
equator. Two closed-circuit television
cameras, a videocassette recorder, and
an oscillograph are available. Firing
circuitry and a programmer are
available for the use of pyrotechnics,
and a system of flood lights is
installed in the sphere to facilitate
high-speed photography. The sphere is
used primarily for dynamic testing of
aerospace components and models at
a near-space environment.
Thermal-vacuum testings, has lot_
been a prerequisite to the active
deployment of space experiments. A
series of experiments, which optically
sense characteristics of the Earth's
atmosphere from outer space, necessi-
tated the creation of an ultra-high-
cleanliness thermal fiwility. The
optical components of these experi-
ments would be severely degraded by
contamination by oils or other
vaporous materials commonly fimnd
in thermal chambers and vacuum
pumping systems. Langley Research
Center upgraded the 8- by 15-Foot
Thermal- Vacuum Chamber (in
Building 1250) by repeated wtcumn
bakeout and solvent wipedown. Two
35-in. cryogenic pumps were installed,
and cold traps were inserted in ttre
roughing pump lines to eliminate back
contamination from the pumps.
The chamber is capable of -3OO_F
to IO00°F temperatures and has
flass ports for solar illumination
simulation.
A 5- by 5-Foot Thermal-Vacuum
Chamber (also in Building 1250_
augments the thermal testing capabil-
ity. The smaller stainless-steel
chamber is used for subsystem and
component testing. A completely
enclosed liquid-nitrogen ctyopanel
with sight ports that have externally
adjustable irises can cool the amt,ient
temperature to -30001:. Removable
heater banks are used for precise
temperature control and high ambient
temperature applications. Ttre
chamber uses a 570 fl3/min roughing
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8- by 15-Foot Thermal-Vacuunt Chamber. 1,-82-9672
Unholtz-Dickie T- 1000 shaker. L-85-I0833
pump and a 32-in. diffitsion pump to
reach its capacity of 1 x 10 -7 tort. Tire
pumping capability is high relative to
the chamber volume; therefore, the
1 x 10- 7 torr level can be attained in
1.5 hours.
Stn_chmd integrity of aerospace
hantware is essential for both perfor-
mance and sa/gty. The En,gineering
Vibration Test Facilit),, in Building
1250 is used to perform em,imnmenhd
vibration tests on aerospace flisht
systenrs and components" to demon-
strate that the flight equipment will
maintain stnwntml integrity when
exposed to a mission em,ironment.
The fiwility includes two shaker units
and centralized equipment for control
data acquisition, and s(e;nal process-
ing. One unit is an Unholtz-Dickie T-
1000 shaker with a 24 O00-1bf peak
fi_rce and a l-in. annamw stroke. Tire
second shaker, a recent a_htition, is an
Unholtz-Dickie T-4000 unit with a
40 O00-1bf peak force and a 1-in.
stroke ( I.75-in. stroke fi)r shock
testing). The vibration control room
houses a GenRad 2514 vibration
control system fi_r shaker corttrol atut
signal processin,_,, plus signal condition-
itN and analog dam reconting
equipment fi)r 12 channels of data.
Through auxiliar),, equipmenL the data
capacit T can be expan_Ml. Tests are
conducted with great care ,_i),en to
equipment, test article, attd personnel
safety. Closed-circuit television
coverag, e is used to safely monitor the
test article during all tests.
Gas Response Test for
HALOE Instrument
Verification
The Gas Response Test Appara-
tus, as designed, fabricated, and
implemented for the calibration of
the Haloe Occultation Experiment
(HALOE) instrument, had to safely
manage and precisely control
several atmospheric gases, most of
which are toxic and highly reac-
tive. The HALOE is one of the
Upper Atmosphere Research
Satellite (UARS) instruments and is
designed to radiometrically mea-
sure the concentrations of hydro-
gen fluoride, hydrogen chloride,
nitric oxide, methane, nitrogen
dioxide, carbon dioxide, water
vapor, and ozone.
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HALOE Gas Response Test Apparatus. 1,-89-03980
The principle of the test
program was to beam a Sun-
simulator light source through
transparent test ceils in the test
chamber (the cubic structure in the
foreground) and into the cylindri-
cal vacuum chamber that housed
the HALOE Instrument at 1 x 10 -5
torr for testing at 10°C, 20°C, or
30°C levels. The transparent test
cells were cleaned, purged, and
incrementally pressurized with test
gases at controlled concentrations
and pressures.
The test gas plumbing system
required highly specialized materi-
als and valves, as well as exacting
assembly and verification tech-
niques to assure absolute integrity.
A high flow rate venting system
surrounded the cells as a final
safety assurance.
The HALOE response measure-
ments during an extended 7-week,
118-test point sequence agreed very
well with prediction models for all
gases except hydrogen fluoride
(HF). The consistently lower results
obtained with HF are believed to be
related to the high reactivity of this
gas.
(Alfred G. Beswick, 41624)
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Acceptance Testing of
Aeroassist Flight
Experiment Pressure
Distribution/Air Data
System Transducers
The thermal acceptance testing
of the Aeroassist Flight Experiment
(AFE) Pressure Distribution/Air Data
System (PD/ADS) required the
development of a novel thermal
control system to provide conduc-
tive, rather than radiative heating
inputs, which are normally applied
in spacecraft system evaluations.
The PD/ADS, an array of pressure
orifices and pressure transducers
positioned across the blunt-body
face of the AFE vehicle, will be
subjected to thermal extremes
during the AFE aerobraking trajec-
tory through the atmosphere of the
Earth.
The PD/ADS pressure trans-
ducer acceptance testing utilized
contact strip heaters and liquid
nitrogen cooling coils (sandwiched
AFE pressure transducer acceptance test apparatus. 1.-91-01604
between two plates within the
vacuum chamber as shown) to
repeatedly cycle up to eight
transducers between temperature
extremes of 0°F to 200°F with
controlled ramp rates and dwell
times. Because of the high effi-
ciency of the conductive heat
transfer, temperature changes
occurred too rapidly for manual
control. This necessitated the
development of an automated
feedback, personal computer-
driven control system that ulti-
mately exceeded the testing goals
for accuracy and responsiveness.
The results of this test series
not only proved the capability of
the transducers to withstand the
rigorous thermal cycles, but it
also provided information on the
stability of these transducers
through the rapid thermal tran-
sients necessary for system
calibration.
(Craig S. Cleckner, 47048)
LITE Load Path
Verification Test
The Lidar In-space Technology
Experiment (LITE) will fly on STS-
62 in late 1993. In order to satisfy
the payload verification require-
ments of the National Space
Transportation System (NSTS)
14046B document, Payload Verifica-
tion Requirements, the experiment
platform (the orthogrid system
assembly) was statically load tested
to verify the math model of the
structure.
The figure shows the LITE
flight orthogrid, struts, and
hardpoints mounted on a
BLACK
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Loadin_ testin X LITE orthogrid system assembly.
nonflight pallet simulator. One
quadrant of the orthogrid is being
loaded to 6000 lb using seven
stacked steel plates. All $2 struts in
the assembly were strain gauged
and monitored to determine how
the load from the plates was
distributed. In addition to the
Z-axis orientation shown, the
assembly was also tested in the
X-axis and Y-axis by rotating the
entire structure with cranes.
The math model successfully
predicted the correct load paths
through the struts in all orienta-
tions.
(John Teter, 47163)
Laser Doppler Velocimeter
Measurements of Solar-
Simulated Laser
A series of flow velocity
measurements were conducted in
L-91-00S97
the solar simulator pumped laser
laboratory of the High-Energy
Science Branch using a laser
Doppler velocimeter (shown in the
first figure). The purposes of these
tests were to provide flow velocity
data for calibrating a mass flow
instrumentation system and for
analyzing the flow characteristics of
a perfluoroalkyl iodide (n-C:{FTI)
vapor inside various laser tubes.
The laser Doppler velocimeter
(LDV) used in these tests was a
single component system that was
configured to operate in the
forward-scatter mode. The LDV
system utilized F/1.6 transmitting
and receiving optics, a 1S-roW
HeNe laser, and 2.27X beam
expanders. The LDV spatial and
the velocity resolutions were 0.1
mm/s and 1 mm/s, respectively.
Flow velocity measurements
were made in the 20-mm- and 36-
ram-diameter laser tubes, under
nonlasing test conditions. The
operating conditions were at
pressures of S tort and 10 torr for
the 36-mm and the 20-ram-
diameter laser tubes, respectively.
The iodide vapor flow field was
seeded with 0.3 _lm aluminum
!iiiiii!!i!iiii!!!!i!i!i!i!i_
Experiment setup. [,-90-8307
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figure are typical velocity and
longitudinal turbulence intensity
profiles obtained for the 36-ram-
diameter laser tube at 86.4 cm
downstream of the gas inlet port.
(L. R. Gartrell and B. M. Tabibi,
44596)
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oxide particles. Detailed flow
velocity and longitudinal turbu-
lence intensity profiles were
obtained at various locations
downstream of the gas inlet port
for the 20-mm- and the 36-mm-
diameter laser tubes.
The measurement results for
the 20-ram-diameter laser tube
indicated that the centerline
velocity and turbulence level varied
from 13 m/s (43 f/s) to 18 m/s (60
f/s) and 2S percent to 6 percent,
respectively. Shown in the second
Space Simulation and Environmental Test Complex 1 13
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Advanced Technology R,. search
Laboratory
Tile Advanced Technolo&T
Research Laboratory was de,ticah'd in
early 1989 in support of the NASA
Space EnersT Conversion Research and
Technology Program. Tire labomto O,
houses multidisciplinary research
activities assessing, the feasibility of
space laser power._eneration and Iot_-
distance transmission for electric
power distribution, conducting
theoretical studies on galactic and
solar cosmic ray exposure and
shielding, and developing ultra-hi,_h
vacuum gas-surface interaction
technology. Major fi_cilities include
two solar simulators: a single-lamp
unit of lO0-kW input power and a
state-of-the-art sit_gle-lamp unit of
160-kW input power. These simula-
tors provide a range of solar irradiance
comlitions for tile multifiweted
research into the direct conversion of
solar ener_, to laser power. Tire
research includes investi_,ations ttsin_,
solid, liquid, aml g,as lasers powered
by simulated sunlight; electrically
driven diode lasers; and tire com,ersion
of laser power into electricity. Theo-
retical research is supported by a
computatiomd capabilit T that includes
the latest computer technology. In
addition, the facility is fidly irrte_rated
into tire Center's high-speed dah_
network. A group of laboratories
house ultra-high wJcuum equipment
that simulates the space environment
and specialized conditions associated
with advanced spacecnlfl. Tire
labomWty also conhtins a large
multikilojoule capacitor bank that is
the energy source for the development
of laser-power beaming technolq_.
Diode Laser Laboratory
Remote laser-power beaming is
being considered as an alternative
to attached nuclear power sources
for lunar/Martian habitats and
long-term rover missions. Diode
lasers are of interest because of the
high efficiencies possible (>70
percent).
Initial experiments for extract-
ing high power from a diode laser
system utilize a master-oscillator
power amplifier (MOPA) scheme.
In the MOPA scheme, the master
oscillator beam is split into several
less-intense beams, each of which is
amplified by an individual ampli-
tier in the first stage of amplifiers.
The output from the first stage of
amplifiers is again split and ampli-
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Hydrogen Transport
Barriers in Ti-Aluminides
Titanium alloys and titanium-
aluminide intermetallic alloys
are candidate materials for hot
structures and heat shields for
hypersonic vehicles such as the
National Aero-Space Plane (NASP).
Establishing an understanding of
the fundamental transport proper-
ties (permeability, diffusivity,
and solubility) of hydrogen is
important in these candidate
materials such as pure Ti, Ti-14AI-
21Nb (cz2), and Ti-33AI-6Nb-l.4Ta
(y). At temperatures >6S0°C, the
permeation of hydrogen through
the material is diffusion limited at
pressures that are below thePhoto,c,raph of hlser diode amly test apparatus. I,-Q1-029S5
fled by the second stage, and this
cascading eflect is continued until
the desired amount of output
power is achieved.
Some limiting scaling factors
include temperature and current
control of individual amplifiers and
degradation of beam quality at
each amplifier stage. Experiments
carried out at Langley Research
Center and in joint cooperation
with Xerox Corporation have
shown that slave laser current
control to within 0.1 mA is suffi-
cient and that beam coherence
degrades only approximately
1 percent when passing through an
individual amplifier.
The diode laser laboratory at
Langley currently consists of
equipment and instrumentation
for testing and characterizing
individual diode lasers and amplifi-
ers, for assessing beam quality by
measuring near- and far-field
profiles, and for measuring the
Aue, er AES and ISS test apparatus. L-91-02290
degree of coherence of com-
bined beams from two or more
amplifiers.
(G. L. Schuster, 41486)
threshold for any hydrogen-
induced transformations. At
temperatures lower than 6S0°C,
permeation is limited by adsorp-
tion processes from the gas phase.
Advanced Technology Research Laboultoty 1 15
The surface composition of these
materials and their variations with
temperature (20°C to lO00°C) were
studied by Auger electron spectro-
scopy (AES) and ion scattering
spectroscopy (ISS) in order to
ultimately correlate the role of
surface layers as barriers to hydro-
gen transport. At room tempera-
ture, TiO2 on pure Ti and _2
aluminide is the predominant
oxide, but it begins to decompose
at 400°C. The c_2aluminide begins
to form some AlxOy+Al at 700°C
and, as the temperature is increased
further, the metallic AI peak
becomes more and more predomi-
nant. The oxides on Ti and _2
aluminide, however, cease to be a
surface barrier to hydrogen at
temperatures >650°C, but a signifi-
cant oxide still remains on y
aluminide even above 900°C.
Sulfur segregation to the surface
occurs on Ti and _2 aluminide
following the dissolution of
oxygen, but it does not appear to
inhibit the hydrogen transport.
(R. A. Outlaw, 41433)
Efficient Laser Medium for
Solar Pumping in Space
Recent results of a comparative
study on laser performance of
t-C4F91 and n-C3F7I under closely
simulated solar pumping are
described. The closely simulated
solar irradiance was obtained by
using an acetone water filter
around the laser tube. The solar
concentration on the laser tube was
measured to be 2 x 104 solar
constants (1 s.c. = 1.35 kW/m 2)
when the 0.3-m-long flash lamp
was energized with two 12.5-/aF
energy storage capacitors charged
Output
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Comparison of laser output [or t-C4F91 and n-C3FTI at 20 000
solar-constant pumpit_.
at 6 kV. The flash lamp and the
laser cavity were optically coupled
in an elliptic cylinder reflector.
A 16-nm red shift of the
absorption peak and its broader
bandwidth of t-C4FgI 0_peak = 290
nm) compared with that of n-C3F7I
(_,peak = 274 nm) give significant
advantages in the laser efficiency.
The solar power absorbed in the
laser pump band of t-C4F9I is
approximately twice that of
n-C3F7I. Consequently, the
pumping rate, i.e., photodissocia-
tion rate for t-C4F9I, is twice that
for n-C3F71. The first figure gives
the laser output comparison from
t-C4Fgl and from n-C3F7I at
different vapor pressures. The laser
output from t-C4Fgl is three times
that from n-CzF7I at 50 torr. The
other remarkable difference in
performances of t-C4F91 is that the
output of the first and second runs
for t-C4F91 does not change appre-
ciably because of high chemical
reversibility.
These experimental results
demonstrate the superiority of
t-C4F91 over n-C3F71 in solar
spectral utilization and chemical
reversibility, indicating that the use
of t-C4FgI provides a significantly
improved system efficiency that
reduces the solar collector size and
minimizes the resupply of the fresh
iodide in space.
(Ja H. Lee, 41473)
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St . actural EJynamics Research
Lat3oratory
The Structural Dynamics
Research Labonltory (SI)RL ) is
designed to conduct research on the
dynamics and controls behavior of
spacecraft and aircm12 structures,
eqllipment, and materiaLs. Hie SI)RL
offers a wlriety of environmental
simulation capabilities, i11clltding
acceleration, WlCUmn, and ,hernial
radiation, hnprovenlents are under
way which will benefit controls and
structures interaction research.
The newest feature of the SDRL is
the 5200 _2 Space Structures Research
Laboratory, which has a 68-fl-hit',h
suspension platfbrm _onl which lam,,e
space structures nlay be suspended
over any portion of the work area.
This laboratory houses a 1/lO-
subscale space-station-like model and
a controls-stn,ctares interaction nlodel
fi_r pe_rming strllchmll dynamics
and controls research of h_rxe space
structures. The SDRL also contains a
12-fi by 12-fl backstop awa fi_r
cantilevered strt_ch_ntl tests. A col_trol
morn houses a state-of the-at1 _hlta
acquisition capabili_', which is
provided by a 128-channel GenRad
2515/CYTEC scanner avid by a 16-
channel Zonic system. A CAMAC
crate connected via a fiber optic line to
the real-tinie CYBER 175 computer
provides comptttational atpabili O,
necessa O, for closed-k_op active
vibnltion suppression. The crate has
the capacity to handle up to 42 input
and 42 output channels.
The donlinant featutv of the nlain
laboratory is a 38-ft-high backstop of
l-bean1 ¢onstrucHon. Test areas
available amuml this facility are 15 fl
by 35 fi by 38 fi high and 12 fl by 12
fl by 95 12 tti_h. The tower presenUy
houses a 66-fi-hi,_ql space truss. Spintl
st, lirs, bidders, amt pl,ltl'omts pn_vide
access over the entire main htbor, ltOry.
Another fi'ature of the SI)RL is the
16-Meter Themlal- Vacuunl (_tlamber,
which has a 55-12-dkmleter henli-
spherical donle with a renlovable
5-ton crane, a 64-fl-11_11 dome peak, a
fiat floor, and ,111option fbr ,1 I,lrg,e
centrifil_e or a rotatin_ platfimn.
Access is by an airlock door ,ind an
18-fi-hic.h by 20-fl-wide test specimen
door. Ten 10-in.-dianteter vi_q4,ports
are nuldonlly spaced fi_r visually
monitoring tests. A vaculml level o1"
10 torr can be achieved within 120
nlin and, with dilTilsion puntps, 1(7-4
tort vacuunl can be achieved in 160
nlin. The centrifiz_e attached to the
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floor of the chamber is rated to lOOg,
with a 50 O00-lbf capacity and a
maximum allowable specimen weight
of 2000 lb. Six-fl mounting filces for
test articles are available at the l 6.5-fl
and 20.5-fi radii. Tlre tables can
accommodate electmma,_netic and
hydraulic excitation devices. A
temperature mt_,e of 100°F is ob-
tained front 250 f12 of portable
radiant heaters and liquid-nitrogen-
cooled plates.
A control room for the main
laboratory, the tower, and the 16-
Meter Thennal- Vacuum Chamber
houses state-of-the-art capability for
up to 220 chamlels of signal condi-
tioning and analog and digital data
recording. A 128-channel GenRad
2515/CYTEC scamwr provides digital
sixnal processil_e,. An EA12000
analqg computer system fi)r simula-
tion and on-line test control is also
awfiMble. A CAMAC crate similar to
the one in the Space Structures
Research Laboratory part of the SDRL
is awlilable fbr closed-loop active
vibration suppression testin,e,.
Available excitation equipment
includes several types o[ snlall shakers.
Ttle hlrgest shaker is hydraulic with a
maximum of 1200-1bf, a 6-in. stroke,
and a O-Hz to 170-Hz rang, e. All
areas are monitored by, closed-circldt
teh'vision cameras.
Completion of CSI Mini-
Mast Guest Investigator
Test Program
The objective of the Controls-
Structures Interaction (CSI) Guest
Investigator {GI) Program is to
verify, on realistic hardware,
advanced control law design
methods for flexible spacecraft
active vibration control. The first
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part of the GI Program, involving
closed-loop testing of the Langley
Research Center Mini-Mast test
bed, has been completed.
The GI test program was
conducted on a 20-m-long, 1.2-m
triangular cross section, deployable,
flight-quality truss, known as the
Mini-Mast. The structure, mounted
vertically and cantilevered at the
base, is controlled by three torque
wheels mounted orthogonally at
the tip. Commands to the torque
wheels are generated by a real-time
digital computer using signals from
sensors mounted on the Mini-Mast.
A variety of position, rate, and
acceleration sensors are available.
Potential investigators were
supplied with a mathematical
model of the complete system that
has been extensively verified by in-
house dynamic tests. Investigators
designed control laws to satisfy
their particular research objectives
and submitted them for safety
verification {i.e., assurance of
stable, nondestructive behavior) on
a computer simulation of the
system. Once verified in simula-
tion, the control laws were imple-
mented in laboratory tests in which
the researcher participated. Investi-
gators have included both in-house
researchers and eight guest investi-
gators who were selected in open
competition from academe and
industry.
More than IS digital control
laws, designed by both NASA and
GI researchers, have been subjected
to safety simulation. Eight of these
laws were approved for test and
implemented in the laboratory.
The behavior of the integrated
system with each controller was
examined, and predicted responses
were compared with actual re-
sponses. In the figure, simulated
and measured results from two
control investigations performed
by university Gl's are shown, along
with the simulated open-loop
behavior (no feedback control).
The first investigator used measure-
ments of the absolute position of
the structure during vibration in
the control law design. ]'he second
investigator used only acceleration
and rate sensor measurements
because these are more representa-
tive of measurements that would
be available in a typical on-orbit
spacecraft. Both investigators
achieved significant improvements
in damping the response of the
structure because of disturbances.
The analytical and experimental
results are considered in good
agreement because the safety
simulation model uses lower-than-
measured modal damping values to
ensure a conservative "envelope of
safety" around the actual response.
DSMT MB-2 hybrid model.
With the completion of the
Mini-Mast GI Program, the Mini-
Mast hardware will be used as a test
bed for structural system identifica-
tion research on nonlinear and
joint-dominated structures.
(S. E. Tanner, 44353, W. K.
Belvin, and R. Smith-Taylor)
Fabrication of DSMT
Hybrid-Scale Space Station
Model for Structural
Dynamic Testing
The objective of l)ynamic Scale
Model Technology {DSMT) re-
search is to investigate the use of
scale models of large spacecraft
structures in ground testing.
Research areas being addressed
include analytical component
mode and substructure methods
validation, effects of gravity on
ground test results, advanced
model suspension devices to
simulate zero-gravity environ-
1-90-0s 157
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ments, and requirements and
methods for on-orbit structural
testing of large space structures.
A hybrid-scale structural
dynamics model representing a
space station class vehicle has been
developed and fabricated under
contract by the Lockheed Corpora-
tion Missiles and Space Group.
Hybrid scaling laws were developed
to provide a means fl)r designing
scale models of very large structures
that perform realistically while
retaining practical dimensions.
These laws were applied to a
representative design of the
structures of Space Station Freedom.
The restllting model is denoted a
1/S: 1/ 10 scale model because it
employs a 1/lO-size truss structure
comprised of 1/S-scale truss joints
and mass properties to yield a
model with global properties of a
1/S-scale dynamic model.
Model hardware for a complete
space station configuration has
been fabricated. All major space
station structural components have
been modeled, including the truss,
solar arrays and thermal radiators,
equipment pallets, nodes, and
modules. Some components were
simulated (e.g., module-to-truss
interconnects) because of insuffi-
cient full-scale design information.
Because of the evolutionary nature
of the space station, the model
components were designed for
modular attachment to the truss
and easy reconfiguration. Shown
in the figure is an early flight
configuration suspended from
cables for dynamic tests. This
configuration was selected as the
first structure for comparing
predictions from component-level
synthesized data with that ob-
tained from fully integrated testing.
120
The I)SMT hybrid-scale space
station model provides a ground
test article with the challenging
dynamic characteristics of future
large space vehicles. These charac-
teristics include closely spaced and
low-frequency vibration modes,
potential interactions between
flexible components and global
truss vibrations, low load capability
structural truss elements, and
nonlinear rotating joints. In
addition, the changes in structural
dynamic characteristics during the
on-orbit assembly and construction
of large vehicles can be simulated.
(P. E. McGowan, 44350, V. M.
Cooley, and M. Javeed)
Phase-Zero CSI
Evolutionary Model Test-
Bed
A new test-bed, the Controls-
Structures Interaction (CSI) Evolu-
tionary Model, has been developed
to experimentally evaluate meth-
ods for controlling the dynamic
response of large flexible spacecraft.
This test bed, which is now opera-
tional, has been designed to be
evolutionary and can be
reconfigured and adapted to meet
future research needs as dictated by
actual spacecraft requirements.
The current configuration of the
model, denoted phase-zero and
shown in the figure, has five major
structural components: a 52.S-ft
center truss, a 16-ft-diameter
reflector, a 9.2-ft tower that sup-
ports a laser, and two 16.7-ff cross-
member trusses. These structural
components have dynamic charac-
teristics (natural frequencies,
damping, and mode shapes) that
are typical of large spacecraft
systems. The model is supported
by a steel cable harness from an
overhead ceiling support structure,
with the cables attached to the
model at each end of the two cross
members. This method of suspen-
sion provides for model transla-
()SI phase-zero model. L-9(,-1'_618
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tions, rotations, and structural
vibrations that approximate those
of a spacecraft on orbit.
Actuators and sensors for
feedback control are mounted on
the model. The primary actuators
are proportional airjet thrusters
using a 12S lb/in 2 external air
supply. A total of eight actuator
pairs, producing 4.4 lb thrust per
pair, are placed at four locations
along the truss. Eight accelerom-
eters collocated with the thrusters
and eight noncollocated angular
rate sensors provide feedback
signals for control experiments.
The tower-mounted laser system is
used to measure the relative
positioning of the tower with
respect to the reflector, an impor-
tant performance parameter for
precise pointing of space science
payloads. Light from the laser is
bounced by a mirror mounted on
the reflector structure to a light
detector mounted on the ceiling of
the laboratory. The pointing
accuracy of the spacecraft is then
derived from the sensed position of
the laser light on the detector.
Extensive structural dynamic
system identification testing has
been conducted to determine the
actual frequencies, damping, and
mode shapes of the structure.
These data are being used to update
and refine the mathematical
dynamics models of the test bed
which are then used for control law
design. A number of control taw
designs have been experimentally
tested on the model, including
nonmodel based controllers, static
and dynamic dissipative control-
lers, virtual passive controllers, and
some high-order model-based
controllers. Planning for the
phase-one evolution of the model,
to incorporate structural changes
and new control laws validating
integrated control-structure design
method benefits, is under way.
(W. K. Belvin, 44319, K. Elliott,
and L. G. Horta)
Experimental Validation
of Dissipative Control
Laws for CSI Evolutionary
Model
Control system design for
flexible space structures is a diffi-
cult problem because of their
special characteristics, which
include a large number of signifi-
cant elastic modes, low inherent
structural damping, and inaccura-
cies in the mathematical models.
The control system must be robust,
that is, it inust maintain stability
and performance despite these
problems. One class of controllers,
which has been theoretically
proved to be robust, consists of
dissipative controllers. Dissipative
controllers can be divided into two
categories: static dissipative con-
trollers (which utilize direct
feedback of velocity and position)
and dynamic dissipative controllers
(which consist of a bank of filters
or a state-space equation). Both
types of dissipative controllers use
collocated compatible actuators
and sensors (e.g., force actuators
and accelerometers; and torque
actuators and attitude/rate sensors).
Both static and dynamic
dissipative controllers were de-
signed for the CSI Evolutionary
Model and were tested experimen-
tally. Eight force actuators and
collocated accelerometers were
used for accomplishing control.
The designs were performed via
nonlinear programming using the
"CSII)ESIGN" software package
presently under development at
Langley P,esearch (]enter. The
design objective was to minimize
the average control power in the
presence of random disturbance
forces at the actuator locations,
while constraining the response
settling time to be below a certain
value. The design variables were
the controller parameters. The
controllers utilize feedback of
velocities, which were obtained by
integrating the accelerometer
signals. However, a small bias
present in an accelerometer, when
integrated, would produce an
unbounded signal. Therefore, first-
order washout (high-pass) filters,
one for each accelerometer, were
designed to reduce the effect of tbe
biases.
In practical applications, the
implementation of the controller is
usually accomplished using a
digital computer. Two modifica-
tions were necessary to incorporate
the effect of digital implementation
of the control systems. First, in
order to compensate for the one-
step time delay that is inherently
present in all digital implementa-
tions, a "one-step-ahead" predictor
was incorporated. Second, a low-
pass filter was designed to reduce
the aliasing problem. A sampling
rate of 133 Hz was used in all the
experiments.
The control laws were tested
by applying a disturbance input
signal for 10 s and then turning on
the controller. The results showed
that the closed-loop damping ratios
for the first and second structural
modes were about S percent and
10 percent, respec iively, as corn-
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pared to their open-loop values of
approximately 0.5 percent. The
closed-loop damping ratios for the
suspension modes (which represent
the pendulum motion) were
significantly higher.
The second controller design
was the dynamic dissipative control-
ler, which consisted of a 16th-order
compensator. Mthough more
complex, this compensator has the
ability to provide better performance
than the static dissipative controller.
Accordingly, the dynamic dissipative
controller provided a closed-loop
damping ratio of approximately 8.5
percent for the first structural mode
and 14.5 percent for the second
structural mode, accompanied by
even higher damping ratios for the
suspension modes.
These results were obtained
using control system designs that
were based solely on a preliminary
mathematical model that had
significant errors in the parameters.
The satisfactory performance
obtained in spite of large modeling
errors indicates that dissipative
controllers are very robust and can
deliver high performance in the
presence of uncertainties. Further-
more, the potential exists for even
better control law designs if more
accurate models (e.g., obtained by
parameter identification) can be
used.
(S. M. Joshi, 46608, P. G.
Maghami, and K. B. Lim)
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Materials Research Laboratory
The MateriaLs Research Labora-
tory houses experimental facilities fi_r
con&lctiny, a wide range of research to
characterize the behavior of structural
materials under tire application of
mechanical and thermal loads. Tire
mechanics of materials research
encompasses tire study oftire defbnna-
tion characteristics of new materials
leading to tlte development of
nonlinear corrstimtive relationships
and the study of dam_e,e mechanics
leading to the development of stret(cth
criteria and fracture-nwchanics-based
damt_c,e tolerance criteria. The
fiwility, which opened in 1968,
provides approximately 25 000 ft 2 of
laboratory space. Tire laboratory area
rests on a heaw-duty steel-reinforced
concrete floor with special isolation
pads to support the high-capacity load
_ames. A hixh bay area, with a 20-fl
clear height atut a 7.5-ton traveling
overhead crane houses nine multi-
purpose 20-kip to 100-kip servo-
hydraulic systems for coupon testin,_
amt three high-load capacity systems
fi_r testing large panels. Enclosed
laboratories around the perimeter of
tire high bay area are _Mlicated to
specialized research. These laborato-
ries house an mhlitiomd 18
servohydraulic testing systems, a
scanning electron microscope, 3 X-ray
radiography systems, 13 high-
temperature creep flames, 3 multi-
parameter test fircilities, am/11 load
frames for long-tenn environmental
exposuw testing.
Tire 27 sen'ohydrautic testing
systems are used for monotonic and
cyclic l(_ditg of material level coupons
tinder teHsiotr, compressiotl, combirred
tett_ion-torsion, and mechankal Ioadit_
at t_)th cryqwnic and elevated
temperatures. The load capacities
range from 1 kip to 100 kips. A
special cryostat atut a IO0-kip load
frame allow testinx to approximately
-450°F in a liquid-helium em,imn-
ment. Liquid nitrogen is also used
when lower cryo.wnic temperahm's are
trot required. Combined thennal and
mecharrical Ioadillg conditions can be
achieved by a varie O, of methods
irrcluding convection fimlaces (600°F),
irr_htction heaters (2000°F+), and
quartz lamp ]waters (1500°F+). Lao,,e
specinwns and panels can be tested
trader tmiaxial monotonic or cyclic
Ioadings in the 300-kip and 400-kip
test fiwilities. A special biaxial system
allows fi_r tire testing of flat cnlcifi_nn
panels under monotonic or cyclic
inplane loads up to 175 kips. Two
tension-torsion testing systems allow
tor tire testit(_ of tttbular specinwns to
investiA, ate the effects of multiaxial
stress states. A special mtdtiparameter
test fiwiliW allows fi_r tire simulta-
neous testing ofl up to six specimens
under combined temperature, o,clic
mechanical loads, and partial
presstlres.
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Laboratory area.
The scanning electron microscope
is equipped with a loadit G stage to
permit examination of a growiny,
fiatigue crack while the specimen is
under load. Tire crack-tip process zone
can also be investigated while the
specimen is under load. Basic fracture
morpholqgy sH_dies are also conducted
in an environmental filtigue labora-
tory. A vacuum chamber allows for the
control of moisture, temperaHrre, and
gaseous environment. Fatigue tests
can also be conducted in salt water
environntents. In addition, nine load
frames are located outside tile buihtiny,
fbr conductin X lotG-term durability
tests in real atmospheric conditions.
These hydnmlic load frames are
electronically controlled to permit
mechanical loadings to simulate
actual vehicular mission profiles.
While trot housed in tile Materials
Research Laboratory, a central
analysis labonltory in the Materials
Division provides crfifll ratGe of
P/',P_E
1,-88-6247
fractographic and chemical analysis
support fi_r postmortem evaluations of
all test specimens.
MMB apparatus for delamination testing.
Mixed-Mode Delamination
Fracture Tests Using MMB
Fixture
Laminates are a common form
of continuous fiber-reinforced
composites, and delaminations are
a primary failure mechanism.
These delaminations are subjected
to opening and shear loads that are
referred to as mode I and mode II
loading, respectively. To design
with composite materials, the
energy required to grow a delami-
nation, called the fracture tough-
ness, must be known. Because
delaminations are usually subjected
to mode I and mode II loadings
simultaneously, knowing the
mixed-mode fracture toughness is
important.
A mixed-mode bending (MMB)
test has been developed to measure
such delamination toughness. The
MMB test apparatus uses a lever to
L-91-1528
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apply mode I and mode II loadings
to the test specimen as shown
schematically in the figure. The
downward force at the middle of
the specimen causes mode II shear
stresses at the delamination tip.
The upward load at the end of the
specimen causes mode I opening
stresses. The position of the
applied load on the lever deter-
mines the relative amounts of the
mode I and lI loadings. Unlike
previous tests, the MMB test can
measure toughness with practically
any combination of mode I and
mode II, using a standard compres-
sion test machine. The determina-
tion of fracture toughness from the
measured loads and displacements
only requires a simple calculation
based on linear beam theory. The
MMB test data can provide a basis
for developing new composites
with increased delamination
fracture toughness so that they are
more damage tolerant. The MMB
test also can be used to develop the
data bases needed to design critical
aerospace structures.
(James R. Reeder and J. H. Crews,
Jr., 43456)
Evaluation of Fatigue of
Thin-Sheet Aluminum
With Multi-Site Damage
The objective of the Airframe
Structural Integrity Program is to
address issues relevant to the aging
commercial transport fleet. One
issue of concern is Multi-Site
Damage (MSD) fatigue cracking,
which has been observed in
commercial transport aircraft. The
MSD is the formation of a row of
cracks, such as along the top line of
rivets in a lap-splice joint. The
t
/
/
Facility for flat panel fiaL_,ue testinx. I.-91-1750
critical size of the individual cracks
may be relatively small, making
their detection with current non-
destructive examination (NDE)
methods difficult.
An experimental program has
been undertaken to investigate the
behavior of thin-sheet aluminum
with MSD. Flat panel configura-
tions with multiple colinear cracks
have been fatigue tested at stress
levels typical of commercial
transport fuselage skins. The fiat
panels were 12 in. wide with cracks
propagating from 10 open or
riveted holes. A failed open hole
specimen is shown in the figure.
The initial tests evaluated the
concept of pressure proof testing as
a means of detecting MSD cracking
in commercial transport aircraft
fuselage skin. The proof test
concept is based on the assumption
that in-flight structural failures
precipitated by MSD fatigue can be
prevented if the aircraft survives an
Materials Research Laboratory 125
overpressurization on the ground.
The proof test was simulated by
applying an overload to fiat panels
with MSD cracking. The panels
then were fatigue cycled until
failure. The results indicated that
the required proof test interval, to
ensure continued in-flight safety,
was too short to make the proof
test concept viable. Later experi-
ments were used to verify analytical
fracture mechanics models of MSD
behavior.
(David S. Dawicke, 43477)
Inelastic Stress-Strain
Response of Organic
Matrix Composites at
Elevated Temperatures
In order to support materials
selection for the next generation of
supersonic civilian passenger
transport aircraft, an experimental
investigation is under way to study
the nonlinear, time-dependent
stress-strain behavior of advanced
polymer matrix composites under
conditions of high load and
elevated temperature. As part of
this effort, materials testing was
performed to measure the material
properties and constants required
to model the viscoplastic behavior.
Utilizing tension and compression
test data from stress relaxation of
off-axis specimens at elevated
temperatures, material constants
were measured which can be used
in the constitutive model to predict
phenomenon such as material
nonlinearity, creep, stress relax-
ation, and variable strain rate
loading response. Test methods,
laboratory equipment, and data
reduction procedures were devel-
oped to ensure accurate and
repeatable results.
The elastic/viscoplastic consti-
tutive model assumes that a
phenomenological understanding
of the material behavior can be
established by measuring the
material constants from off-axis
uniaxial tests. Formulations for
rate-independent plasticity and
rate-dependent viscoplasticity
utilize these constants in simple
power law expressions. Both
graphite/thermoplastic (IM7/8320)
and graphite/bismaleimide (IM7/
$260) composites were tested, and
the resultant material constants
were developed for tension and
compression over a range of test
temperatures. Effective values of
stress and strain were used to
generate master curves for each
material system. The figure shows
the elastic-plastic, tension master
curves for the two materials at four
different temperatures. Material
constants are found from math-
ematical representations of the
master curves. In addition, com-
parisons between material systems
can be found from examination of
the master curves. For example, it
is apparent that the graphite/
bismaleimide material has less
tendency toward nonlinear elastic/
plastic behavior than the graphite/
thermoplastic system. Both
systems show a definite trend
toward increased ductility as the
temperature increases.
(Thomas S. Gates, 43400)
2OO
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Master curves of elastic plastic material constants.
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Structures and Materials
Research Laboratory
Built in 1939 to contribute to the
dew4opment and validation of aircraft
stn¢ctttral des_c_ns during World War
II, fills laboratory currently supports a
broad range of structural and materi-
als development activities fi_r ad-
vanced aircraft, aerospace vehicles,
and space plat_ornl and antenna
structures. Research conducted in fllis
laboratory includes the development,
filbrication, and characteriza6on of
advanced materials and file d_,elop-
nlent of novel structunll concepts.
Static testing, environmental testin,gb
and material fi_brication and analysis
are performed usitly, the unique
capabilities of ttl8 laboratory.
Research results are directly applicable
to the development of structures and
materials technoloy, ies require, l fi_r
filture adw_nced subsonic aircraft,
high-speed transports,/ligh-pe_Jr-
mance military aircraft, advanced
hypersonk: and aerospace vehicles, and
large space smlctures and atttenmls.
Emphasis 8 on the development aft
stn¢ctural mechanics technala, Ty and
advanced structural concepts enablitt$,
the verified design of elFcient, cost-
effective, damage-tolerant advanced
conlposite airframe structural compo-
/refits subjected to complex loadin,_
and denlandiny, environmental
conditions. This resean'h also empha-
sizes adwlnced space-durable materi-
als and structunll desiDls for fitture
large space systems al_onlin._, _siDlifi-
cant improvements in petT"bnnance
and ecotlomy.
A significant feature orthe
laboratory is its _static testing equip-
ment. A 1 200 O00-lb-capaci O, testin_
machine is used for tensile and
compressive tests of specimens up to
6 fl wide by 18 fl Ion,_,. Lower capa-
city testittg machines of 300 000-,
120 000-, 100 000-, attd 10 O00-1b
capacity also aw used _r smaller
specimens. CapabiliO' also exists fi_r
assembling and testittg large strt¢ctuml
spechnens and cDtnpO/letltS stick as
Ore trttsscg used for Space Station
Freedom development and ficture hlrge
space SlTllcttlres.
This complex also houses rite
Latlgl O, Research Center state-of-the-
art analytical and metallurg, ical
laboratoo, f_aturitlg all aspects of
material specimen prepanlfion and
exanlination. Complete, automated
nletallographic preparation equipment
is available for research on lig,ht alloys
as well as metal matrix and n, sin
nlatrix conlposites. Optical microscop_,;
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includes quantitative image analysis
in addition to regular microscopy.
Current technology electron micros-
copy is available includit_ scamfing
electron microscopy, scamfin,_; trans-
mission electron microscopy, and
electron microprobe X-ray analysis.
Envimmnental testing for
materials also is perfbrmed in Ibis
laboratory. Em,iromnenhd exposure
and chamcterizatimt facilities fi_r
space materials research include two
thermal cyclinx chambers (+250°F),
three electron irradiation chambers
capable of pressures to 10 m torr and
enerxy levels to 85 kek; amt fimr laser
interfemmeters fi_r measuring coeffi-
cients of thermal expansiou (h_ 0.05
parts per million (p/m) strain) amt
surface accuracy (to 0.212m mrs) for
elemetrts of precision space structures.
A h)ffersonic materials euviromnenhll
system is capable of contitmous test
openrtiotr tit Math 5 to a 150 O00-ft
altitrtde to simuhrte openttin,¢, condi-
tions _br fimtre high-speed amt
hypersonic aircraft. The system iS
used to study the effects of environ-
ment oil the materials used fi)r fimlre
h(_ql-speed amt hypersonic aircraft
applications.
Carbon-carbon composite
materials dew'lopment fi_r advancal
hypersonic vehich, s also is conducted.
Experimenhfl test materials are
fitbricated ttsit(_ two hiflt-temperature
ovens (1300°F), a wwuum/pressure
impregnator with capability to 500°F
at 300 ps(¢,, and two inert-atmosphere
pyrolysis fimmces (2200°F). Test
specimens are heat treated, and
oxidation-resistant coatings are
applied in a 4500°F inert-atmosphen,
filnlace,
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Space crone with articulatit(_ joint camfidate emphwed. L-90-9160
Space Crane Articulating
Joint Test-Bed
NASA's new exploration initia-
tives will require on-orbit assembly
and c(mstmctioH usi_, a space crane
concept. To determine the positioning
accuracy, repeatability, aml controlla-
bility of space crane articulating joint
candidates, a test-bed was designed
and fitbricated to accommodate
different articulatin_ joint designs.
The test-bed (shown in the figure)
used I in. ahaninum-tlrbe, erectable
tress hanlware, was cantilevered flora
tire Stmctun,s and Materials Research
Laboratory backstop, and had a total
_( eight bays of I m tress hardware.
After initial checkout, the test-bed,
which will be mounted on a two-
dimensiomd air suspension system to
allow pe_mnance characterization of
tire articulating joint in a simuhtted
Og enviromnent, is expected to
gem'rate technolo_o, fi_r a liy;htweight
space crane capable of mpMly
positionhtg payloads for final assembly.
(Harold G. Bush, 43109, Thomas
R. Sutter, and Richard Wallsom)
Failure Modes of
Composite Laminates
Subjected to Bending
To design composite laminated
panels as primary structures for
aircraft, behavior peculiar to
composite materials must be
understood. In particular, lami-
nates with holes which are sub-
jected to bending loads are a
fundamental design consideration.
Graphite/epoxy 48-ply laminates
with 6 in. long by 5 in. wide test
sections and hole diameters
ranging from 0 in. to 3.5 in. v, ere
tested to failure in four-point
bending. Graphite fiber orienta-
tions were at +45 ° and 0°, 45 °, 90 °
(quasi-isotropic) with the length
direction.
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Both ply orientations failed
progressively through the thick-
ness of the laminate. The +45 °
laminates failed in the 45 ° plies,
thus initiating on either the
tension or compression side of the
specimen. This failure mode was
characterized by inplane epoxy
matrix shearing. The quasi-
isotropic laminates failed in the 0°
plies, thus initiating on the speci-
men compression side. This failure
mode was characterized by
interlaminar shearing/brooming.
The effect of hole size on failure
strain for these laminates is plotted
in the figure as a function of the hole-
diameter-to-plate-width ratio d/w.
The results for the laminates in
this study establish that the initial
failure mechanisms for laminates
subjected to four-point bending are
similar to the initial failure mecha-
nisms for corresponding laminates
subjected to uniaxial inplane
loadings, but failure progresses
through the laminate thickness
rather than having all plies fail in
the cross section simultaneously.
(M. J. Shuart, 43170, and C. B.
Prasad)
Evaluation of Oxidation-
Resistant Carbon-Carbon
Composite Materials
Carbon-carbon (C-C) compos-
ites are an emerging class of
composites materials which have a
unique combination of high-
temperature properties and low
densities. These properties are
attractive for hot structure and
thermal protection system applica-
tions on advanced aerospace
vehicles such as the National Aero-
Space Plane (NASP).
[] [+45/¢-4516s
Inplane matrix
shearing failure
Failure 2.0 _x_strain, 1.5
percent
0.5. _-_ "
I I I
0 0.2 0.4 0.6
d/w
Bending test results similar to uniaxial tests.
© [+45/0/'45/9016s
Interlaminar
shearing/brooming
failure
d: hole diameter
w: plate width
I
0.8
iii
One of three fire,aces in
Multipammeter Mission Simulation
Facili O' used to evaluate ORCC
composite materials. 1,-89-00781
A significant problem associ-
ated with carbon is that it oxidizes
rapidly in air at temperatures above
I(X)O°F. Hence, for use in oxidizing
environments, C-C composites
must be protected from oxidation.
A first-generation oxidation-
resistant carbon-carbon (ORCC)
composite material is currently
being used for thermal protection
on the nose cap and wing leading
edges of the Space Shuttle orbiter.
Projected applications for NASP
require ORCC composites, which
have higher strength, higher
modulus, and greater oxidation
resistance than provided by the
first-generation ORCC material.
Research is currently being pursued
to develop these improved ORCC
composite materials.
Extensive evaluations of
advanced ORCC composite materi-
als are being conducted at Langley
Research Center in the Multiparam-
eter Mission Simulation Facility;
these evaluations support the NASP
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Mission simulated perfommnce results fi_r advmlced ORCC material.
Program to determine oxidation
performance over extended periods
of time in simulated airframe
environments. Mass change per
unit area is plotted in the figure as
a function of cumulative exposure
time for one ORCC material tested
in three environments simulating
different locations on the airframe•
The fact that no mass loss has
occurred out to approximately 170
hours indicates a significant
potential for this material• Mass
loss data and residual mechanical
properties are being measured on
this and numerous other ORCC
materials•
(Craig W. Ohlhorst, 43502)
Aluminum-Lithium Alloy
Built-Up Structure
Development
Aluminum-lithium alloys offer
the potential for significant im-
provements in structural efficiency
250
for cryogenic tanks and dry hay
structure of future space launch
and transportation systems.
Several alloy compositions are
under continued development with
a range of properties to suit a
variety of applications• These alloy
systems are expected to carry a cost
premium of two to five times that
of conventional high-strength
aerospace alloys as a result of their
different and more complex casting
technique and required capitaliza-
tion of new production casting
equipment. As a result, efforts are
under way to exploit near-net-
shape processing to reduce scrap
rate and improve buy-to-fly ratios
by a substantial margin.
One approach being explored
at Langley Research Center is the
development of built-up structure
by attaching stiffeners to skins
employing resistance welding
techniques• The stiffeners are
being processed by superplastic
forming (SPF) and advanced
extrusion techniques, both of
which offer the potential for greatly
improved structural efficiency. The
I,angley efforts are part of the
development program of the joint
NASA and U.S. Air Force Advanced
Launch System project. Elements
within the Langley program
include the development of SPF
parameters for a number of emerg-
Built-up structure sit¢_,le stiffener compression test panel. 1-8t1-12157
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ing alloys of promise and deter-
mination of material properties
after forn_ing and joining. Also
included is the development of
resistance spotwelding (RSW)
techniques suitable for joining
stiffeners to skin and the determi-
nation of resulting structural
performance.
One test utilized in the evalua-
tion is the single stiffener compres-
sion test panel designed to evaluate
local buckling and to measure the
effectiveness of the RSW technique
for attaching stiffener and skin.
The figure shows a single stiffener
compression test panel fully
instrumented with strain gauges,
extensometers, and deflectometers
in place for testing in a 120 OO0-1b
test machine in the Structures and
Materials Research I,aboratory.
Panels with varying stiffener
configurations processed from a
number of alloy compositions have
been tested; these panels have
demonstrated the potential effec-
tiveness of the built-up structure
concept. In addition, the incorpo-
ration of aluminum-lithium alloys
may provide cryogenic tank and
dry bay structures with both lighter
weight and lower cost for future
launch and space transportation
vehicles.
(John A. Wagner, 43142)
Precision Composite
Reflector Panels
The Precision Segmented
Reflector (PSR) Program is aimed at
developing the necessary technol-
ogy for large-diameter segmented
space-based reflectors for a wide
variety of scientific missions. An
Parabolic reflector panel Contour map with measuredrms surface accuracy of 1.8 pm
f
9
Su_ce accuracy of,graphite epoxy parabolic reflector panel.
important part of this program is
the demonstration of the technol-
ogy required to fabricate precision,
lightweight parabolic reflector
panels capable of operating and
maintaining their surface accura-
cies in the space environment. The
Materials l)ivision at Langley
Research Center is developing and
evaluating advanced composite
materials and panel concepts for
these reflectors. To support this
effort, an 1R (infrared) laser inter-
ferometer system capable of
measuring the surface accuracies of
flat and parabolic reflector panels
over the temperature range of
+_1S0°F is under development.
The surface accuracy of a
10-in.-diameter parabolic reflector
panel has been measured at room
temperature in the IR interferom-
eter system. This parabolic panel
was fabricated in-house using TSO/
ERL1962 (Amoco Performance
Products, Inc.} graphite/epoxy
laminates as facesheets adhesively
bonded to a graphite/phenolic
honeycomb core. The top
facesheet had an in-house devel-
oped film of PAEI (polyarylene
ether imidazole) cocured to the
laminate and subsequently coated
with vapor-deposited aluminum
and silicon oxide. This metalized
PAEI surface film gives the panel a
very smooth surface finish and the
desired reflective properties.
Measurements on this panel
showed an as-fabricated room
temperature surface accuracy of 1.8
pm rms (root mean square), which
exceeds the PSR panel surface
accuracy goal of 3 _tm rms. The
vacuum-temperature chamber
needed for conducting tests at
+_ISO°F is currently being assembled
and will be used to assess the
durability of this and other com-
posite reflector panels at tempera-
tures simulating the spacecraft
operating environment.
(D. E. Bowles, 4309.5, S. S.
Tompkins, and T. W. Towell)
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Polymeric Materials Laboratory
Tile Polymeric Materials Labora-
tory complex, which was completed in
1986, provides 25 000 ft 2 of floor
space for the synthesis and character-
ization of high-performance polymers
as well as ttle developnwnt of process-
ing technolo, gy and composite filbrica-
tion. The buildit_ heatinA; ventila-
tion, and air-collditionitlg system was
desixned tu provide rite highest air
pressure in tile hulls, lower presstm's in
the office and computer areas, and the
lowest pressure in the synthesis and
instrument laboratories. This pressure
zonit_e, precludes tiw possibility of
chemical fimles escapine, from the
laboratories to other parts of the
buildit_g,.
Tire cotnplex cotrtuitrs seven
sp_thesis laboratories tirut can
accolnmodute two persons; each
labomto O, has two chemical fitme
hoods utrd a bench-scale l,lbomtoq'
designed fi)r synthesis of lurge batches
of polymeric materials. An isolated
explosion-pmof awa is provided fi_r
safely per_bnnil_, h)'drq_,enations and
pressure polymerizations. The fiwility
also contains a film-casting laborato_
with environmentally controlled fihn-
castil(g, boxes and forced air ovens fi_r
polymer curing. A chemical storage
area was constructed to house all
needed chemicals, with the highly
flanlnrable chenlicals stored in
fl, mwproof cabinets timt are exhausted
to tile outshle of the buihlin,_ through
an explosion-proof exhaust manitbhl
system. Another cubinet that is
exhausted separately hohts highly
corrosive acM chlorides. The ston(w
facility is protecMl by an automatic
extin,guisher system that will flood the
area with C02 when tri,_e,ered by high
temperature or smoke.
Much of the work of this labom-
too; is directed towunt tiw sywflwsis of
processible, tot(_h, durable, high-
performance matrices and the th'velop-
ment of relationships between
molecular strttcture, treat resin
properties, and composite properties.
Classes ofl polymers beip_g investigated
as matrix resins include amorphous
and semicrystalline thermoplastics,
lightly cmsslinked thennoplastics,
semi-interpenetratin,e, networks, and
tot(_hened thennosets.
Extensive characterization
equipment is housed in the instrument
laboratories and used for performing
chromato,e, raphy and molecular weight
determinations, thermal analyses, X-
my charucterizations, rheolqe, ical aml
rheometrical evaluations, infrared and
mass spectroscopy, an,t mechanical
strength determinations of adhesive
bonds, polymer moldings, fihns, fibers,
aml composites.
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TheComposites Pmcessin,g,
Labomto O, located on the first floor of
Buihtiny, 1293A is tire fi_cal point at
LanxI ©, Research Center fi)r research
and development of advanced polymer
composite systems. Tire prima O'
fimction ofi this hlborato O' is to
determine the potential of newly
synthesized amt pronrising comnwr-
cially available polynwrs fbr use as
matrix systems for tire firbrication of
advanced fiber reinforced composites.
In a_htition, novel too/Jr1X tvrtcepts are
employed for the firbrication of a
variety of contplex stnwtuml shapes.
Research quantities of gn_phite-
reinfi_rced polymer composite material
are fizbricated in drum-wound prepreg
machines by soh,ent solution impre,_,-
nation. Hot rolls are used to manufiw-
ture melt-impregmtted composite
material. Unique dry powder coatinx/
nwlt firsion equipment is employed to
fitbricate prepreg from advanced,
difficult-to-process polymer matrix
materials. Test panels fabricated from
these composite systems are scmmed
ultrasonically to establish structural
integrity prior to nlechanical testing to
detemline tensile shear, and compres-
sion properties. Auxiliary equipnlent
utilized to fitbricate prepre,_ amt test
panels includes a particle-size mla-
lyzer, weaving loom, high-tenlpenttuw
autoclave, vacuum press, dry powder
spray chamber, heated platen pwsses,
arid air-circulatin, k*ovens.
Characterization of
Polymer Molecular Weight
The aerospace community is
experiencing an evolutionary
movement toward the develop-
ment of advanced thermoplastics
for molding and composite applica-
Sample Mw Mn M,, Mw/Mn [q]
Neat resin 52,300 15,800 45,700 3.31 0.424
Fractured resin 50,600 15,400 44,000 3.29 0.428
Solvent-cast film 50,200 14,900 43,600 3.38 0.427
Solvent-coated prepreg 54,900 15,900 46,800 3.44 0.430
Hot-melt prepreg 53,200 16,300 45,500 3.27 0.409
Composite 53,200 15,900 45,700 3.34 0.422
Neat resin moldincj 54,600 16,700 47,500 3.27 0.402
Molecular weights in g/mole; viscosity in dL/g.
Effect of processing on ntolecular wei&ht of polysulfime.
tions. Accompanying tiffs move-
ment is an opportunity for chemi-
cal characterization at a level not
feasible with thermosetting materi-
als. This opportunity is made
possible by the inherent property
of solubility exhibited by many
thermoplastics. Because they can
be dissolved, the most important
property (molecular weight) which
they possess can be examined.
Processibility, structural integrity,
and mechanical performance are
ultimately related to molecular
weight. Many technical advances
in these areas have been made
possible by the ability to character-
ize and control the molecular
weight of polymers.
Synthetic polymeric materials
generally contain a distribution of
molecular species. The Solution
Property Laboratory developed a
number of analytical techniques to
examine this distribution. Mem-
brane osmometry, low-angle laser
light scattering photometry,
differential viscomet_', and gel
permeation chromatography are
used to characterize a number of
molecular weight averages. The
laboratory is being upgraded to
enable chromatographic analysis at
temperatures of 1S@'C as well as
analysis by vapor phase osmom-
etry. Molecular weights from a few
hundred to several million can be
measured.
The figure summarizes a study
that assessed the molecular level
effects of processing on a commer-
cially available polysulfone. A
characterization of various molecu-
lar weight parameters (w, n, and v
are weight, number, and viscosity,
averaged, respectively) showed very
little change at the molecular level
as the result of processing, a
desirable property for many
applications. Other polymers may
behave differently. Similar solution
property measurements are being
used to study synthetic procedures
such as offsets in stoichiometry and
end-capping sequences and their
effects on processibility.
(Philip Young, 44265)
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LaRC TPI Dry Powder
Towpreg Process
The production of prepreg by
the dry powder process overcomes
many of the difficulties associated
with melt, solution, and slurry
prepregging of advanced composite
materials. This process has been
found to be especially effective in
impregnating high-temperature
polymers. A pneumatic banding
jet is used to uniformly spread 3 k,
6 k, and 12 k carbon tow bundles
to desired widths. The spread tow
is coated with a controlled mass of
dry polymer powder in a recir-
culating fluidization chamber. The
powdered resin then is sintered to
the carbon fibers by mild radiant
heating.
A unique cylindrical capaci-
tance gauge has been fabricated to
continuously monitor the resin
mass fraction of the powder-coated
towpreg. Over 4000 meters have
been fabricated in this facility, and
this powder-coated towpreg has
been successfully woven into cloth
by commercial weavers. The
mechanical properties of laminates
fabricated from this material appear
to be superior to properties of
similar laminates fabricated from
prepreg produced by conventional
methods as shown in the figure.
Development is under way to
increase the towpreg line speeds to
parallel commercial prepreg
production rates. Feedback moni-
tor controls will be employed to
automate the powder coating
process. Process controls for the
dry powder prepreg process will be
established to permit commercial
vendors to adequately assess this
approach for production of indus-
trial quantities of high-quality
advanced composite prepreg.
(Robert Baucom, 44252)
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Mechanical properties of LaRC-TI I carbon fiber composites.
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NDE Research Laboratory
The reliability and safety of
materials and structures are of
paramount importance to NASA. The
assurance of reliability tmlst be based
on a quantitative measurement science
capability that is nondestructive. The
Langley Research Center NDE
Research Laboratory has as its prime
focus the development of new mea-
surement technologies that can be
directly applied to ensurit_ material
integrity. Furthermore, the laboratory
activity is strongly directed towant
developing physical properties required
for structural performance.
A new fiwility has been con-
stn_cted which added 16 000 ft 2 of
laboratory space to the existing
nondestructive ewduation (NDE)
research area. This new fiMlity was
fizrnished and occupied in ]ammry
1989 and will allow for some expan-
sion of NDE efforts over the coming
years'.
The NDE Research Laboratory is
a combination of research fiwilities
providing advanced NDE capabilities
for NASA aml is an important resource
fi)r government and imtustry tectmol-
o_ transfer. The laboratoo, is the
Agency's focal point fi_r NDE and
combines basic research with technol-
qg3' development and tran_f&. The
activia,, concentrates on NDE materi-
als measurement science fi)r cottlpos-
ites arid metals with emphasis ill
materials characterization as well as
impact damage, fi_t&ue, applied and
residual stress, and structural NDE
with smart sensor.Cmaterials. A
particular new filctts hi&qllights NDE
requirements for Space Station
Freedom on-orbit NDE and national
problet ns of ¢_it lX aircraft.
1he fi_cility is a state-of-the-
science measurement laboraton'
linking 16 separate operations to a
central computer cottsisting of a
VAX-750 with 10 me_atn,'tes of
inteotal memo O, and more titan 500
megabytes of first stomxe tied to staff
desktop microcomputers. Tire system
inte_tces wiflt a n'al-fime video input-
output so that NDE images can be
obtained, processed, and analyzed on-
line. The m_fior laboratory operation_
include a 55-kip and a lO0-kip load
system/or slress/fatigue NDE n'search,
a maxnetics laboratory fi_r residual
stress, three computer-controlled
ultrasonic scanners fi_r ima&,in&,
material properties, a technolq_T
tra/lsfi, r lal_)ratoo; all eh'ctmma.4netic
impe_hmce characterization labontto O'
for composite fitwr inte,_,rit).', and a
composite cure monitoring labon_tory
for process control sensor development.
Other major laboratory operations
include a nonlinear acoustics labora-
tory fi_r advanced NI)E research, a
laser modulation applications labora-
tory fi_r remote sensing and smart
materials, a presst_r:' ,rod tempen_ture
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deriw_tive laboratory fi_r his[her order
elastic constant measurements, a
thermal NDE laborator); and a si_vml
processing laboratory for improve, l
image resolution and information
transfer. An X-ray tomography system
is under construction to provide the
first view of material or stn_ctural
failure under load and will be on-line
in 1990.
Infrared Measurements of
Heat-Transfer Coefficient
for Global Imaging of Flow
Fields
The Nondestructive Evaluation
Sciences Branch has developed a
noncontacting and quantitative
technique for assessing flow
parameters in wind-tunnel envi-
ronments. By radiatively injecting
heat into the airfoil skins and
monitoring the subsequent tem-
perature decay, quantitative heat-
transfer coefficients can be imaged
rapidly over large fields. Quantita-
tive images of this nature can be
used both as a diagnostic tool, e.g.,
to detect transition from laminar to
turbulent flow, and as a research
tool to refine and advance state-of-
the-art aerodynamic models.
The tests of the infrared flow
diagnostic system were performed
on a stainless-steel delta wing of
76 ° with a thin insulating surface
coating. Data were taken for
Reynolds numbers ranging from
S x 10 s to 1.25 × 106 at selected
angles of attack between 0 ° and
28 °. Flash lamps were used to
evenly heat the model, thus
allowing the entire wing to be
imaged at once. A dedicated
microcomputer and video digitizer
were used for data acquisition and
Heat-mmsfi'r itm(_e for anxle of attack of 20 ° with 90 mph wind speed.
processing. An example of the
infrared heat-transfer image is
shown in the figure with the delta
wing at an angle of attack of 20 °
and a Reynolds number of 1.2S ×
106. Extensive flow visualization
studies of the complex delta wing
flow field have been compared to
the infrared results. The compari-
sons have shown an increase in
heat transfer at turbulent transition
and a decrease in heat transfer at
laminar-vortex separations.
(D. Michele Heath, 44964)
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Vehicle Antenna Test Facility
The Vehicle Antenna Test
Facility (VATF) is a research facility
used to obtain data for new antetma
performance and electromagnetic
scattering data in support of various
research programs. The VA TF
consists of two indoor radio frequency
anechoic test chambers and an
outdoor antenna range system. Tire
anechoic chambers provide simulated
free-space conditions for measure-
ments from I00 MHz to >40 GHz.
The anechoic chambers, which are
shaped like pyramidal horns to reduce
specular reflections of the walls, are
more than I00 ft long and have test
area cross sections approximately 30 fl
by 3O fi.
A spherical near-field (SNF)
measurement capability was added to
the low-frequency anechoic chamber.
A precision antenna positionit_¢,
system, an antenna source tower, and
an optical alignment system designed
for SNF measurements were installed
in the low-frequency anechoic cham-
ber, amt tire capability now exists fi_r
automatic w_nnance of precision
SNF measurements up to at least 18
GHz. Antennas with diameters up to
Spherical near-field equipment. L-85-2143
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12 fl can be measured if their electri-
cal size is no greater than I00
wavelet_gths (i.e., diameter/wavelet_gth
<_I00). This limitation is imposed by
the SNF system software, which
transfimns the near-field data to
obtain tire desired fi_r-field data.
Measured data stored on disc can be
processed to provide antenna directiv-
it},, polar or rectangular plots of the
radiation patterns, and three-dimen-
sional contour plots of tile antenna
radiation characteristics.
The high-frequency anechoic
chamber was used to establish a
Compact Range Facility. The compact
range is an electromagnetic measure-
ment system used to simulate a pl,me
wave illuminating an antenna or
scattering body. The plane wave is
necessary to represent tire actual use of
the antemm or scattering from a target
in a real-world situation. Tire
compact range utilizes an offset-fed
parabolic reflector to create the
simulated plane wave test conditions.
Tile stamhlrd commercially available
compact rat_ce is limited to the
meastlremellt of antennas or models
with maximum dimensions of 4 fi
over tire frequency range of 4 (;Hz to
100 GHz.
Tire outdoor antenna range
,system is available for use whetl the
antenna or test model size or frequency
precludes tile use of the anechoic
chambers. The outdoor range consists
of two remote transmitting towers that
are spaced 150 fl and 350 fl from tire
test positioner mounted on the VA TF
roof. The VA TF has several electronic
laboratories with the extensive
measurement capability needed to
support tire design of unique mrtetmas
prior to their evaluation in the
antenna chambers or on tire ouhtoor
antenna mn,_,e system.
X-31 Aircraft Drop Model durin, g antentm testing in Low-Frequency
Antenna Test Facility. t,-914)0626
Printed circuit antenna for command, control, and telemetry
subsystems on X-31 Aircraft Drop Model. L-905242
Design and Testing of X-31
Aircraft Drop Model
Antenna System
Antenna pattern measurements
of the command, control, telem-
etry, and video antenna systems of
the X-31 Aircraft Drop Model were
conducted in the Low-Frequency
Antenna Test Facility as shown in
the first figure. The electronic
subsystems operate at radio fre-
quencies 1804.5 MHz, 1835.5 MHz,
1496.5 MHz, and 2220.5 MHz,
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respectively; therefore, the antenna
pattern measurements were con-
ducted at these frequencies to
verify system performance. The
objective of this particular test
was to verify antenna system
performance when integrated with
the complete aircraft system
configuration.
Because the command, control,
and telemetry antenna systems are
the most critical to successful flight
operation, Langley Research Center
personnel designed and developed
a printed circuit antenna array
system (as shown in the second
figure) which would provide near-
optimum electrical characteristics
for these applications. This assem-
bly was located in the nose of the
X-31 fuselage. The printed circuit
antenna consists of two antenna
arrays that are designed to accom-
modate all three frequencies
associated with the electronic
subsystems mentioned previously.
Drawings of the power dividers and
antenna elements were produced
using a Computer Aided Design
(CAD) system that allowed the
artwork to be generated directly.
This artwork was then used to
photo-etch both arrays with their
respective power dividers on the
outside of a single piece of 1/16-in.
thick teflon fiberglass board with a
thick layer of copper clad on each
side. A heat treating process was
used to wrap this board to the
shape required to fit the complex
cone support structure.
The third figure shows a
measured antenna pattern for the
command antenna and is typical of
other patterns measured for the
command, control, and telemetry
antenna systems. Test results
indicate that these antennas
Nose
Right wing
Nose
7
Left wing
- f ] - "
z
%.
• < -
Right wing
Tail
Typical antenna pattern for video antemla set (antenna to simple "stub" type).
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provideexcellentcoveragefor
practicallyallpossibleaircraft
attitudes.
Thefourthfigureshowsan
antennapatternmeasuredforthe
videoantennaset.Thisantennais
asimple,commerciallyproduced
"stub"typeantenna,andits
patternshownumerousdeepnulls
thatarelocationswheresignal
dropoutsarelikelytooccur.
However,thevideochannelisa
noncriticallink.
(W. Robert Young, 41824)
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Experimental Test Range
Tile Experimental Test Range
(ETR) is an indoor radio frequency
(RF) anechoic laboratory designed to
improve existing compact range
technolo,_ throlcv, h research amt h_
support ot_,oing electrom_netic
?lleasllretlletlts at the Alrtelllla arid
Microwave Research Branch (AMRB).
Ttre ETR is capable of sinmlatin,_ free
space conditions for microwave
measurement research lrsJtl,_ anechoic
pyramMal amt wedge-shaped absorber
material that completely covers the
interior of the RF shiehted 40-fi by 40-
fl by 80-fi chamber. Currently, a lary,e
16-fl by 16-in. cosine-squared blended
roiled edge main reflector is used alm_,
with a Gre_,,orian subreflector fi_r a
novel approach to compact range
des(_ls.
The antemm fee_L subreflector,
and main reflector alot_v, with stratq_q-
tally placed absorber material titan a
reflector system that generates a
uniform phme wave in a volume of
space near tire center ofthe chanlber.
Tile lmitbml pl, me wave is necessao'
to sinndaW fimfiehl conditions ['br tile
actHal lrse of antennas or scatterilt X
bodies in real-worhl sihmtions.
In a_htifion h_ tiw dtamber am/
reflector systems, a state-of-the-art
m_hrr and _hrta processing O.,stenr is in
use. Tit(' pulsed CotltitllrOUS wave
(CW) nldar developed at Ohio State
Universi O, is capable of continuously
sweeping over the _:requency nm3,e of
2 (;Hz to 18 (;tlz a/ld call be otltfitted
with a Ka-band frequency doubler
giving the ra_hrr tile potential of
makiny, measurements up to 36 GHz.
A Hewlett-Packant 386 Vectra
computer located outside tile chamber
controls all aspects of the radar with
menu-driw'n software. After tile dahl
have been collected by tile 386
computer, fll_y m_o, be sent directly to
a Tektronix XD88 workstation for
signal Drocessin,( and display.
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l-m almond test body in ETR.
Measurements of 1-m
Almond Test Body Radar
Backscatter
1:91-01609
The 1-m almond was con-
structed of a high-density foam and
painted with silver for use as one of
the calibration targets for the ETR.
Shown in the second and third
figures is a comparison between
measurements made in ETR
(second figure) and those made at
the Ohio State University (OSU)
ElectroScience Laboratory (third
figure). In both cases, the data
were taken at 10 GHz with the
electric field parallel to the plane of
rotation (E-plane). Below 40 dB
relative to a square meter (dBsm),
the quality of the surface of the
almond, the conductive paint, the
model positioning, and the ability
of the range electronics to subtract
background clutter become critical.
By measuring various different
models, the ability to assess the
background subtraction and range
sensitivity improves.
The line overlaying the OSU
measurement represents a moment
method solution to the magnetic
field integral equation computing
the expected RCS and can be used
An important characteristic
property of a radar backscatter
measurement laboratory is the
dynamic range. The dynamic
range is the difference measured in
decibels between the receiver noise
floor and its saturation level. An
almond test body (shown in the
first figure) was chosen as a range
performance and calibration target
for part of the preliminary evalua-
tion of the ETR. The almond is a
standard target used in many
ranges because of its large radar
cross section (RCS) variation as a
function of aspect angle (for
example, it is a good target for
dynamic range estimation). The
almond is also a target whose RCS
has been analyzed and computed
theoretically.
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to extract various scattering
mechanisms such as specular
returns and creeping waves.
(Erik Vedeler, 41825)
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Impact Dynamics Research Facility
This facility, which was
originally used by the astronauts
daring the Apollo Program for
simulation of hmar landinxs, has been
modified to simulate crashes of fidl-
scale aircraft under controlled condi-
tions. The aircraft are swung by
cables, pendulum-style, into the
concrete impact runway from an A-
frante stnlcture approximately 400 ft
long and 230 ft high. The impact
nmway can be nto,tified to simulate
other ground crash environments, such
as packed dirt, to meet a specific
requiremem.
Each aircraft is suspended by
swin,_, cables from two pivot points
217 ft off the ground. It is then pulled
back alot_, an arc to a predetennined
height by a pullback cable from a
mowtble bridge on top of the A-#ame,
released from tire pullback cable and
allowed to swing, pendulum-styl¢ into
the ground. An instant before impact,
the swing cables are separated from
the aircn_ft by pyrotechnics. The
lenxth of the swing cables regulates tire
aircraft impact attgle from 0_ (level) to
approximately 60 °. hnpact veloci O,
can be varied to approximately 65
mph (governed by the pullback
height). Variations of aircrafl pitch,
roll, and yaw can be obtained by
changes in tire aircraft suspension
harness attached to the swing cables.
Onboard instnmlentation allows data
to be obtained through an untbilical
cable attached to the top of the A-
frame. Photq_raphic data are ob-
flfined by onboant camenls, _,round-
moatlted catlleras, and canwras
mounted on top of the A-franre. Tire
maximunt weight of the aircnlfl is
30 000 lb.
Beam Column Data to
Verify Analysis Tools
A series of parametric experi-
mental studies were conducted to
provide a data base for evaluating
the accuracy and ease of implemen-
tation of nonlinear finite-element
codes in analyzing complex
structural impact problems.
In the study, an eccentrically
loaded 24-ply unidirectional
graphite/epoxy (AS4/3502) beam
with a gauge length of 15 in., width
of 1.5 in., and thickness of 0.13 in.,
shown in the first figure, was chosen
for comparison of the analytical
codes because the beam-column
exhibits similar fundamental bending
and failure characteristics observed in
the lower portion of an aircraft
fuselage during a crash. In addition,
an exact solution of the static beam-
column exists, and data are avail-
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able for various size composition
beams with different laminate
stacking sequences. A sketch of the
experimental setup is shown in the
first figure. Offset hinge supports
at the top and bottom generated a
combined bending and axial
loading state. The bottom hinge
allowed one rotational degree of
freedom, while the top hinge
allowed vertical translation and
rotation. The finite-element code
DYCAST (Dynamic Crash Analysis
of Structures), developed by
Grumman Corporation, and the
NIKE/DYNA codes, developed by
the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratories, were used in this study.
Experimental data are com-
pared to the DYCAST beam model
and the exact solution in the
second figure. The DYCAST beam
results correspond almost identi-
cally with the exact solution and
are in excellent agreement with the
test data, even for very large
displacements and loads. Addi-
tional load-deflection responses
(not shown) from plate models
were generated using NIKE and
DYCAST codes and a beam model
using NIKE. The DYCAST plate
model, with triangular members,
was considerably stiffer than the
DYCAST beam solution and
consistently overpredicted the
static load-deflection response by
approximately lO percent. The
NIKE rectangular plate model
showed good agreement with the
exact solution for small deflections.
However, as the load increased, the
solution stiffened and deviated
from the exact response. In
contrast, the NIKE beam model
overpredicted the small deflection
beam response by approximately
the same amount as the DYCAST
plate model, but for larger displace-
ments, the NIKE model approached
the exact solution. Of the beam
models, DYCAST gave the best
correlation with the exact solution
with little computational effort; of
the plate models, NIKE provided
the next best correlation with the
exact solution, but it required
considerable computational effort.
(Edwin L. Fasanella and Karen E.
Jackson, 44150)
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Composite frame in test fixture.
Effect of Floor Location on
Failure of Composite
Fuselage Frame
Experimental and analytical
studies are part of the composite
impact dynamics research to
generate a data base on the behav-
ior of composite structures under
crash loads. Analysis and experi-
mental static and dynamic tests of
frames such as the one shown in
the first figure are being used to
verify the analytical predictions for
the composite fuselage frame con-
cepts. Part of the effort has been the
determination of the effect of the
floor vertical attachment position on
the response and failure of generic
composite fuselage frame concepts.
Nonlinear finite-element
models of a 6-ft-diameter compos-
ite fuselage frame concept were
formulated. Static loads were
applied to the frame/floor simula-
tion to determine the load-deflec-
L-89-13409
tion response of the composite
frames. Failure loads and strain
distributions were determined
using the models in which the
location of the simulated floor was
moved to several locations on the
circumference of the frame. As is
shown by the data in the second
figure, the load that produced
failure of a composite l-frame varies
linearly as a function of 1/arc
length of the loaded lower portion
of the frame. The linear variation
with 1/arc length of the ring or
arch is also predicted by closed-
form solutions for loaded rings/
arches. Note that the shorter frame
segments produced the highest
failure loads. Typical circumferen-
tial strain distributions (at a 500 lbf
load) for the composite fuselage
frame for different floor locations
were similar to the distribution for
the floor located at the diameter
(Position 1). Although the strain
distributions associated with the
lower floor locations were com-
pressed horizontally between the
ends of the floor attachment
points, failure still occurred at the
point of ground contact and at plus
and minus positions up the frame
from the point of ground contact.
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With the widely separated,
discrete failure locations associated
with the composite frame concepts,
a need exists to provide innovative
structural concepts that have some
inherent, more efficient energy
absorbing mechanisms in the
subfloor design.
(Lisa E. Jones and Huey D.
Carden, 44151)
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Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility
In 1985, Lanfley Research
Center up, graded tile landing loads
track to tile Aircraft Landing Dynam-
ics Facility (ALDF) to improve tire
capability for low-cost testi_(_, of
wheels, tires, and advanced landing
systems. "File main featares of tire
updated fi_cility are tile propulsion
system, ttre arresfit_,,gear system, tire
high-speed carri¢_e,e, and the track
extension. In 1988, tlre capability of
ALDF was enhanced by tire addition
of a Rain Simulation System (RSS).
Tire ALDF-RSS is a 500-fl-lony,, 44-fl-
wide overhead distribution system
comprised of three parallel l O-in.-
diameter irrigation pipes aligned
lengthwise alon X tile track and
supported every I00 fi at a height of
42 fl above ttre track. Ttre RSS can be
configured with as many as 1590
nozzles and can simulate rainfidl
intensities as hiflt as 40 in/hr.
The ALDF uses a hiflt-pressure
water jet system to propel tire test
carriage along tire 2800-fl track. The
propulsion system consists of an L-
shaped vessel timt hohts 28 000 gal of
water pressurized up to 3150 lb/in 2 by
an air supply O,stem. A timed quick-
opening shutter valve is mounted on
tile end of tile "L " vessel and releases
a high-energy water jet, which
catapults tire carriage to the desired
speed. Tile propulsion system pro-
duces a thrust in excess of 2 000 000
lb [brce, which is capable of accelerat-
ing tile 54-ton test carri_(v,e to 220
knots within 400 ft. This thrust
creates a peak acceleration of approxi-
mately 20g. The carriage coasts
tilrol(gh the 1800-fl test section and
decelerates to a velocity of 175 knots
or less before it intercepts tile five
arrestit_g cables that span the track at
the end of the test section. Tile
arresting system brings tire test
carri_L_e to a stop in 600 fl or less.
Essentially any landing gear can be
mounted on tile test carriage, includ-
ing those exhibiting new or novel
concepts, and visually any runway
surface and weather condition can be
duplicated on the track.
Since 1985, ALDF has been used
to evaluate tile friction and wear
characteristics of tile Space Shuttle
orbiter main- arid nose-gear tires, to
define modifications to tile nmway at
tile John F. Kennedy Space Center
Shuttle Landiny, Facility, atut to
demonstrate tile ability of the orbiter
to safely complete a landit_ following
tire and wheel failures. During 1990,
tests were conducted on the joint
NASA/FAA (Federal Aviation Admin-
istration) Surface Traction and Radial
Tire (START) Program and tile Heavy
Rain Simulation Program.
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Adapter plate
Variable yaw device.
Variable Yaw System
With the implementation ofl the
joint NASA/FAA START Prqe,ram on
ALDF, demand fi_r filcility openltion
tittle is at an all-time high. Conse-
quently, improving the operational
e_ciency of the fiwility whenever
possible is desinlble. One improve-
ment that has been made in 1990 is
the installation of a wlriable yaw
system on the test carri_e. A
schematic of the components of this
system is shown in tile first fi,_ure; this
system permits a rat_,e of yaw or
steerit_ any, les to be tested during a
single run. The variable yaw system
allows a variation in steering an/,les
rat_giny, from 0 ° to 16 ° during a test
.7
.5
Side-force .4
coefficient, .3
.2
.1
0
I
0
Time histories.
run and also can t_econfixured fi_r
constant y, tw angle testing. The
second fixure shows time history plots
ofl the yaw m_le and the resulting
side-fi_rce coefficient _ fi_r tire
I)C-9 nose-sear tire _hlring a recerzt
test on ALI)F. The _hthl in the figure
indicate that the dynamic response of
tire tire is adequate to handle a yaw
nm" of 5°/s. A O'pical set of tire
cornering tests may irn,oh'e five or six
yaw angle settin_,s and thin' or fintr
vertical load values; thus, this variable
yaw system can reduce the mmrber of
carriaxe nms in a O'pical ALDF test
prqlrmn by 40 percent.
(Robert H. Daugherty, 41309)
Definition of Cornering
Characteristics of Radial-
Belted and Bias-Ply Aircraft
Tires
The object of the joint NASA/
FAA START Program is to develop a
national data base of tire mechani-
cal properties and frictional
,./,"
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Test tires. L-89-8194
on ALDF. The inflation pressure
for each tire was 185 lb/in 2. The
second figure shows the side-force
friction coefficient for each tire
plotted as a function of yaw angle.
The cornering characteristics of
both tires are sensitive to changes
in the vertical load, which suggests
that the ground-handling charac-
teristics of the aircraft will be a
function of its weight. The corner-
ing properties of the radial-belted
tire are comparable to those of the
conventional bias-ply tire, thus
indicating that radial-belted nose-
gear tires can be installed on the
airplane without compromising
ground-handling safety.
(Pamela A, Davis, Sandy M.
Stubbs, and Thomas J. Yager,
41308)
Effect of Rain on Airfoil
Performance at Large Scale
Large-scale heavy rain effects
testing in ALDF ended in December
1990, after a 2-year cooperative
characteristics for radial-belted
aircraft tires and to compare these
properties with those of compa-
rable bias-ply aircraft tires. Static
and dynamic testing of several tire
sizes representing the full range of
aircraft load and speed require-
ments is under way on ALDF.
A photograph of two of the test
tires is shown in the first figure.
These tires are 26 x 6.6 aircraft tires
that are used as nose-gear tires for
the McDonnell Douglas Cort_ration
DC-9 aircraft. The second figure
presents the cornering properties of
these tires on a smooth, dry concrete
surface during testing at 100 knots
Side-force .6
friction
coefficient .4
0
Conterit_¢, characteristics.
3000 Ib
Radial tire
Bias-ply tire
8000 Ib
10
Yaw angle, deg
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effort involving the Aeronautics
and Structures Directorates. A
large-scale ground test capability
for acquiring aerodynamic data was
developed to assess the actual effect
of heavy rain on airfoil perfor-
mance. Large-scale confirmation of
the wind-tunnel results was
required to eliminate uncertainties
with regard to the sensitivity of the
experimental process to the rain
scaling relationships involved.
The ALDF test carriage was
modified to transport a large-scale
NACA 64-210 wing section,
representative of a commercial
transport, along a 3000-ft track at
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Rain effect on maximum lift capability.
full-scale airplane approach speeds.
An overhead rain spray system
along a 500-ft section of the track
test section produced rainfall rates
of 9 in/hr, 19 in/hr, and 40 in/hr.
The 10-ft chord NACA 64-210 wing
section was tested with high-lift
devices deployed to simulated
landing conditions. Aerodynamic
lift data were acquired with and
without the rain simulation system
activated. Tests were conducted at
a maximum speed of 160 knots
and an angle-of-attack range from
7.5 ° to 19.5 ° for all three rain
environments.
Preliminary large-scale test
results indicate that the effect of
rain on the aerodynamic lift
performance is significant for
angles of attack near or at stall.
The lift loss is a function of rainfall
rate and angle of attack. The
magnitude of the loss in maximum
lift capability and the reduction in
the stall angle of attack are a
function of rainfall rate. A com-
parison between the wind-tunnel
and large-scale results shows a good
correlation with respect to the
behavior of the airfoil near or at
stall in simulated heavy rain
environments.
(Gaudy M. Bezos and Bryan A.
Campbell, 45083)
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Basic Aerodynamics Research Tunnel
Compuhltional methods am
progressin&, rapidly toward the
prediction of the three-dimensional
flow fieht about comph'x ,_,eometries at
hiy,h angles of attack. These computa-
tional methods require a large m#nber
of y,rid points to adequately model the
flow fieht, and tile), produce large
amounts of information. To valid&re
these methods, detaiMl experimental
flow fiehl measurements are required.
Tile Basic Aerodynamics Research
Tunnel (BART) is a flow diagnostic
facility dedicated to the task of
acquirinx the detailed dahr require, l for
code validation and investiy, ating tire
fimdamental character of comph, x
flow fiehts.
The BART is an open-return wind
tunnel with a closed test section 28 in.
hiy,h, 40 in. wide, and 10 ft Iot_,_. The
maximum test section velociW is 220
g/s, which yields a Reynohls number
perft ofl l.4 x 106. The airflow
entering tile test section is con_fitioned
by a honeycomb, fimr antiturbulence
screens, crtld lltl I l-to.1 contraction
ratio. These flow conditioners provide
a low-turbulence flow in the test
section. The level of the lot_itudinal
component of turbulence intensi O'
nm,ges _om 0.05 percent at low speeds
to 0.08 percent at a test section
dynamic pressure of 45 lb/fl 2.
Tile timely acquisition ofi the
detailed data required for code
validation dictates the use of a h_?hly
integraR'd and fidly automated Data
Acquisition aml Control System
(DACS). The BART I)ACS consists of
a computer system that monitors and
controls all test instnmwntation. Tire
BART instrumenhrtion includes a
three-dinlensional probe traverse
system, an electronic scallllitly, pressure
system, a three-component hot wire,
and a three-conrponoTt laser velocimeter.
Experimental and
Computational Study of
Helicopter Rotor Tips
Helicopter rotors operating in
hover and forward flight encounter
a number of dynamic aerodynamic
phenomena. Much of the physics
related to these aerodynamic
phenomena are not completely
understood. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) methods are under
development for use in the predic-
tion of the complex rotor aero-
dynamics. These methods include
full-potential and Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes codes. The
current investigation is a combined
CFD and experimental study of
three helicopter rotor tip shapes.
The experimental data will be used
to provide physical insight into the
process of the tip vortex formation
and serve as a data base for evaluation
of several advanced CFD codes.
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Phln[onn of helicopter rotor tips. L-90-1187S
are digitized for comparison with
preliminary CFD calculations.
(Greg Jones, 41065)
NACA 0012 Flow Field
Survey Using Particle
Image Velocimetry
The global velocimetry tech-
nique of Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) has been successfully used to
perform two-dimensional flow field
survevs in the BART. The tech-
nique consists of illuminating the
seeded flow field with a 1-mm-
thick double-pulsed lightsheet.
The pulsed lightsheet is formed
using two frequency doubled, 140-
Because of the multiple goals of
the test program and the detailed
nature of the data being sought,
the experiment is being conducted
in three phases. The first phase of
the experimental testing has been
completed in the BART for three
helicopter rotor tips that included
the BERP tip, the GBH tip, and the
UH60A tip (see the first figure).
This flow visualization phase of the
experiment concentrated on the
global flow field features of the
different rotor tips which will be
measured in detail in the next two
phases of testing. The flow visual-
ization techniques utilized during
this first phase included fluorescent
oil techniques and multiple laser
lightsheet techniques. The data
from these techniques have been
used to identify both the near-wake
tip vortex formation and the
complex three-dimensional
separation associated with stall at
the higher angles of attack (see the
second figure). The photographs BERP tip flow visualization.
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Typical vector fieht obtained from analysis of PIV photograph.
mJ Nd:YAG lasers fired in sequence.
The illuminated region of the flow
is imaged onto a film plate, result-
ing in a photograph containing a
myriad of double exposed particle
images with the image separation
dependent on both the pulse
separation and the local velocity of
the flow during image acquisition.
Individual velocity vectors in the
flow field are ascertained by
interrogating small regions of the
photograph to determine the
displacements of the individual
particle image pairs.
The test model used for the
surveys consisted of an NACA O012
airfoil with a 152.5-mm chord
length oriented at angles of attack
of 0 °, S °, and 1S °, The tunnel was
operated at a free-stream velocity of
46 m/s (corresponding to a tunnel
Q of approximately 25.5), and the
flow was seeded with 0.8 _m
polystyrene latex microspheres. A
field of view of the illuminated
region with dimensions of 100 mm
by 125 mm was used for the
surveys. The figure shows a typical
resultant velocity vector field
obtained for an angle-of-attack case
of S °. The vector field shown is
constructed from more than
10 000 individual velocity vectors
that have been projected onto a
uniform grid using weighted
averages. The analysis of each 100-
ram by 12S-ram photograph
required the examination of
approximately 2S00 four-mm 2
interrogation regions over a 3-hour
period.
This test represents the first
use of PIV in a large air facility at
I,angley Research Center. The
results indicate that the technique
is a viable method of mapping two-
dimensional model flow fields with
direct application to computational
fluid dynamics code validation.
(William M. Humphreys, Jr.,
44601, and Scott M. Bartram)
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Flight Research Facility
The tn_ss-supported roof of the
huge hangar of the Flight Research
Facility provides a clear foor space
with nearly 300 fl in each direction
(over 87 000 f12).
Door dimensions will allow entry
of a Boeing 747. Features such as
floor air and electrical power services,
radiant floor heating to eliminate
corrosion-causing moisture, a modern
deluge fire suppression system, energy-
savit_ lightit_, modem maintemmce
spaces, and entry doors and taxiways
on either side of the buildit_ make
this stmchlre equal or superior to any
hangar in the country. Si,_fificant in-
house capabilities for desi_l, constn_c-
tion, and quality assurance of fl_e,ht
hardware allow Langley to buiM and
test new concepts in flight at mininml
cost. Extensive attd modern mainte-
nance equipment makes it possible to
maintain, repair, and modify aircraft
ranging in sophistication from modern
B-737 with flaps instrumented fi_r high-lift research. L-89- ]3So I
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F-5F research support aircraft. I.-90-4788
Bell 204B configured for tno_h'l drop mission. I.-76-6425
metal and composite airliners, fighters,
and helicopters to fi_bric-covered I(e,ht
airphmes. Surrounding the hangar are
romp areas with load-bearing o_pacit).,
sufficient to handle the largest current
wide-body jet. The high-power turnup
area can also handle a wide varie_ of
aircraft.
The present array of research and
resarrch support aircraft includes an
airliner, militao' fi,_,hters, trainer%
experimental one-of-a-kind desixns,
helicopters, and sinfle and
multien),,ine light airphmes. This
varie O, enables research to be atrried
out over a wide rat(w of flight condi-
tions, from hover to Math 2 and from
tire su_we to 60 000 ft. Research
pilot currency in this whh' specman of
aircraft is important in safely conduct-
it_ in-flight experiments as well as in-
flight simulator assessmems. A
varlet), of research can be conducted in
such areas as temfinal traJfic flow,
microwave hmdin X system (MI,S)
approach optimization, airfifil
properties, handling qualifies, pe_r-
mance, engine nois6 turbulence
research, natural laminar flow,
winglet shMies, shdl/spilh and severe
storm hazar, ls.
One of the support helicopters is
used to drop tmpowere, l remotely
controlled models of h_,h-perfimnance
airphmes to stu,& high-attgh,-o(-attack
control characteristics. Tile Radio-
Controlled Drop Model Facili O, is used
to study tile low-speed fl&ht dynamic
behavior of aerospace vehicles with
particular emphasis on h&h-any, le-o_:
attack characteristics of combat
aircraft. The teclmique consists of
launching an unpowered, dynamically
scaled, radio-controlled model into
_,,lidit_ fl(_,ht from tire support
helicopter, controlling the flight of the
model from the ,_round, and recovering
the model with a parachute.
Tire models are coltstructed
primarily of mohh'd fiberglass and aw
typically 10 fi long with weights ht
the range of 200 lb to 500 lb. A
comprehensive onboar, I instntmenta-
tion system provides measurements of
k O' fl_ht dy, mmics parameters that
are tralrsmitted to tile _,rrolmd via
telemet O, and wconte,t [or aHalysis.
Ttre model control loop involves a
conlbination of ground-based aml
onboard equipment and tire requiwd
communication links. Tire heart of.
tile system is a xround-based digital
computer into whidt the control hlws
are proxrammed. Tire processor
accepts downlinked feedback signals
ftom tire model and commands _rom
Flight Research Facility 15 7
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Radio-Controlled Drop Model FaciliO,. 1.83-11167
the pilot and computes the control
surface comman,ls that are then
transmitted to the model. Ve_-high
bandwidth electronwchanical
servoach_ators are used to drive the
model control surfaces. Tile pilot flies
the model from a ground shltion that
provides the required information on a
number of displays. These displays
include a hi,_,h-resohltion video im_(_e
of the model, a map display showing
model ,wound track, and conventional
analq_, instnunents presentit_e, ko'
parameters such as angle of attack
and airspeed.
The tests are conducted tit tile
Plum Tree Site located approximately
5 mih's from Langley Research Center.
The test site is a marsh approximately
2 miles long and 1 mile wide.
In-Hight Off-Surface How
Visualization Using
Infrared Imaging
A new method for off-surface
flow visualization in aerodynamic
testing has been developed. Recent
flight experiments explored the
ability to detect off-surface flow
phenomena using infrared imag-
ing. This technique is based on the
infrared detection of a gas with
strong infrared-absorbing and
-emitting characteristics. For these
experiments, the wing tip vortex
was seeded with sulfur hexafluoride
(SF6) gas so that the strong infrared-
emitting gas entrained would
Infrared imaging fi_r off-su_ce flow visualization.
appear white (warmer) to the
cooler surrounding air. Wing tip
vorticity was chosen to be visual-
ized because it is a well-understood
aerodynamic phenomenon and its
off-surface location in reference to
the wing tip is well known.
A single-engine, low-wing,
light airplane was used for the
experiments. This airplane was
equipped with an infrared imaging
system, a video recording system,
and an SF 6 gas seeding system. The
imager was mounted in the rear
cabin to provide a field of view
downstream of the left wing tip of
the airplane. The gas was dis-
pensed from the left wing tip and
entrained into the wing tip vortex.
The figure shows the airplane with
an inset photograph of the re-
corded infrared image. The image
shown in the figure was obtained
with a clear-sky background. Other
backgrounds such as clouds, haze,
water, and Earth were investigated,
but the sky background resulted in
the clearest recorded image.
1.-91 1696
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Infrared imaging offers a new
research tool to further the under-
standing of off-surface flow phe-
nomena through dynamic off-
surface flow visualization.
(Greg Manuel, Kamran Darybeigi,
David Alderfer, and Cliff Obara,
43864)
Boeing 757 Hybrid
Laminar-Flow Control
Flight Tests
One of the most significant
events in the history of boundary-
layer control occurred during 1990,
when a Boeing 7S7 aircraft (see the
figure) achieved laminar boundary-
layer flow to 6S percent wing chord
through the use of a Hybrid
Laminar-Flow Control (HLFC)
system.
With this accomplishment, the
feasibility of the HLFC concept was
demonstrated in flight for the first
time. The HLFC system provides
suction boundary-layer control to
the front spar. Downstream of the
front spar, the surface pressure
distribution is used to stabilize the
laminar boundary--layer flow to the
wing shock. A 22-ft span section of
the Boeing 7S7 wing outboard of
the left-engine pylon was modified
for the flight test. The leading-edge
suction surface was a micro-
perforated titanium skin with over
1S × 106 tiny, laser-drilled, closely
spaced holes. A leading-edge
Krueger flap was integrated into the
high-lift system and also served as
an insect shield. The design
incorporated innovations made in
earlier NASA laminar-flow pro-
grams, such as the JetStar l,eading-
Edge Flight Test (which first used
perforated titanium suction skin).
Flight tests were conducted over a
S-month period to altitudes of
40 000 ft, Mach numbers to 0.82,
and chord Reynolds numbers to 30
× 10 t_. Laminar flow was achieved
the first time the suction system
was used.
The program is jointly funded
by NASA, the U.S. Air Force, and
Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company. NASA and industry
researchers believe that HLFC
Hybrid Lamin,lr-Flow ('.ontrol Boein<_757 research aircraft. 1:90-9548
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technology could be introduced in
new aircraft designs during this
decade.
(Dal V. Maddalon, 41909, and
Richard D. Wagner)
Airborne Wake Vortex
Detection
Airport capacity is often
limited during poor visual condi-
tions by the spacing between
airplanes that are approaching to
land on a runway. These spacing
requirements are presently dictated
in part by the hazard due to the
violent motions of an airplane
encountering the trailing vortices
from a preceding airplane. If the
occasional dangerous wake vortex
could be detected far enough away
for the pilot to avoid the hazard,
the spacing requirements might be
safely reduced and airport capacity
increased. In order to determine
whether a wake vortex could be
detected using low-cost, conven-
tional, airborne instrumentation,
an exploratory flight experiment
was conducted.
Three airplanes were used in
the experiment, which was con-
ducted at the Wallops Flight
Facility. A Wallops-based P-3
airplane (90 O00-1b, four-engine
turboprop transport) was used to
generate the wake vortex. Smoke
produced by a smoke generator
mounted near the wing tip of the
P-3 was used to make the wing tip
vortex visible. Sensors carried on a
Langley-based PA-28 airplane (four-
place, single-engine) were used to
measure the airplane motions and
pilot inputs needed to detect the
wake vortex. The third airplane, a
T-34C based at l,angley Research
Fliy, ht Research Facility 1 $9
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I'A-28 aiqdane with win_ tip flow va,es used to detect presence of
wake vort_,x. 1:90-9548
Center, flew above the other two
airplanes with vide() cameras to
photograph and measure tile
relative horizontal distance be-
tween the P-3's wake vortex and
the PA-28 detecting airplane. Data
from the video cameras and from
the sensors of the detecting air-
plane were analyzed after the flight
tests. Algorithms were developed
to remove the effects of the pilot's
control inputs from the motions of
the I'A-28 airplane and to produce
detection parameters due solely to
the presence of the vortex. Three
useful detection parameters were
identified from several investigated.
These parameters made it possible
to detect the presence of the wake
vortex at a substantial distance.
(Eric C. Stewart, 43939)
Transport High-Lift Flight
Experiment
The need for advanced high-lift
design methodology for subsonic
transport aircraft has long been
recognized. Progress in computa-
tional techniques has been difficult
and slow because of the aero-
dynamic and structural complexity
of high-lift systems. The availabil-
ity of data appropriate for code
i|mnl
IBnl
tnmulln|| 515
validation has been limited because
of the sensitivity of slat/flap flow to
Reynolds number and compress-
ibility effects. As part of an overall
research program to improve high-
lift design methodology, flight
experiments are planned to provide
detailed flow measurements of
transport high-lift systems to
correlate with wind tunnel and
computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) results.
Flight tests have been con-
ducted on the NASA S1S research
aircraft (shown in the figure) as
part of the first phase of this high-
lift flight research program. The
first phase of the program includes
flight tests to visualize the flow
field with surface tufts and to
measure pressure distributions and
flow separation characteristics of
the flap system. Flight tests have
been conducted to obtain the flow
visualization of the flap at flap
settings of 1S °, 30 °, and 40 °. The
aircraft was flown to the minimum
RESEARCH CEnTeR
NASA 515 research aircraft with pressure belts and tufts installed
on high-lift flap system. L-Ol-OlOS2
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normal operating speed at each of
the flap settings to determine the
degree of spanwise and separated
flow on the flap surface. The data
were recorded with still and video
photography. This information
was useful in planning future
experiments with instrumentation
sensors for pressure distributions
and boundary-layer characteristics.
The second phase of the high-lift
flight research program will
incorporate advanced flight
instrumentation for pressure
distributions, boundary-layer
characteristics, wake characteristics,
and structural deformation mea-
surements. These flight experi-
ments are expected to contribute to
the state of technology for high-lift
design of transport aircraft by
providing detailed flow characteris-
tics for correlation with CFD and
wind-tunnel results. In addition to
improved aircraft performance,
advanced high-lift design method-
ology has potential payoffs in noise
reduction and wake vortex minimi-
zation.
(L. P. Yip, 43866, P. M. Vijgen,
and N. A. Strain)
Wing Leading-Edge Vortex
Flap Flight Experiment
An F-106B is currently being
used to flight test a wing leading-
edge vortex flap concept developed
at Langley Research Center. This
flap concept can improve the
performance and maneuver
capabilities for aircraft with highly
swept wings. The wedge-shaped
flap has been tested with deflection
angles of 40 ° and 30°; these tests
included measurements of wing
and flap surface pressures, struc-
....... f_
F-106B vortex flap research aircraft with l_htsheet sys tern fbr flow
visualization mounted atop fi_seh_e. 1.-90-2337
tural loads and accelerations, and
other pertinent aerodynamic data.
The data have been acquired over a
flight test envelope that encom-
passes speeds up to Mach 1,
altitudes up to 40 000 ft, and
maneuver loads up to 4g's. Signifi-
cant data also have been obtained
using vapor-screen and oil-flow
techniques to visualize the flow
field on and above the wing of the
aircraft to help understand the
aerodynamics associated with such
vortical flow. Preliminary results
from the tests of the flap configura-
tion of 40 ° have been compared
with similar data from flight tests
of the unmodified wing and wind-
tunnel experiments. An overview
of these results was presented at the
High-Angle-of-Attack Technology
Conference held in 1990 at Langley
Research Center.
Following a short series of on-
surface flow visualization flights
currently under way, the vortex
flap will be removed from the
aircraft for the final element of the
flight experiment. This final
element will be to reevaluate
selected flight conditions for the
baseline wing configuration. Flight
tests with the F-106B research
airplane will be completed in 1991.
(D. J. DiCarlo, 43870, and J. B.
Hallissy)
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l(i-by 24-Inch Water Tunnel
The Langley 16- by 24-1nch
Water Tunnel, which is used for flow
visualization studies at low Reynohls
numbers, has a vertical test section
with an effective working lenxth of
approximately 4.5 ft. Tile test section
is 16 in. high by24 in. wide, atrd all
four sidewalls are plexiglass to provide
optical access. The test section
velocity can be varied from 0 fl/s to
0.75 ft/s. Tile unit Reynohts number
range for water at 78°F for this
velocity ranxe is 0 to 7.7 × 104/fi. Tile
nomral test w,locih,, that produces
smooth flow is 0.25 fl/s.
A sting-type model support system
positions fire model, and the model
attitude can be varied in two planes
over angle ranges of+33 ° and + 15 °.
Operator-controlled electric motors are
mounted outside of the test section to
control the model position. Semispan
models are mounted on a splitter ph_te
supported by a sting with a lateral o_set.
Ordimr O, ]bod coloring is used as
a ,lye to visualize tire flow. Tire dye is
supplied by three resen,oirs umler
pressure so that up to three dye colors
may be used. Dye may be ejected from
small orifices on tire model surface or
itqected upstream of the test section.
A thwe-dimensional laser fluorescence
anemometer is available for quantita-
tive studies. Tire water hmnel was
placed in operation in 1987.
Flow Visualization Study
of Vortex-Generating
Devices
Flow phenomena associated
with several vortex-generating
devices for controlling turbulent
separated flow were investigated
through dye-flow visualization in
the Langley 16- by 24-1nch Water
Tunnel. The flow-control devices
examined included submerged
vortex generators (Wheeler doublet
and wishbone types), spanwise
cylinders, large-eddy breakup devices
(LEBU's) at small angle of attack c¢
and vortex-generator jets WGJ's).
The flow visualization study
was performed on a splitter plate
surface for both a laminar bound-
ary layer (free-stream velocity of
0.08 ft/s) and a turbulent boundary
layer (flee-stream velocity of 0.69
ft/s). Both food coloring (red) and
fluorescent (fluorescein) dyes were
used. The colored dye visualization
tests produced a global picture of the
flow structure, while fluorescent dye
illuminated by a laser sheet pr,,vided
a cross-sectional view of the flow
structure. A 200-mW argon laser
with a cylindrical lens produced
the lightsheet used to illuminate
both the side view (x-y planed and
the end view (y-z plane).
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Shear-Driven Three-
Dimensional Boundary-
Layer Studies
Limited studies have been
conducted on three-dimensional
(3-D) turbulent boundary layers
mainly because of the complexity
of their flow fields. Instead,
attention has been focused prima-
rily on the much simpler two-
dimensional layers. Recently,
however, increased interest has
existed in 3-D boundary layers due
to their abundance in everyday
engineering applications, computer
modeling deficiencies for these
types of flows, and possible drag
reduction benefits from 3-D induc-
tion of a naturally two-dimensional
(2-1)) turbulent boundary layer.
The dye flow visualization tests
indicated that wishbone vortex
generators in the forward orienta-
tion shed horseshoe vortices;
wishbone vortex generators
oriented in the reverse direction
and doublet vortex generators shed
streamwise counterrotating vorti-
ces. A spanwise cylinder located
near the wall and LEBU's at
c_= -10 ° produced eddies that
rotated with the same sign as the
mean vorticity in a turbulent
boundary layer, and the most
effective VGJ's produced streamwise
corotating vortices. The figure shows
that as azimuthal angle ]Bof the iets
increased from 0 ° to 90 °, both the
downstream rotational speed and
vortex core size increased for the
longitudinal (corotating) vortices. For
13>> 0 °, the signs of observed vorticity
for laminar and turbulent jets were
opposite each other. The VGJ's seem
to perform best for 13near 90 °.
0ohn C. Lin, Gregory V. Selby,
and Dan H. Neuhart, 45556)
Flat plate m_del wifll rotating disk.
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To more fully characterize
these boundary layers (specifically
through flow visualization tech-
niques), studies were conducted in
the Langley 16- by 24-Inch Water
Tunnel. The model consisted of a
4-ft-long flat plate with a flush-
mounted 4-in.-diameter disk
located 3 ft from the leading edge.
The disk was rotated at r/min's
between 4 and 24 to add a shear-
driven third velocity component to
the 2-D boundary already estab-
lished. Structures within the
boundary" layer were visualized
using dye injected from a slot 2 in.
upstream of the disk. The figure is
a normal view of the disk rotating
at 12 r/min showing the shear-
driven skewness of the near-wall
structures.
Results from this study indicate
a possible reduction in eruptive
fluid motions from the wall in the
3-D region which might account
for previously observed lower drag
values in such boundary layers.
Further point measurements of
each velocity component are to be
conducted in the same facility as
soon as instrumentation is in place.
(Barry Lazos, 45731, and Dan
Neuhart)
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Scientific Visualization Sysl:, m
A Scientific Visualization System
has been brot(_ht on line in the
Analysis and Computation I)ivision
Graphics Laboratory to support video
tape recording, of computer graphics
e,enemted on the Sltperconlputing
Network Subsystenl or on tlix/1-
pe_mnance g,nlptlic workstations.
Dyn,mliC video disphlys are essenticll
for accessin&; underst, mdin,_ _, mlalyz-
in&; docmnentin_; and displaying Hu'
vast numerical data bases resulting
from computer sinndations of tinle.
dependent physical phenonlena or
frotn detailed nleasurenlents in
ground-based or intli,k, tlt experimental
filcilities.
The COltnd component of the
systenl is the DF/X Colnposiltnl, a
di_,ital component video edititz_, suite.
The Composium menu-drirtn
soffwan) a_,rs a fidly /i'amn,d vi, h'o
processinx and special effects capabil-
ity inchtdin X three-dimensional flints,
paint box, layerinx, mnl compositin_,.
The Composiutn provides centralized
control of all ancitla O, _]uiHnent,
inclu,ling the ahility to handle
nndtiple video input SOlm'es. An A-60
real-tinte ,tiy, ital disc provides on-line
workinx stonlxe fi,r np to 25 s of video.
The A-60 is on the Langley Research
('.enter Ethemet nehvork and can
accept r,lster image files in multiple
fi_nnats directly from a remote
wvrkstation. A d_k'ital video tape drive
is available for anhive stonlse and as
a hixh-capacity working store. An IRIS
41)/340 tli_,ql-pe#bml,lnce gnlphics
workstation running' the FAST
conlput, ltional fluid dynamics
software and WA VEFRONT nlodelin2¢
and aninlation software is available
on site fi_r users filmiliar widl these
xraphk-s packa,_es. 7he system
inchtdes analox toque recorders in the
VHS, S/VHS, UmatM Umath;(5I',
BetaCanl, and 13etaCanl/SP fornlats
which nlay be used a_ either sources of
vi, h'v input or as a means of n'conlinx
a complete,t video/or distribution.
This s),stenl nlakes it l_ossible to
create a profi'ssiotlal, seltkont, lined
video technical report h_ dOCllment and
exphlin tile results of l.an_ley 3
theoretical or experinwnt,d research.
Applications of Scientific
Visualization System
The use of the Scientific
Visualization System is illustrated
by the two still frames (shown in
the figures) extracted from video
sequences made with it.
A visual presentation prepared
by the Space Station Freedom Office
examines solar array shadowing for
the Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center restructured Space Station
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Solar array shadowing.
(see the first figure). Several
animated sequences demonstrate
the amount of shadowing that is
present at the spring equinox
("worst-case" shadowing) and the
winter solstice ("best-case" shadow-
ing), and they depict Space Station
Freedom in Earth orbit. The ray
tracing capabilities of the
WAVEFRONT Advanced Visualizer
software together with several in-
house programs were used in this
analysis to determine quantita-
tively how much of the solar array
area was shadowed during an orbit
as well as the consequent power
reduction. The animated se-
quences clearly show the resulting
thermal gradients on this configu-
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ration and provide a basis for
making a judgment of their
acceptability.
The second example (see the
second figure), from the Acoustics
Division, comes from the new field
of computational aeroacoustics.
This video sequence visualizes the
intense sound generated by an
impulsively started circular cylin-
der. The sound field has been
calculated numerically using a two-
dimensional Euler code. The
segment of the video highlighted
here shows the propagation of the
density perturbation and the
kinetic, potential, and entropy
components of the acoustic energy.
In this calculation, the entropy
energy is a measure of the numeri-
cal error in the solution because
acoustic propagation is an isen-
tropic process. The video makes it
clear that as the acoustic waves
propagate, energy is transferred
from the kinetic and potential
components into the nonphysical
entropy component. During the
startup, a shock forms temporarily
which generates entropy and a
vortex. This process accounts for a
physically real source of entropy,
which can be seen moving down-
stream at the convection velocity
rather than the acoustic speed.
(Don Lansing, 46714)
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13-Inch Magnetic Suspension
and Balance System
The Langley 13-1nch Maxnetic
Suspension and Balance System
(MSBS) is a laboratory established to
develop technology required for wind-
tunnel testing that is free of model-
support interference. In 1984, the
laboratory began operation as a
combination of a magnetic suspension
and balance system.
For tiffs system, four electromag-
nets (arranged in a "V" configuration)
above the wind-tunnel test section
provide the lift force, pitching moment,
side force, and yawing moment. A
drag electromagnet opposes ttre dr_g
force. Motion is controlled in these
five degrees of freedom with no
provision for generation of controlled
magnetic roll torque on the model.
Ttre 13-Inch MSBS has a lift force
capability of approximately 6 lb
Model--__ Airflow
Fan/._'_ Detail of electromagnet configuration
Power _ _ //_ Electromagnets
Control
room
MSBS laboratory schematic.
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dependit_g o, the size and shape of tire
iron core in the model. Tire test
section passes thror_vih tile drag
electromagnet.
Tire tunnel is a continuous-flow,
closed-throat, open-circuit design.
Ambient air enters the tunnel from tire
outside through a large belhnouth
intake protected from outside contami-
nants by a screen enclosure. At the
end of the tunnel, tire flow exhausts to
tile outdoors. Tire tunnel is capable of
speeds up to Mach 0.5. The transpar-
ent test section measures approxi-
mately 12.6 in. high and 10.7 in.
wide.
Tile tunnel has trot been in
operation durir_ 1990, but it is
scheduled to resume research studies
during the summer of 1991.
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Supersonic Low-Disturbance
Pilot Tunnel
The Supersonic Low-Disturbance
Pilot Tunnel (formerly called the
Langley Mach 3.5 Low-Disturbance
Pilot Tunnel) has been in operation
since 1981. Tire tunnel, which is
located in the Gas Dynamics Labora-
tory, uses high-pressure air from a
4200-psi tank fieM that is dehy, lrated
to a dew point temperature of -52°F,
reduced in pressure by control valves
located upstream of the settlit_g
chamber, and filtered to remove all
particles larger than 112m in size.
The predicted locations of.
transition from laminar-to-turbulent
flow in the boundary layers of h(_h-
speed, high-altitude flight vehicles are
critical design considerations because
both friction drag and aerodynamic
heating may be greatly affected by
uncertainties in these predictions.
Unfo_mately, transition phenomena
are extremely sensitive to noise, which
is a known contaminant in conven-
tional h(_h-speed wind ttmnels. For
Mach numbers >2.5, the predominant
sources of this wind-tunnel noise aw
acoustic disturbances radiated into the
_ee stream from the supersonic
tarbulent boundary layers on the
tunnel walls. Other sources of noise in
blowdown wind tumwls are pressure-
reducing control valves that regulate
the settling chanlber pressure. Tire
tumlel is a part of an onxoing Langley
Research Center program to develop
and test methods for eliminating or
reducing severe noise problems.
The main figure shows the
settling chamber (visible on the right-
hand side) and the open-jet test section
chamber (visible on the left-hand
side). The tunnel flow exhausts to a
vacuum sphere complex that provides
up to approximately l-hr mn times for
stagnation pressures from 25 psia to
1O0 psia. A t hi,v,her pressures, the
flow is exhausted to tire atmosphere.
Tire settling chamber contains seven
antiturbulence screens along with a
number of dense porous plates that
fimction as acoustic baffles to attenu-
ate tile high-level noise from tile
control wdves and the piping system.
These porous plates reduce the
incoming noise from approximately
0.2 percent of stagnation pressure to
approximately 0.01 percent. The
antitarbulence screens reduce the
normalized nns velocity fluctuations
to approximately1 percent.
With the input disturbances
reduced to &ese low levels, research
has shown that the most successfid
technique to eliminate the radiated
noise is to laminarize the nozzle wall
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boundarylayersbyusit_boundary-
layeremovals otsjustupstreamof
thenozzlethroatandproperlytailored
expansionnozzleswithhi_;hly
polishedwalls.Thelargecircular
manifoldshowninthefixureis
comwctedtoavacuumsphereandis
usedtoremovethenozzleinlet
boundarylayerthrolK_haseriesof
1-in.-diameterpipes.Bytlleuseof
thesetechniques,alldisturbanceshave
beenpracticallyeliminatedinthree
differentozzlesforMach numbers of
3 and 3.5.
Relaminarization of
Supersonic Attachment-
Line Boundary Layers
Relaminarization device
Laminar -_
boundary
layer
Flow
Turbulent
boundary layer
Square device showing flow relaminarization.
Swept cylinder
Laminar flow on the upper
surface of swept wings at high
Reynolds numbers is only possible
if turbulent contamination on the
leading-edge attachment line is
minimized or alleviated. The
objective of the current research is
to investigate passive leading-edge
modifications designed to
relaminarize the attachment-line
boundary layer in supersonic flows.
The leading edge of a super-
sonic swept wing was simulated by
a swept cylinder mounted in the
Supersonic Low-Disturbance Pilot
Tunnel. A variety of leading-edge
devices were mounted on the
cylinder, and the attachment-line
boundary layer was determined to
be laminar or turbulent by the
temperature distribution along the
attachment line, as measured by
embedded thermocouples.
For a sweep angle of 76 °,
several devices display the ability
to relaminarize the turbulent
attachment-line boundary layer.
This effect is hypothesized because
of the induction action of a stream-
wise vortex system generated by
the leading-edge device, which
sweeps the contaminating turbu-
lent flow downstream over the top
of the wing rather than spanwise
along the leading edge (see the
figure).
The availability of simple, low-
cost passive devices that provide a
laminar attachment-line flow on
swept wings will be useful and
possibly critical to the practical
achievement of laminar flow on
swept wings at supersonic speeds.
Optimization of device shapes
is currently under way, as is a
companion study to investigate the
flow mechanisms responsible for
the observed results. Numerical
studies also are planned.
(Theodore R. Creel, 45554)
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Pyrotechnic Test Facility
The Pyrotechnic Test Facility
(BuiMing 1159) contains the Langh T
Research Center space sinudation
environmental and fimctional test
eqtdpment used for the handlinA, and
testing of small-scale potentially
hazardous materials. This fiwility
includes three test cells and a ,_,eneml-
purpose work area.
The environmental test equipment
includes a 2000-1bf vibmtion ma-
chine, a thennal-vacuunt clmmbet_
which is 35 in. in dianteter and 48 in.
lotg and is capable of pressures to 1 ×
10 -7 tort at temperatures of-320_F to
+200°F, arid a mechanical shock
apparatus, which Lscapable of
producing up to a 30 O00g pulse fi_r
0.2 tits. This fi_cility also includes
thermal chantbers with a capability of
-320°F to +600°F, a centrifi¢ge with a
capability of 2OOg's, a 25 O00-V
eh'ctrostatic discharge apparahts, and
a h(g,h-pressure pump with a capabil-
iO, o[40 000 Ib/in 2. The fimctiomd
test capabilities are programmable
electrical firinx circuits, measurements
of acceleration, force, pressure, and
temperature, and a variety of explosive
perl'bmtance monitoring systems. A
hiAqr-fiequency (40-kHz) analq_
recontit_playback system is used &r
dyttamh measllremetltS.
The general-purpose open work
area has a 30-fl by 60-fl floor space
with a vertical working he(_,ht o[35 ft.
Two explosion-proof pneumatic gantry
cranes are available to handle the
heavier loads. The three reinforced
cotlcrete test cells aw designed with
I_;tltweixtlt external walls to relieve
overpressures in an outboard manner.
These test cells serve three separate
fimctions. Environmental testing is
perfitnned ill cell one, and temt_rary
storay,e of potentially hazardous
materials and test article assembly and
dwckout aw perfiomte, t in cell two. (;ell
three is ILeal fi)r exph_sives fimctional
tesfin X t_,caltse this cell contains an
extumst tim, which is la;ed fi_rthe purge
of smoke or oflwr caloric pro_h,cLs, an,l a
mobile steel containment box, which is
used fi_r testing attd may produce
explosive fr_onolts.
Hazardous Testing of
HALOE Hardware
In qualifying and certifying
flight hardware for the HALOE
instrument, a number of tests
were conducted which were
potentially hazardous to personnel.
Ilaese tests, which included function-
ing pyrotechnically actuated pin
pullers and pneumatically pressurized
portions of primary structure, were
conducted in facilities designed fl)r
remote testing and containment of
blast pressures and fragmentation.
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HALOE ,structural mockup. 1-'_1-01057
The HALOE development and
qualification required more than
100 firings of pyrotechnically
actuated pin pullers in both
component and system-level tests.
The figure shows a mockup of the
HALOE instrument on which the
system-level test firings were made.
Both proper release of the gimbals
that are pinned during launch and
the levels of pyrotechnically
induced mechanical shock into the
structure were demonstrated.
A pneumatic test was con-
ducted on the closed-volume
interconnect structural adapter
between the gimbals to determine
the potential for rupture or me-
chanical deformation during ascent
to orbit. A structural margin was
demonstrated by pressurizing the
volume to 20 lb/in 2, which in-
duced no permanent deflections.
Bleed-down data were also ob-
tained to accurately predict the
equivalent orifice size of the
venting at the assembled interfaces.
(Laurence J. Bement, 47084)
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